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'ENERGY AND EARLY ADOLESCENCE

Most early adolescents are undergoing significant changes. The

change pattern is not linear;.it is serendipitolta, making this age g ouv
extremely heterogenepus physiologically, pa*chologically and sociall 1

Schools must deaJt eOher directly_or indirectly with' these changes

way schools can help ear* adolescents.is through,the curriculum.

The Energy Education Curriculum Project will focus on increing
the potential of youhg adolescerits. Aere"h plan for,aR energy chrriculum
for Ihe middle grades will be outlined which recOgnizes the heterogene4
changes and develppmental patternq of early adolescents, while trying 16

push them ,beyond current levels of inteilecttial and participatory achieve-
-4
ment. Whe Project vill focus on students' potential as effective hnelgy

actors,; as iitizens who have the know/edge and skills to conserve scarce
energy resources and'products imsignificant ways and to influence others'

in wise energy use. In this way,.the Project hopes to provide one curric-
ulum solution to the twin concerns of adolescent develdpment and energy

education.

RATIONALE

-In a recent 'Psychology Today article a noted-authority On adolescence,'

.

Joseph Adelson, made the following statement, "Adolescentb as a whole are
not in turmoil, not deeply disturbed, not.at'the mercy ofsthelr impulae$.,

not resistant to-parental values,. not Mitically'active or rebelpous.
Arthe article called "Adolescents and the Generalization Gap,' Adelson
points out that most of our generalizations about adolescents are'based

oR a "tyrann7 of the visible." 13eople tend to remember some of the moie

shocking, more spontaneous,'more idiosyncratic events which atolescenta-

experience and to generalize based on.this behaVior. vt.idelson N.eads for

a'more well-rounded look at ad lescents as a group that tan be signifi-
3'

cantlyseneralized across the hole spectrum of types of youngthlts.

4The general approach outlined here is basedon a "positive" ap roach

to adolescents and their potential. The focus will be on what adol s-
.

cents cpn do, what their potential is, or how people can help move them

to achieye their potential. In the following.paragraphs one approach to

. adolescents as indi4iduals, to middle/junior high schuols, and to:the A

place of curriculum change will be described.

:

.1;For our purpos s here, young or early adolescents'wiil refer to'10

to 15 year olds'And'are distinguished from their`16 to 19 yebr old adoles-

cent counterparts,by the fact that.s4gnificaht physiological pangef. are

initiate& in the 'earlier a6 group. 7 I

2
By effective energYtoctors, the Proj4t means.ttose who can, translate

know1ddge and skills into action which.promotes,energy conservation.

3

t

Joseph A4elson, "Adolescents and theGeneraIization Gap," Psychology
4

-,

"Y. 1

Today, February, 1979, pages 33-38.
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Approtah to Adolescents. Our view of early adolescents is shaped
by a single tord: "potential." Early adolescents have potential for .

moving from the concrete to the abstract in cognitive thinking. They
can move from a rulerbound value position to a more principlecb value
position. They have the Capacity to shed their "subject" role and be9ome
citizens by takini responsibilltly for their actions on energy problems.
au approach is not insensitiveto where adolescents are, what problems
they are having, and what kinds of growth patterns exist. But thd "p0-
tential" concept ketps it headed beyond where adolescents are tp whtre
they can'be..

roach to ado escents ig action-oriented. Anyone who has
taught in, or high or is1e schools, or has raised early adolescents,
lknows that' y arespontaneous in their activitles. Tliey think, feel,

and do things SpoAtancly within almost'every.setting in Ozhich they
,operate., The.action b' e for the cui.riculUm will focui- on \the need for

self-expression, in,order:for potential to be increased. Thapproach'
natural need that ad4tscents have to think creatively,

.more activelY% 'and express'ihemselves in -a variety of ways inside and'

outside,ofrschooIs to promote student develOpment and energy education.

Approach to Schools. Over th 'last decade, a distinction has been
' madt'between middle Schools ind junior high schdols. WhateVer the title,
, tbeee,schools 4enerellyAnclude grades 6 through 9. Some have a four-

,year tequence,:and most a three-year sequence that includes grades 6
through 8 or 7t1irough 9.. When the middle grades are referred to here

,.both,u4ddlesehools and junior'hig4 are included.,

0 ,
0

!, -7 ".As a'recent report by thg.National Science Founda;i4n indicqes,
thete

4
arexelatively few difpplences between middle schools and-fnnior
_

his .Presently, most schdials An the middle fades prepare students
for their high school ydars. .T*, support a oascipline-centered curric-,

c'uTum. Because,of Ithese schodl.characteristicS, the prqect's apl/roach

A .'to se ools involves dealing realistically with the segmented structure '"
. ,of t school. 0/et in order.to serve adolesbent developitient, everyday

of.schedule an4 structure need to be pushed beyond normal ,

toutines. /ntfrdisciplin ry cooperation will be emphasized in order to
reinforce student experie es.' Stuptentcactivities will involve a variety

lpf teachers pd staff, tra cending barriers of role and function. There-

fore, the approach also supports the p nciple of dealing with the whole
school, and student participation in

Approach to'the Cultioulum. Everytype of'edU ational change needig
'a base. -While the approach focuses on the whole s obl, it ilses Social

studies as a base for curriculum development and ch Age. 'Sbcialyttudies

is interdisciplin y . nature, and the focus of the social studies is on

both knowledge a d pol icy,, or action. It seems a natural home for cur- 1

ricu um maferial on e ergy education. Many.materials fiave been developed

#,I in science; few in-tocial studies. The scientific base is one important

'4
National Science Foundation, Early Adolescence: Perspectives and

Recommendations. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government'Printing,Office,

1078.,

2



part of the curriculum, but it is cinly ofte Phrt of whht is needed to

,

,

A
. 1 .

promote effective energy egtots. ,Therefore, thd matekials.will find
4

0 '

their home in sociakstudies in,order to implement the curribulum and

effect educational change in theschools. The middle grades,material

will focus on sOcial studies lessons adapted to WorldCultures and_ \
/

American History.coufses.
.

%

OBJEC<

TIVES
'

(1 (

f The general geal of the urticulum is to,promote effeqtive energy

actors. 'An effective energy actor is a person who is aware of his/her

environment,and its uses.. is person is.knowledgeable'about energy
resources, transformation processes and outcomes of those processes.

An eflectiVe energy actor has-the intellectual skills to dealleth energy

problems.and to think through' these problems in important ways). FinellY,

an effective energy actor can use his or her awareness, knowledge, and

skills in acting in phrt story ways in individual and group settings

.which promote energy conser at on. It is the convet.sion process betweqn,

awereness, knowledge, skills nd participation that seems crucial to the
..

promotion of,effective energy actors.

.

. .

.

-

'Knowledge Objectives. Knowledge is an import t domain of objectivesi
,

for the middle grades. HoweVei, ,the content.and kiik of knowlectge is li

I unique. The Natiopal Assessmentof Education Progre s..study reflected*

/ that a good deal of common sense information is held by young adults about

'the energl problem.5 They gain thia knowledge through the medta. How-

ever, -knowledge was amazingly,low concerning major ConCepts about energy

problems, the proc'esses ofoenergy,transformation and especially the Polity

.processes.through which people influence energy prOblems Per example,

.only 14% of the young adults knew the coal is the'primary energy source

useat to produce the .nation's eletri al.energy.
J

The assessmentAlso showed that in the policy area, people doubted

that they could influence love.rnment, manufactuvrs or oil companies w th

regard,to energy problems. 'Th6, also showed a lack of knowledge of a1tetr. N

natives in the policy process or alternative outcomes of their actions:

they wanted to continue driving cars. Finally, they shbved.a lack of

knowledge cf the consequences.offlople's actions.for the energy 'eituatOn.
.

,

e

The knowledge objectives in the middle zrades materials will focus

,

on concepts which will allow btudents to sbstract-from tIvVx specific en-

vironment./-The concepts will include concepts aboUt energy, Such as con-

servation or transformation, and'concepts about human behavior,.including

effective energy habits. The knowledge objectives will also focus on

policy processes,.so that students can'understand ways in which they can

interact in'decision-making. Finally, tHe objectives will stress the

0

t.

National Assessment 4f Educational Progress, EnergtKpowledge and 4.

e Attitudes: A National Assessment of Energy Awareness Among Young Adults.

Denver, Colorado:, Education Commission of the States, DeceMber, 19178,

le
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/
's1ter tivés nd consequences of'adtions gorthat students can
the trade=offs thati. make in taking action on energy problems:,
(Spe chart on 'following page.),

Imagintion ObjeCtives: A.new dimenaion becomes very important

.,
.

s -

at the miadle.grades.JeVel. It can be labelled."imagination." `Imagi-'
nation is a motivatiOnal concept. It comes internally from the iridi- -

vidual,*not externally froA the teacher br the .school. It is necessary
las a motiVator ptdmote interest in a particular subject matter. It
is through the ehicle of imagination tflaCrwe will.attempt to'datch
students ! int eat in energy and to motivate them.to.do something about

,

it;
.

a . .Basic9.11y, imagination includes four different steps. First; it

A I

,

involves motivation. A student j.alasked tO imagine.something. This_

, isomettiime.Cbmes internally'fAm the student. A student Can think'
abOut44. problem or an event which may or may not.be related to the
.specifie subject matter at hand. -The second leve1 involves descrip-
tion. Ajstudent describes theA.mage that.isrin his or her mind.
Studentg can shafe that concreteimage.with other stndents. Third,
the student utilizes abstract concepts to describe the image, moving

plt,from the concrete to the abstrAcr. Finally, a4s nt will apply
- those_concepts.to.specific'real-world sitgaeion.. I this way, imagi7
ihation capitalizes on the potential of students to _move from concrete
to abstract situationp and grovides internal motivation and concern

,for energy'problem-solving.
..

. t ,

. .

It is important to state here that the imapnatibn objectives-
are not m6re instructional strategies for motivating students. The

. reader should not.think in standard'curriculum categories. Imagina-
tion is, in it.self, an'objective which Can be promOted by a.variety (

of strategies. It is an abili4 to think.new thoughts, feel new
\

.feelings-and share tDem witti.othera. It is one key for opening-im- --

. portant concutual and valuing capabilities. It is a skill oFa

iCI\

different genre thanLeithe inquiry or:moral reasoning. It is a)
'skill in expaAing notentia dimensiona of thinking, feeling and
actitg. It is a key to the.unique poteritials of early ado1esce6ks.7

41

, '

, ,

Par icipatioft Objectiv participation,domain will focus
on developing.skills ie-the ecision-making process.- Desicion-making
refers) to choices that people make and the'consequbnces of those choices.

e
,

4

.6The idea of imagination
source cited here is Robert SE16
Park, California: Addisft-Wesli
Menlo Pary, California: Addison

.7'
See especially Jerome Bruner, On Knowins: Left Hand Learning.

New York: Antheneum Press, 1962; and Abratiant Maslow, The Farther
Reaches of 114man Nature. New York: Viklmg, 1971.

from many sources. The chief-
.

le ThsoMet,phoric. Mine. Menlo '

1976; .and The Itole School Book."
C.

eslei, 1977..

. ,
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/ OBJECTIVES FOR THE ilIDDLE GRADiS ENERGY GURRICUL

Knowledge (lbjectives

4. Students will acquire basic Concepts 9f
resodrces, and interdependente.'

endigy conservaion,)

2. %Students will acquire basic conceRts.of self and humanbehavior.

3. Students wil//acquire knowledge of basic.processes of.energy

lormation and use.

4. Students will acquire bpic knowledge of policy proCesses affecting

energy.decision-making and'the impact of variout alfernatives.

ImaginatiOp Objectives

1. .Students will ddVelop images of energy situations from their own

personal experiences.

2." Stu&snts will share concrete descripti s of their images o f energy

situations with.other students.
,

3. Students will usd condgpts.to deScribe their imaginary situations,

and.share, thosevith other.studentS.

6 .4 Students will apply the concept's they deVelop to their own everyday .

lives. '

Participation 00 ectives

1.- Students will learn basic steps in inpividual decision-making

ineluding information, choices, alternatives, applying values to

alternatives, and determining consequences. .. . 4

'Students will experienoe.individual decision-making'in group settings

in their school, home, and Community related to energy conservation...

Students will evelop,siills in group decision-making, including

identifying ru

1

.

es and appropriate strategies, implementing groUp

.decisions, and identifying consequences..

- *

Students van gain exper encein acting,in groUp situations in'their

school, home, and commun ty lated to energy conservation.



,

A

objectives will-facilttate indiridual decision-making. .They will
be especiallY fogused0on cilltfvatidg students' va,luing skills.in dealing
4' Vith alternatives anftrecogniiing.thb consequences of theit actions..,k

o .

P

A

. The objectives w111a1so foals on group ecisiOn-making. They
411%high1iight.the-ruls that made'groups alffe ent from each other,.
qrategies that can be.used &n iftfluenci* decis krmakingt, andhow
.to implemént groupAecipions, .

Students will also ideetify the impact that group decisions can
. have on schools, communities and nations as wholes. Group decision-
pald,ng will algo focus on.peer.relationships, trying to.utilize the
-peer focus of moat early adolescents in order to promote effective
action.

o

According to these objectives, effectiyeenergy actors at he
middle gradee level will have skills in imagination which will culti-
vate their interest and clarify the applications of, ideas about die
ehergy*problem. They will,also have tenowledge about ene'rgy and the

'2:policy process which thy will put to use in effective debision
;making, both in terms of making's choice and implementing that choice
) effectively. The activities will involve adolescerits in multiple
itypes of sitfiations.within aneoutside the school in practicing'
eftiective conservation strategies.

1,

.CURRICULUM PLAN

The curriculum plan,for the Energy.Project involves a basic
!structure. A core of leesons to be integrated ,int.4 social studies

AnstructiOn is the.foundation.:Major interdisciplinary building
blocks take the form of mini-lessons in science, language arts, and
practical arts. A teacher's'guide and lesson,plans are cross-beams
linking the entire struature together. The goal of the curriculum
is 'to articulate energy education with,standard World Cultures and

'American History coives in the Middle.grades.

The plan includes an introductory cartoon book whiCh explains
the major ideas and skills in 'ihe program and the deVelopment of
three ugits of material. The cartoon book constitutes a basfc set
of materials, roughly 15 to 20,pagee.long, that will fntroduce stu-
'dents to imagination skills, basic concepts ln the Course, including
theconcepts of conservation, energy resources and interdependence,
an& skills in indivldual And group decision-making. The first unit
:Of.materials will focus on'the World Cultures course and include
studies of Sub-Saharan Africa, EU'fope, Asiadland Northern Africa and

0

'the. Middle East. The second unit will offer materials to be used
'in American History courses.. ...

The materiallare designed to be used flexibly. Regardlesa'"
of 'which :unit is used by which teacher, everyone will 'have a common

, base for beginning the energy. materials. Although the American
History course is wet often used i1c the eighth grade, the World

ir

,./
6

;

%

.
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Cultufes program is more diverse. A teacher might use a chapter

on Sub-Saharan Africa and a'chapter on Europe, each from different

units in the material. This flexibility makes grade leveling of

the materials difficult. There are majofdifferences between
qixth and eighth graders, as well as among studepts in any given

grade. .Therefore, lessons wille designed,whiavinclude several
levels of activity so that different grade levels can 'use any one

'or a group of lessons ftom the energt materials.

The introductory cartoon'book and 'the two units of ilaterials

are outlined on the following page. The cartoon bool, will serve

as an introduction. The first unit on Energy-and World CuliPuresr"

4ivided into four chapters. In each of these chapters

there will be lessons etilizirig students' imagination which ini-

tiate the material, lessons on basic energy concepts Ahd basic

energy processes as well as policy processes, and finally,tsug-
, gested particIpation.activities. The lessons and activities.will

berelated to the particular culture which is identified-by the

chapter heading The second unit on Energy and-American History

is,organized into,three time.periods, The'lessons coVer more

advahce4 ideas and skills, but are not dependent on the use of .

the4World Cultures.materials.

fin

yor each of the major units there. are also mini-lessons

which involve interdisciplinary activities and linkages to science,

language arts, and practical arts classes. Student6 wbuld be

learning abofit energy conservation through their social studies

class.. The social studies teacher arid the science teacher ckuld

then get tibgether for a science lesson which would show basic energy,.

conservation principles. In'this way, a(science lesson on the trans-

formation of petroleum into gasoline might-ibe linked to a social

,9tudies, lesson on ehergy and Sub-Saharan Africa.

The materials also contain a teacher's guide and lesson plans.

There are lesgbn plans for the artoon book,and'for each,of the two,

units. There are a total of twelve lesson ptans for the WorM

Cultures unit andnine lesson plans foi.the American Histbry unit.

Also included is a related bibliographY and a set bf referencp mate-

rials, such as e glossary and baCkground materials necessary,to uri-

derstand some of the-technical aspects of the energy problems which

are confronted inthe materials. Jeachers need not have any special

expertise in order to teach the materials. The teacher material

serves as a iegoucce liiirary for teachers who can use the lesson

plans in the teacher's g?ide, or create their° own lessons based on
*It 'the materials.

A'
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CONTENT OUTLINE FOR THE MIDDLE GRADES CURRICULUM.

Cartoon Book Introduction

A

The cartoon book will introduce iiiidents to all of tOe basic
ideas and skills in the curriculum. It will be done as'etcomio
with a running story. Students' skills in4imagination will be
initiated, basic knowledge in terms of the concepts used in the
curridulum will be introduced., and basic skills in individual and
group decision-iaking will be outlined. The cartoon bdok will be
useil in conjunction with any or all.of the chapters or entire
units that are used hy teachers in the middle grade's.

Energy and Four Cultures

Chapter,One: Energy and Sub-Saharan Africa
S.

...Students will develop #magination skills and basic knowledge
about energy resources in Africa, basic conservation strategiós and
the interdependence of Africa with other culturee-in energy use.
They will develop skills in individual decision-making and act in
roles making individual jlftcisions about energy use in their skills.

dhager Two: Energy d Europe
A

Students will learn basic imagination skills. They.will apply
their knowledite of energy conservation, resources and interdependence
to the European setting. They will learn basic skills in individual
decision-making'and apply them outside Qf their school, to theirN
family setting.

Chapter Three: Energy and_Asia

.

'Students will apply basic imagination skills. They will learn
specifically about India, China.and Japan and make comparisons of

-energy resources conservation and interdependence in the'Asian con»
text. .They wi learn basic skills in group decision-making-and
apply them to heir fami40 setting.

'Chapter iur:L Energy and the Middle East
r.

Students will utilize basic imegination skills. They wiil Ij
tho idea of energy resources, conservation and interdependenpe,te.tho
Middle..East context. They will make comparisons based on their know-
ledge of other Cultures. 'They will learn basic group decision-making
skills and apply them tO their community setting.

Energy 5nd AlUrtelii-History

!ter One: Energy and Col'onial America

Students will study a small town during the colonial period.
Thor will develop basic imagination dkills. they will apply their
knowledge of energy resources, conservation and interdependence to

:the colonial setting. They will plan community conservation strat-
egies which students eft initiate.in their community.

ChtPter TWo: ipergy and the Industrial Revolution

Students will0learn about the changes in energy use that wore
'accomplished during the beginning o? the industrial revolution.
They will apply basic imagination skills. They will work with

concepts of energy resources, conservation and interdependence
..during tho industrial revolution. They will plan an energy fair
reflecting energruses during the industrial.revolution for(their.
entire school.

I

Chapter Three: Energy and the Post-War Era 4

,. Students will study energy use in the period of U.S. ascendancy. 1

efter World War II. They will use Lijisic imagination skills and apply'
4oncepts oil energy resources; conse ationond interdependence to
the post World War II setting. The4 will initiate a plan for energy
conservation which is based on the D.S.'e hew position 40 an energy
consumer in the post World War Il era.' )

%.
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EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION
(

,

The energy materials have unaergone al-thorough evaluation. At each

stage of the Projec,t.the gionceptualization, the materials and the pplicy

plans have been revieved bI a steering committee at the Division of

Cuiriculum in the.Indiana Department of Public Instruction. Ideas 'and

materials have also been reviewed by an eighi-person teacher panel con-

sisting of social studies, science, linguage arts and practical irts.

.teachers who are working in the middle grades in Indiana. This evalua-

tion Trtchanism allowed for systematic evaluation by two panels 'of re-

viewers.' Additional consultants,and teacher reviewers were utilized as

specific needs arose. A sc4nce)consultant was used frequently. 'Mate-

rials were also evaluated through presentations at conventions and

articles, such as this conceptualization plan.

.

There was also a syStematic pilot testing of the Materials in the.

Project. A pilot test was conducted in the spring utilizing schools

across the state of Indiana. A saMpler -was developed that coftains the

cartoon book, the chapter from the World Cutures unit on Europe and

;the chapter from the American Hitstory unit on Energy and the. Post-War,

Period. These satpler materials were systematically tested and evaluated,.

and used as modals for the development ofthe remainder of the-curric-
.

culum materials. A final evaluation was conducted of the usesof the

- curriculum materials when they were produced and used in schools Icross

- the:state andlthe nation..'

.
The materials are also.being disseminated. Brochures were developed,

articles were pfbduced and meetings were,attended in which many different

individuals,:.both educatbrs and practitioners, had the oppdttunity to 'c

learn about the Ma erials and to use lessons.from the cinitti.

The chief dissemination mechanism involved workshops held across-

the state including middle gra0,es teachere and administrators involved

in 8c:dial studies, science, language arts. and practical arts instruction: ,

These workshops were held Ir the Fall, 1979, and were attended.by

participants from.a wide v iety of groups: , . .

***1I
. .

In this way, curriculumrdevelopment,.evaluatib4and disseminatio

work hand-in-hand inlbe Project. Hbpefully, this'strategy allowed ttln

Project to rdach as mAny teacherfWand students aa possible and to help
\.
'students to become trulyeffective energy actors.

Os)



INTRODUCTIGI,

' ENERGY EDUCATTON TEACHER'S GUIDE,

t.. )

e material that follpws is designed.to help.you make,the. most use

of thee ehergy education materials. This introduction(isidivided into

four par s. Virst; a brief.description of the general plan of the mat-r

rials and their.use is given. .Second, a part on active invo2vement il-

lustrates how students can becOme.truly involved with materials in their

classroom, across the schOol aiia whole and in commuelitxactivities.

The third part shows ways in whi.Ch the materials Can.be,lintegrated into

standard social studies courses'in American History. Finally/a part on

intesdisciplinary activities demonbtrates ways that teachermfrom varibus

subject areas can get together in order t6 reinforce students' Activities

in becoming effective energy actbrs.. All,of these parts are ,designed to

,hiellight dimensions of-the materials that will augment and improve in-

struction in your class.

GENERAL PLAN
c;

The organization of th9se energy materials can ,be outlined As

follows:
I. Rationale

I/. Introduction
A. geacher's,Guide

V: Glossary
Resource Nibliography

III. Teacher's Guide to the taftoon Boo0

IV. Neacher's Guide'for each Chapter/ Adaptations°

V. Student Materials for each Chapter

Each.past of the matelkais has a specific purpose and function. Taken

together, the materials constitutli'a base.for you,to effectiVINly teach

about energy and effective action on energy problems.

4

The rationale section expleins, the philosophy behind these materials.

,It shows the approac b4. the general content, the pilot eveivation, and

disseminktion octhe materials. .Nasicaily, we are trying to enhance *

students' abilitites to become effective energy actors:*

6

This guide explains how to use and carry out the philosophy de-

scribed in the rationale. It concludga with a glossary forjeference as

well aa a resource bibliography. Thisibibliography.can help you go farther

with thematerials Or delve into particular topics.

I.

'The teacher's guide tithe cartoon,book offers suggeations for using

the student cartoon book, Quantum Conserves, which is separate from this

. material. The cartoon book iM,designed aa an introduction for any of the

---Americah History lessone. It Can also be used on its own. Ist is a basic

introdnction to the ideas in tht course.

L9
4

There are three chaPters'inthis AmRrican History unit: one On the

Colonial Period, one on the Induatrial Revolution, and one on theogost

War Period. There isia teacheeMguide with lesson plans for each chapter.

These ppges follow the division 9 gem The /esson.plans contain (Arley-

tives And estep-by-step plow for arrying out the lesson. A student asses-

sment instrument is also inolnded or each lesson. If the lesson plans are
.

abo'
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used in-cAnjunction w/th the student
materials, yoU have a complete plan for
teaching about energy in youy class.

There are also adaptation lessons
contained in the teacher's guide for
each chapter. The adaptations provide
ways,of working with teachers from other
subject areas in enhancing the materials.

J

For each chapter, there is also
// astudent materiils section following the

lesson'plalis. Student materia lT. will

need to be duplicated when more than one
copy is needed. The materials are de--:
signed to help promote effective energy
activity 1)34 students as they are studying
variouti historicaliperiods.

ACTIVE INIFVEMENT

There is an e44tion here which
is important. The equation runs as
follows: Knowledge 1)articipation
Learning; In this qr gram we.are
trying td teach 'studlents about energy
and to have them participate in energy'
conservation. :Together the* elements
make a powerful cOmbination for learn-
ing and for establishing effective
energy habits. Without knowledge, Wit
cannot act reasonably. Without parti=
cipation, one,does not put one's know-
ledge'to use. Both parts of the equa-
tion are equally important for the
outcome we are striving to achieve.'
In this section we will talk about how
students can get actiyely involved in
this program in their classroom, at
school, in ,their homes and in their
community.

, One of the major purposes of the
materials is to provide students with
activAties. We want them to'do things

e to do games and

in class with objec thand with oeo
people. We want th
putzles and to work actively with the
material. We want them to ask ques-
tions for which there are not well-
defined answers. The purpose here is
for each activity thaft is used.in this
material to be jus at--an activity,
or active learning. This will help
students,to learn more and to learn

rit better.

4
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- The active involvement in these materials can be contained within

tke classroom. The.energy lessons contained in this material are Je-

signed to be4used in the classroom. HoWever, involvement can.also :

ektend beyond the classroop to the schOol where the oliss takes on ac-

tivities or the entife school does. It can also include homes, neigh-

borhoods and community organizations. 'These tyyes-of activities wir1

be explained and suggestions for activities thit you might try are

included. Some energy lessons contained here will suggest that you .

move out oUthe classroom to reinforce learning and stimulaternew

activities tn energy conservation.
.

Two types of aetivities,are included here. The first type involves

your class engaging in particular activities, in the school. This means

that your class tan serliedto inigate on energy activities outside the -

classroom. A second type of activity involves working with aeinistra-

,iors, other teachers, other students-and existing organizations in order

to promote school-wide energyjactivitties that ate initiuted by more

people than those in your class. Botlitypes,of activities are described

w.belo
, ,

.

Class-Based'Activities
4

,

The activities that your.class can undertake are 'numerous. Thb

following twelve suggestions are some ideas on what you migh as a

class for class-based activities. You mighttry some of these acti ities

out as you are doing lessons in this material. Otherwise, you mig

generate your orl ideas'based on these stiggestions.

An Energy Audit. Your class could cond4t an energy'

audit of yoilr'classroom or the school bymaking a )

list of ihoie things which use'energy in'the school

and then seeing,how much energy is uspd by the items.

on your list. They migWconduct,thi's audit daily or

weekly,for some time and then determine ways in which

they might save qn energy use in the,achool.

Energy Aides. Your class might volunteer to help

with conservation by patrolling doors_And speCific

looms to make sure:windows an0 doors ariclosed.
Theyllight;prepare a form where they.can write down

what Success or lack of success their efforts have.

If the patrol is Successful, students might work

with students in Other Classes in setting up a per-

manent group th1 Would help the school save energy.

,4-.

3.. Lighti Out: Students, in youlgfcloass might initiate a

campa4n te use.half the electricity they currently

cdhsume in,their school. -They -might determine ways

ih whiCh the classrooms., librailas, cafeterias and

other areas of the school coulit use less lighting,

and'still function effeqively. They shouldobe sure

that the:lighting changes they make are actually more

energytefficient by studying the electrical use of
_

,(4
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different.typeS of bufbs and fixtures.They could
suggest anything from actually taking out lightbulA
to rearranging classrooms or so that
more natural light is used.

,

I

4. pnergy in the News. Your clasS might work with the
lchool newspaper staff in order to provide a class
poem about/ideas for enefgy conservation. S udents
Might com uprtiwith tips on how.tO save energ as
Well'as information about 'energy alternatives. You
might want io prepare a ciass newspaiu4 about energy.

t. Up'and,Down: The'students might initiate.a
,

s.NOOk-wide attempt to-use len heat in the winter
and less afr-conditioning in the summer in,the
schools. They could monitOr thermostats and get a

sweliter campaimin the winter, or a dress cool cam-
, - paign in'the warmer months, in-order to effectively

use less energy in heating and cooling in the school.

A 'Paper Drive. -Students might start a paper drive
) with the gathering olf paper that has been used for

1 re-use within ihe salmi. Paper that has been used
on one side can be used on the other side for vari7
ous,uses including memos or scrap paper, Students

. can set up their own systeN for gathering the piper
from classrooms and othler places in the School and ,

redistrtbuting it to administrators, teachers and
students for re-use. ,

.fr

An Energy Exhibit. Students might set up an exhibit
in de.clfeteria which shows knowl dge about energy
and ways in(iihich students might co erve.,.They
could set up, for example, various wa of aboking
hot dogs in the cafeteria, or some otheirneving ex-
-hibits, so that siudents could rtually try..tt out
themselvet. 1

L.

:rake It Home. The class could initiate an energy
'survey of tips on energy conservation. They could ask.

. #.

peoplcin their school and community to share ideas
with them abo4t conservation.. They,could then make i
bookitil.of theselidpas. They couldshare the booklet
with their parentsind come up with class rpsults in
energy conservation thai were chosen by, familiet
,within,theclass.

Person Powers Students in ,the class.could devise i
series orposters to be uied around the school on how *'

students could usetheir own energy rather than Mecha-
-nipal forms of energy in trying'to conserve electrical
power and ether seurces. In this way, other student$
in the schoolwould be etposed tO knoyledge about th0ir

s vn perional energy. Students,who.use their, own. perl.
Atonal power instead of. Other appliances or machinii:
might,be given an award by the 'students in thtclass.

A
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10. Energy SurVey. Students can conduct a survey of

peoplOn iheir class to see who walks,ridesthe
bus, or comes in a car. They .can then determine

if there are ways that their transportation;can be
more energy wise (car pools). They can thin extend

their activities to other classes inothe school.

*IL EnergyTacts and Figures. Student% can -use their

maih'skills in drawing Oaphs and charts on posters

which can be placed around the school. Students .

should collect their own information-and then turn
it into.appropriatesgraphs in cOlorul displays. :

12. Voss Coiference. Students can organize a press,

conference on the energy problem for people in)

their'school. They can present various dimensions
of,the energy problem and debate ilternative solu-

tions. Questions,can come from other members of

the class and the' school. Afterwards, students
should discuss tlie role of the media in, the energy

problem and its solutio*

,School-Based Activities
. . I

SchooA-wide actilrities can be based on participation by the entire
'school rather than just students 'from the class.. Students can cdbperate

with other students:, with existing Organizatiohs, with tetchers and with'

Administrators and staff regtrding possibje school activties. School

.-libraries can be the base for many activities. 7his will enhance the

impact that the students have as well as give'o ers opportunity to join

. in leading energy conservation efftorts.
-

4

SomeAuggestions 06 school-based act?Vitles involvIng other groups,

You,may want to try out some af these activities or to inititer)
A

some of your own.

4.

'1. Ari Energy Fair. Students mightmant to work with other

students .in science classes, language ar and practical

arts classes or others to establish a date for* energy

.fair. Students could provide exhibits; whether they are'
technical or social in nature; pnd prizes could,be

awardda for the best exhibits. '\ / /

i. An Et,. Audit. Students might join, with other

stu ts teac ers, administratomand staff in the

school conduct an energy audit of their energy.

needs. Different groups could be assigned to dif-

ferent parts of the 'school'and make an estimate on

what energy is consumed. People then might come up

with platO for fnergy cgmtrvation.'

J -

Energy in the,News. Students mightwq
o

4k with their

local newspaper or radio or T.V. station to put on

an energy Ahow. They could make a'column or page in

15
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thdir local newspaper or take a 5 to 10 minute
, spot on the local radio. It would be up to.the

seidents in the school to write the script for
the sillow and design it in the appropriate form
for use hy school participants and community
members. 4

4. An Efiergy Drive. Students might,erganize a sChool-
wide en9rgy drive. They might register the.energy
fhey are saving on'a big thermometer in a central

, location in the school. The homeroom represents-
tives might be appOupted in order to keep track of
the number of things people in the school are doing,

'r to conserve energy. A rough.point 'system might be
devised and prizes given to those who came up with
the most ways tO conserve energy and actually
carried them ø6t.

5. Ene1y Ti s. Teachers or students in the schoo
'coal be organ zed to give students energy tips,in.
homeroom classes. A student organizatim or com-
bined org*zation 'night be used in order to Oro-

'vide th4.-tips fortteathers,to announce. it They might
be part of regulaftiomerooM annOulicementi,

6.. Using Both Sides. Students millit conlict a drive
in the school/to ptwo sides kof a sheet of paper .

,in everythi - done from administrative work .

s' through students"- ess, s and other-work. They might,
I

,

organizetcheckpoqs where students, teachers and/Or
administtators coUld show thanhey haveNised boill
sides of the paper and could keep tri k/of ihe ndhl..:

ber of times people'did'use bait side Again,-
prizes could belawarded to those who use th sides
of the\paper the mosf*imes.

. .

. i

7. .Signs. Students could run a colitest on the beAt
energy tips:andkput signs mound the 'School whIch

f would show tips for energy consmation in the school
and at homek, The winne s of the contest would be /

those Vitji .the best .tip as well as with. the best
.

/
;-- sign. .. -

,

. /
8. Neighporhood ConservaAn. .Student in the school

-....;.,

coidepick 4 few close neighborhoods in the commu-
nity And pian a campaign for educatin gommunity ,

members in energ conservation., They bguld then go .

oor to door to Turvey the people in these neighbor-
hpods.and to give 'them tips) on energy conservation,.

..

. *Energy,Night. Students might plan one night at
school where parents and communitylhembers would 410



Attend Aq energy niiht. Students would demonstrate
...,..,

ways in which energy conservatidh could be conducted . .

'. . iboth inside end Outsidi the schoOl andiwork with

parents and commtiniq Aembers on plant.

Speikerie. A speaker's program could be-et.up,tied

to regular events in the school. People could be

brought in from tne community to talk about energy -,

use.and energy conselvation and the role of teachers,.

/ students, adminis rators and'staff as well as parents

41i
' and community mem s in that conservation process.

4

11. An Energy Club. Some students might.want t organizeA

an energy club in their school. The club c uld ini-

tiate schoolnwideectivities. It could,also be a

.major source for energy information for all,school4

participanis. Clubs from other schools could also

help in organizing community-wide activities.

12. Energy Holidays. Students can list common holidays.
they can then choose one and study what people usually'

do to use energy'during the holaday period. ,They cip

think of ways that people can conserve energy. The

can organize an "energy efficient holiday" and give

their ideas to other members of.their school.,

All of these activities are ways to get direct.involvement by

students in energy conservation. The hope here is that they Will trans-.

fer their knowledge from the classroom into their.everyday lives. and

/ change their habits'of energy consumption. \-
`

4_. Ai
11F,

0 INTEGRAT,ING MATERIALS INTO YOUR COURSES

.

, One of 'the most' important aidvto iniXruction in these materials is .

their close integration with standard social stutlies courses. Unless the .

lesson can be seen as parvf the general learning process, students will

probably use.the lessons and forget them. Lessens have teen carefully

'designed so that they can be used with American HiAtory courses. How

they can most effectively be used is illustrated-in the.paragraphs,that

_follow and in,fhe chart on the fOlowing.4ge.

A brief, outline of the materials can be fount on page 8 of the

rationale. Basicallx, there is.a cartoon book ancithree chapters of

materials to be tied directly to what you are teaching. The cartoon book

can be ultod anywhere)in the'Ameriean History course. It Can be used with

or withoilt the other energy Werials. Basically, it is an intreductOn

to energytana energylcconservation.

In the American Histor6taterial the cartoon book can be used in any

timeiperiod. You can use'the cartoon book and hve students compare the

enefigy resources, and conservation methods from that time period to the

time when Quantum.wptonserving. Uudents can see some root cauies for

17 `"ti
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- Publisher/Title

, a

SILJOGESTED USES OF ENERGY.MATERIALS

IN AMERICAN HISTORY COURSES
(Grade e: 1978 Indiana Adoption)

I.

Cartoon
141

Energy and
B ok Coloi4al America

SP

a'

,

Energy andethe Energy and tbe
Industrial Revol tion Post:War Period

1..
--

,

Harcourt,
Brace,

Jovanovich:
America: !ft

People'and
Values; 1979 .

4

Chapter

1

Chapter
4

.

. ,

+ .

r

Mapters
22-23

-

,

-

,

Chapter
31

2.

%

D. C. Heath: ,

We The People;
1977

Chapter
. 1

-

/

'//
.

_

ChatAers
3-5 4

f

Chapters

15-16
.

.

Chapter
21

e
) ..

3. Hort,

Riner
Thrt

and
Wins on: e

American Way;
1979 4

1

A

,Chapter

2

Chapters, ,

, ,.,

.

4-6 I

, ..

.

Chapter /
16 0

it

.

,

.Chhpter
,26

.

4.

1

Houghton-
Mafflin:,40

Preedeim's

Trail; 1979

Chapter
1

.

:

.

Chapters
3-4

.

Chapter
17 .

,-

,

-

*

..,

Chapter
\ 2\

:

S.

.

Laidlaw
BrOthers:

Two Centuries
of Progrissl
1977

Chaptex
11

.

,

,

Chapter
3 (-1

N,

.

.

,
,

Chapter ,,

16

,

. ,

-

.

chapters
'29.40

. ,

-

. Char,les E.,.

Merrill:
America Isl
1978
A

'§

Chapter
1

/

Chapters
3-4

.

lc ,

'\ Are

Chapters
15-16

0

',9apter
23

i I

7. Rand McNally: ,/
The Free and
The Brave;
1977 ,

, ,

Chapter
1

.

Chapters
4-6

. ,

,

i

.

Chapters
16-17

Chaptet
29
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problems in energy conservation and the consequences over consumption

inenergy use. . The cartoon hook ig flexible enough tiLat it can be used

Nks an initial set of.Lessons in energy)0W1 aUy particular period of

American History.
)

.

. In Americah History\clast ses 'the'.American History energy materials

can be used. They are divfded iiito time periods. The first chapter is

;on the Colonial Period. The. second; is on the Industrial.ReVplutiorh

'The thiwd covérs the Psist-Worldfiar Il Period. It would proloOly be
useful to.teach eaelLIA these.chaptors wHen-you are studying each of

these. time.periods..

The chart on the.preceding page shows the speeific texts.that have
been adopted in the State of Indiana and the place where the .authors

4

think you could use energy materials if you would so choose. lam, bow-.

,eyer,lire the beSt fildge. There iS a close infbgration between the text-_

hook topics covered on,the page)s indicated and the types of_lessons that

-7 we have designed for the energy Materials.

.INTMOISCIPLINARY ACTIVITIES

Interdisciplinary activities are an important 'part of this program.

.The program has a.social studies base, ba you tan see 'that adaptat,ion

lessonhave.been presented in each chapter of the lesson plans so that

'social-studies teachers might work with science, language arts mid prac-

ticallatts teachers in doing the lessons. These areas were.chosen as

examples for coopetiltion. Interdisciplinary activities can and'should

include math, fine arts, health and other'areas4 The activities here

provide'a Kase for wqi-k in many areas.. This is imporeant because stu-

..dents'-knowledge anA participation habits.can be ieinfoiced in other

claNes that they are taking.

In this section, we,will talk about some strategies for utilizing

the adaptations a

1

d dbing.interdisciplinary activities. Basically, the

adapta.tions axe d signea to fit the-major concepts or ideas in each chap-

ter bf the materiil, The adaptations are rough outlines of activitie
that might be done in mthericlasses to amplify and reinforce what is

being dome in social studies classes.
. .

-,,-

4 The adaptations can be used in a variety of
,

ways.
,

You can work with

a science, language arts or .practical arts teacher'in doing independent

1.,#ssons which are interrelated1You might do the main lesson in the,

energy activities. The'scienee teacher might be doing the science adapta-

'tion. ThiS would refnforce siudeAts' kpowledge. 'On .the other hand, you

might decidp.to team teach the material so that students could work to-

. 4 gether and each student was getting both social studies and science. e4 .

information. 0
A

All Of these types of activities are not' ually part of the normal

toutine immfddle/junior high schools. They ma be difficult to initiate

because opf lack of:time, the problems of group work, and the norms of the

school., It msy be useful to begin work wifh one other teacher and then

.) ,
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expand ybur work gradually and naturally ovttr a'period of years. In thls

way, Oterdisciplinary actiVities coUld'gradually bicome patt of the

everyday life of your school.

The'ideas'for interdisciplinary activities included here all involVe

one common elementgroup work. As re all know, group work (2 or more

-people) is not.easy; most groups fa Below are aome tips that may be :

useful fo 4tarting a,group.and for'carrying out activities. ,'
4

Start ng a Group ,

t
4

r .

'1 ,(0.7

1. Begin with someone you.know well,

2. Find aomeone who has personal or subject matter
resources that'will easily 'helpdyou in your -

. common task. ,

4.

.Find a.common time before or-after school or ,

during a prep-period to meet.

Make the initial-meetings short, 15 to,30 minutes...
0

...Find a common goal that is concrete'and workable as
early as possible. .

Carrying Out Group Activities

1. Specify your taak(s) as clearly as possible.

2. Matchtaaks with.people carefully.

3. Make a reasonable, flexible schedule for work.

4. Design,a way.to get feedback as you carry out

activities.

Design a way of eitaluatingi work so that you can.'

determine your sUcceises/failures.
A.

s

Basically, we,wi11 talk aboutlour ways of carrying.out interdisciplinary
-activities here. The first way is.to work with one other teacher in' planning.

independent lessons that will reinforce-each Other. The second way is to

.use school-based activities'that involve.a group of.teachera and students.

,The third*ay.is to meet with. a 'group'of teachers to plan coordinated lessoha

on seVeral sUbje4s. 'The fourth.way,is to team teach-the materials icrois
a Variety of subject Areas.-. Bach of thesO ways of carrying out the interdis-
ciplinary activitiet will be explained below and "a case in which it has been

succeasfullY-accomplshed will.be described.

Working With One Other Teacher

As a
_
social studies teacher you havellmortant knowledge o bring

to students .about energy Wu; ion. HoweyerTother teachers so, have

knowiedge from their own sugje that is relevant. If you'decide to

re with another teacherlAt hest tp pick one who,has resources,

2 b
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such as a person who has 'pen a solar
energy system, which will help you.
A science teacher, for example, might
know a lot about energy ripources
that ypv do not know: You might be
studyifit the Colonial Period and the '

two of you might together develop ac-
tivities that would Include the social
studies aspects qf energy resources in
Colonial Amerika and the science as-

pects of energy resources in that
period. You might also see if there
are teachers who have actually visited
sae of the places ih the United States
that you,will be talking about.

P

Here are.some examples of
activities that you might do with one

- other teacher:

z

,;
1. Matching Coursework.

Topics can be identified'
that can be taught simul-
taneously in different
subject areas. For exam-

ple, a math teacher might
uie energy data for graphs
while.a social studies
teacher was teaching about
an area of the world using

,that data. Matching topics
can be done with any lesson
in this =oriel through
use of theJtdaptations or
your own ideas.

.

'2. .Ciassroom Conservation.
:Joint efforts to,conserve
energy can be undertaken in'
two or more classroom
Teachers can Share ideas.
Students can plan to con'-
serve lighting, heat, paper
use, plastics use, etc.
They cqn implement their

, plans and discuss how their
activities Vary depending
.on the particular classroom
in which they are working. ,

A. ;Field Trip. You cah
16f-ntly plan a field trip
to a local solar or nuclear
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,energy site,.or to another organization working.
With energy, such as a local utility. For exam-
flle, both the science and social studies aspects
of energy could be seen by a field trip to a local
poweri station arranged by a social studies and

science teacher.

1

4. MOJA Review. Joint planning of the use of T.V.
programs or radio programs for jeaching about
energy can be carried out. T achers can assign
media programs and jointly'p an questions and ,

activities based on both the spbstance of the pro-
grams and the role of the med a in the energy
question.

5. Imprvice Activity. Teachers calk jointly plan
inservice activiiiTs that' will re fofba-their
-knowledge about energy. You can use the energy
topic as a way of working with other teachers,to '

plan possible interdisciplinary activities during
the in-service meeting. You can joinfly, present
the work you have done with one other teacher as
a way of encouraging more coopel.ation with other
teachers.

School-Wide-Activities t.

'Another way you canpromotenterdisciplinary activities is to
initiate one of the school-based activities listed in thelprevious
'section or to do one of your own. The,basic idea here is.to put to-
gether-a plan for sthool-wide activitieS that includes a wide variety
of Sub)ects and interaction of students and teachers.
4

One school-wide activity that has been especially popular is the
use.of energy fairs to creatrinterest in energy problems. In one,school
an energy fair was developed by the social'studies teacher in conjunition
with science, language arts, practical arts, foreign languagephysical A

education and other teachers. The fairelasted an entiid day and prizes
were awarded 'for the best exhibits. After the fair was completed the
so9ial'studies teacher and the practical arts teacher centinued their
work together in developing lessons on energy education. The'practical
arts teacher included many different energy lessm in his practical Skits

.classes. Thf socialltudies teachevincorporated bilme'of the ideas about
appliances a d either machines into his social studies lessons. The suc-
cess cif the school-wide event stimulated other teachers to work together
in Order to bring energy education into their classrooms.

Here are some other Itays in which school-wide activities can form

it base for interdisciplinary cooperation:

),
1. SpeakerS' Bureau. Teachers.can work...together to form

a speaks& bureau for possible_gueip spealcors on a,
widie variety of topics in many subjoict areas. IN

.1 *miters can appear in asiemblies, sets of classes
/ 6

4 s
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or ;Ingle classrooms. In this way, teacherS could
.work together to promote energy,awareness and
*information school-wide.

2. Homeroom Activities. A group of teachers from each ,

Sabject area ,can plan announcements and short acti-

vities centered on energy information and action.
Thede ideas can be Fircutlated to all teachers so

that anyone:in the school Can participate. A weekly

energy bulletin could provide news and activities
-for an entire week.

-'3. Library Enerq Resources. Teachers can work with .r etheir school librarian po set up a section of the

library devoted to enerky information. Many sub-

ject areas could be covered. Displays could be
,designed by students on various energy topics. In

this way, teachers and students from many classes
...

. could find energy-related material An a single place

0'. in the library. , ,
,

* ,

4. Classroom Cotservation. Five classrooms could)be

,
choseh in the schooi for a study of energy conser-

. vation methods. Students using the classrooms could
make suggestions for conservation from the subject (.

they study while in'the room.. Teachers could then ,

compile a list"of suggestions for schooll.wide use.
,

S. Inservice Activities. A school-wide inserVice day
could be devoted to energy educStion. Teachers
could discuSs information and activities that cotlld

.be"carrftd'out,school-wide in 6rder to get more
information and conservatioNactivities into the
everyday, life of their school.

Group Meetings .

, .
Another way io initiate interdisciplinary activity is to,work with)

L ;

a group of teachers from different disciplines. One successful example

of this type orwork could have been initiated by a'social studies teacher

who was working on"lessons in American History. The social studies teacher

lad three lessons on energy in Colonial'America. He worked together with

a group of teachers including science,and language arts teachers. They

used the adaptation lessons for the chapter,and created three lessons in
each of the other subject%areas tied to,.the ideas of energy resources,
conservation and interdependence. The gt.oup met ohce'a week'after school
for a half hour over epariod of time, and used the lesson's and gave each .

other feedback on e sasesses and failures of the units. Throughout a 1

bcptifipmonth.period e eaghers enjoyed interacting together And constructing

stiAcessful lessos at reihforced students' knowledge and participation, ')--

in energy conservation. The success of the effgrt was marke4 by their
continuation of their planhing group for leSsons in the folldwing semester.

23 ,a
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Here are some other ideas,that an ongoing group of teachers might
wish to undertake: !

' 1. An Energy Club. ,A group of teachers might want
to form a teacher energy club. The club could
meet at school; or more informally outside of
school. Its purpoie could be to plan individual,
clas,sroom or school-Wide activities related to
inqreasing awareness, knowledge or particiPation
in energy donservation.

2. Energ Seminar,e1 group of'teachers might plan
a series of seminars that could bel, offered after
school or in the evening on,energy,topics. The);

coUld speak themselves or bring in outside speakers.
The seminars could be for students or others in the
school. They could also cbe.opened to the community.

1

3. Energy News. A group of teachers from various

.
subject areas could agree to. write a section of the

III school newspaper, or their own bulletin, on energy
issues. They could feed this information on regu-
larly to homerooms, local med,ia, and other sources;

4. Energy.Lunches. ,A group of teachers could work with
cafeteria 'staff to plan an energy efficient lunch.
In good weather,,it might be a picnic outside with
scOar hot dog cookers made by the students. Ot R r-

wise, signs could be posted in the cafeteria lin
showingthe calorie value of foods and the energy
used to produce them. People could be asked to be
as energy efficient as possible, write their meals
on cards with calories and kilowatts; and prizes
could be awarded for the people with the most energy
efficient lunches.

it S. Inservice Activfties. A group of teachers could
arrange a section of an'in-service day as a kind of
energy fair which would inform and involve other
teachers in energy conservation. Active involvement
would be sfressed, and some-exhibits might then'be
transferred into clissrooms or other parts of the
school building.

(-

Team Teaching

It is possible that you would want to work with other pachers in
'pairs and combine your students.in order to team teach energy lessons.

' The lessons can be combined with more material from the adaptations in
science, language arts or practical arts as well as other subjects. In

this way, you would be.assured that the same students would be getting
the reinforcement material.

24
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Sevqral segments of the energy material
science and social studies teachers. A soci

witIlla science teacher in teaching some basso
The science teacher contributed several scien
increases in consumption due to mass use ofap
The social studies teacher planned to talk abo
The teachers met befote the beginning of the un
time and planned specific iegments of their inst
taught acrqss the classes. They then initiated,
the team teaching effort would,take place. Stude

/teaching. So did the,teachers' themselves.

can be team tallght by,

1 static's teacher worked'
s on the Post-War Period.

experiments that showed
liances,or,automobiles.
t lifestyle differences.
t during their prep
uction that were team
ecific days on which
ts enjoyed the team

Other activities that can set a base,fOrtieam teaching include:

1. ,Energy Plays. Students from two classes might
'work on an energy play whidh could be pe formed
before bOth groups together. Teachers co ld lead

the discussion regarding the play. Spin- fs'

could Be developed in several subject area

2. gnergy Films. Classes can be combined toy
several of the excellent films on energy iss
Some of these films are indiped in the regou
bibliography contained in tfiese materials.
Teachers can jointly'discOss the film.and use
as% base for their team teaching effort.

3, .gnergy Panels. .A panel,of energy experit-"-stude

teachers, community memberscould be organized
to speak to several classes of students. Teacher

:could combine classes to prepar, questions for

the panel. They could also debrief the students

after the panel.

eW
es.

4. Energy Debates. .W.eachers could organize debates

across two classes of students. One-side debates
1 ,could be planned by each dlasp. Representatives

from each class would be chosen. Winners would be

. determined by an objective panel chosen from the

combined classes.

ts,

1.

Energy Simulationl A simulation could be run using

.combing classes of students. Students and teachers

could work'together to design their own' simulation,
or a simulation listed in the resource bibliography
coeld.be modified. Teachers,could then jointly
debraf the simulation to evaluate student experiences.

)

These Ake four ways)that interdisciplinary cooperation can be prom ted

in these energy education )ilaterials. It is important for reinforcement.

It is also important for teachers to get together and enjoy sharing ideas

and planning cooperative activities. Their impact can geo far beyond a

single activity.

25
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GLOSSARY OF WORDS

Anvil: An vron,bloek on which metal istshaped.

'1

. ,

l

Aramco: Arabian American Oil CompanY.
;

,

(Appropriate Technology: Machines and methods that best suit a goal,

erg., they are not inefficient.

Benefit: Anything'contributing'to an improvement in./condition;

e advantage; help.
. .

BodY Power: Terminology used t9 define human energy.

Cartel: .An,assoaation of busiass firms or nations establi'shing a

Triciaprice for a coMmonly sold good or resource.

Charcoal: Wood partially burned in a kiln from which air'ks

excluded.

Coal: A. solid fuel, mostly carbow,lormed from the fosSils ofrplants'

living hundreds of millions of years ago..,

Community: A.part of a city where people live and act together in

doing things.

Competitor A person who competes, a human rival.

Compromise: An agreement in which everyone gets part of what he/she wants

but biloally not all.

Consensus, Rule: Everyone must agree in order for a decision to be made.

Conservition: The wise use of resourcesJ

Consumer Goodh: Products that people buy.

Consump4On: The use of any resburce.

Cost: The'amount df money, time, effort, etc. required to achieve an

end.

Crude OW Liquid fuel formed from the remai of animals and plants.

Dependence: Something on which one relies and needs.

Development: .Growth or advancement.

Demand: The desire for a good.
---------

27
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Desalination: The process of taking salt out of sea water.

Energy: 4The ability to heat, light.and/or move tbings.

Energy ACtor: A person taking action on an energy problem.

A

Energy Altàrnatives: Various substitutes for existing energy sources

Energy Consumer A person who uses energy or,energy products.'

Energy Diiposer: A person who discards 'used energy or energy products.
t.

pergy Interdependence: People and groups around the world needing to
dxchange energy sources and products.-

Energy Product: Anything that is-made ffom an energy source and which,
'requires energy for its production. -

1 Energy Resdurces: Those resources that are'drawn'upon fr energy use.

a

Energy Shopper: A person who buys or sells energy or energy products.

Energy Sources: The supplies from which we receive energy.

Energy Transfer: A process in which one system supplies another system
with energy.

t <

Environment: Something that exists in the surroundings.

Exports: Shipping goods out of ones own country.

Food: The raw materials used brplants, animals and

Fossil Fuels: Fuels derived from the fossil remains
and includes resources such as oil, natural gas and

humans fo

of organic
coal.

nourishment.

Ictot
terials

4

Geothermal Energy: Energy produced by water floNing over hot.;rocks deep

within earth's crust.

Grist Mills: A Arain mill used foi Irinding wheat or corn into flour
and meal.

Heat: A form,of energy in motion that flows from one body to Aother
because of a temperature difference between them.

Heritage: Tradition, something transmitted or passed down from people'

living previously.

Human Energy: The energy produced by a person's body.

Hydroelectrical Power. Energy produced by falling water. See Hydropower.

'Hydropower: The energy in stored or mC14 water.

28
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( purpose ot,taking up permanent re§idence.
Immi Thgration: e process of people coming'into a orntry for the

.(
Import:N.Goods coming(in from allother country. , w

Industrial.Revolution: The period of rapid growth and change brou
ahoutby new inventions, a cheapitabor supply and the use of eneAgy

for producing goods.
'e

Inflation: An increase in the Amount of money ,in circulaiioh resulting

in a fall in its value and a rist in pri,ces.

Inhibiting Factors: To di ourage from being able to do something. ,

aependence: People sharini goods, needs, or affecting one

a other in some way.

/.
Irri ati To stipply4water to land by means ofolitches, chapels

or sprink rs.

Islam: ,The Muslim religion in which the supreme figure is Allarliege
ihief Pzpphet and founder is Mohammed.

lHudaism: The Jewishreligion b4sed on the laws.and teachings of the

oly Scripture and the Talmua.

Kilowatt: A kilowatt is a unit by which electricity is measured.
$41-

Labor Supply: Haviht people available tfiat cawwork in the business

or industry.

Land Reform! Making more 'land available for farming.

Lending Institutions: .13anks and other establishments that are in the

business'of lending people the money to start a business and obtain

the necessary Ouipment.

Lifestyles: The way people live.

Majority Rule: Fifty percent (SO%) plus one pers n .must agree in order

' tor a decision tOtoade.
N

*
AO

Miles Per Gallon:. The number of miles that a car can drive on a gallon 4r

of gas. . 4

Motivatitn: Something, such asa geed or desire, that cause a person

or people to'att.

Muscle Power; The energy produced from holans 6i ani'mals.

Muslim: Someone wh believes in the relizton of Islam.

Natural Gas: A gaseous fuel formed from the fossfls of ancient plants

ana animals.

.1 (3
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Nonrenewable Resource: A resource that can only be used.onbe because

ITI5T-ealiWITeWiTlq. made.

Nuclear Energy: Energy contained within the nucleus i:)f the atom

that can be released by nuclear fission or nuclear fusion.

One-persou Rule: Ond person can make,a decision for a group:

OPEC: Organization of PetroLeum Exporting Cotntries.

(*idle Wheel: A' wheel placed i water when turled, causes movement.
r,

Perspective: A specific point ofiview In miderstandiag Or judging

things orlevents.

Petroleum: An oily, flammable'liquid when refined yields fuel oii,'

( kerosene, gasoline, etc.

Pig Iron: The product obtained from the melting of bog iron.
4

Plurality Rule: A majority need not agree, but support must be giAien

that is greater than that obtained by the opposition.

Priorities: Things that receiv immedia e attention.
.

Promotingactors: Those thin s that contribdte to the growth of
industry, to help bring an ent rprise into being.

Prophet: A religious teacher.

Recycling: To reuse a product through reprocessing or determining a

new use, i.e., rolled newspapers for fire fogs.

Redistrib ion: To give out again.or in-a different way.

Renewable Resource: A resource that can be used again and again, such

as solar,'tidal or wind energy.

Self-reliance: Depe ing on ones9lf.

$1
Sisal: A plant grown in Africa used for m

4

A

Slag: The refuse (leftover) subita ce from the meltin f metals.

Solar Energy: Produced by or coming frOm the sun.

4

Standard of Living: The way people live and whether their needs are met.

Subsistence Farmirtgr Type of farming where only enough crops are raised

to feed one's own family.

Sub-Saharan Africa: Those countries in Africa that are located south of

the Sahara Desert.

411
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Supplemental Heating System: A back-up system for heating, such as

woo4 stove.

SupOy: The amoat of a'product available for purchase at a giv10 price.

Tariffs: Taxes on goods coming into a country.

Technology: The system by which a satiety provides its members with
those things needed or desired.

Tradition: A long-established custom or prfa.ctice that has the effect

-6?-ii-Tiiitten law.

,4

I

-Transcontinental: Travel across an entire continent.

Transformation: The change in form or appearance from a source to
i product; ,

Wind Power:

Wood Energy:

t-

k

Energy produced by the wind,

Energy produced by burning wood.

S.
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BOOKS

'ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

0.. a

Cottrell, Frederick W. Energy and Society: The Relation.Between Enerflyp,

Social Change, and Economic Development. McGraw, 1955, ?30 pages;

$15,00.

Survey which examines the use of energy in low and

high energy societies.

Halacy, D. S., J. Wind, Sun, and Water: Our Energy Alternatives.
, Harper, 1977, 192 pages, $9.95.

Easily read., The renewable resources of,geothermal
water, tidal, sea thermal energy, wind; biofuels, and
solar energy, are presented tor consideration.

p
Hammond, Allen L., William D. Metz, and Thomas H. Maugh II: /Energy and

the Future. American Association for the of Science:
Washington, 10,.C., 1973, 184 pages, $3.95.

( 1

.
Gives an introduction tp each of the present and

possible future energy Sources. It also'covers.eqprgy
conservation and energy iliolicy.

MichigamUnited Conservation Clubs. Energy... P. q. &ax S0235, Lansing,
Michigan 48909,

4,

A

Provides information on the nature of energy,
sources and uses ofenergy and conseriation. There

are also some work sheets ambideas for helping,others
learn sore abbut energy.

National Wildlife federation. Energy. 1412 Sixteenth Street'N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

A good eightupage overview of energy supplies,'
demands, types of sources and alternatives.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS
a".

Bureau of SeCondary and Elementary Education. Environmental Education,

Energy - Society. (Grades 4-12) DHEW/OE, 'Washington, b.c. 20009.

$3.50.
'

Numerous student learning activities for various gde
levels based on behavioral objectives. Bach provides the pur-,

pos., suitable level, related subjects and methods along with

a resource liit.

I.
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Coon, Herbsrt L.,and fSchele Y. Alexander.' Energy Activities for the

Classroom - 1976. ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics and
Vivironmental Education, College of Education, The Ohio State
University, 1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor, Columbus, Ohio
43212. 1976.

Resource booklet'of energy teaching activities
divided into grade levels: 1(-3; 4:4,7-9; 10-12.

)
r

Crouch, William'J. Energy Puzzles. Hayes School Publishing Company.
Inc., Wilkinsbuii,,Penns lvdnia.7 1975, 18'pages, $2.50.

. .

Eighteelispirit dupl ating masters about energy sources.
Good Basic information.

a

-1 Curry, Wendell; et. al. Energy Crisis Teaching Resources. Oregon
Board of Education, Salem, 0regon01973, g9 pages, (ED oss 316)

Many very useful activities to be used in stressing
individuarresponsibility towards energy crisis problems.

4

Department of Energy,-Technical Information,Center. .The Energy Challenge.
(Grades 5-8) .P. 0.'Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 17820. 1976, .

--No'charge.

Twenty-four, duplicating masters of student activities
about en rgy in the pase,--present and futureV. Teaching
guide inc uded with these six energy units.

Divfsion of Scien e Ed cation. Environmental Education: Strategies for
Wis Use of E er North Carolina Department of Public Instruction,
a e g ort Ca lina.27611; c,. 1974.

i

Etter

Designed for use.at all'grade levels, therefore activities
are grouped IC-3, 4 6, 742. An appendix contains charts,

glossarY bibliograp checklists.

and Conservation Educa on: Activities for the Classroom.
ra es newly an an s nv ronment. amilton,

Suite 301, PortfandTOregon 7201. 1977, $25.00.

This is a comprehensive multi-disciplinary publication
4in a looseleaf pider with 58.specific activities each organised
around the headings of title conc t objective, time, subject
-matter, area, grade, implemen\ttion d materials;
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Environmental Education Project. Energy. ESEA Title III, Section 306
Topeka Publicand Parochial Schods, 1601 Van Buren, Topeka,.Kansas
66612. (ED 093 649)

kIS

Objectives are listed along with activities that islet

the stated objectives: Teachers select only those appropriate
to the objectives for their, students.

4*

Fowler, John W., Energy - Environment Source Book. National Science Teachers

Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C.' 20009. 1975.

Designed for teachers who0Wish to incorporate a st dy\
of energy into their teaching. It is divided into two v luates
pach with *any charts, tables and figures.

Materials Distribution, Center for Teaching International Relations.
TeaChing.Abopt Energy Awarefiessilt 33 Activities. University of

Denver, Colorado 80208. 1978, POliges, $7.95.

Most'lessons include an,introduction, objective,
grade level, iime and materials needed, procedures
and student materials.. SoMe.good ideas for short

lessons. .

Minnesota Department of Education. Energyjctivities for Junior High Social
Studies. 640 Capitol Square Building; 550 Cedar Street, St. Paul,

MlniiiiRa 55101. 1977, No charge'.

Seven well-done activities that can be easily simplified
for use in upper elempntary Flakses. Especially, good for

value clarification in relation to energy use.

C
Smith, Stephen M., ditor Ener - Environment Mini-Unit Guide.

-National Scienfe Tek ers ssoc at on, as ngton, D.

(ED 114664) 44

Maikrials destined to stimulate decision making in young
childrerand to make teaching more interdisciplinary. It is

filled with many activities,and guidelines. ' e.

Superintendent of Documents. Energy Conservation: Und9rstanding and
Activities for Young Peo le. 11.k. Government Printing Office,

Wah1qgton, D.C. 24O2. Stock 0041-018-00091-7. 1975,

, 20 gesi $.85.

4 This is a booklet that provides brief background information
followed by suggestions for attivities and projects that can be ,

adapted for teacApr use. The topiv are What I& Energy, Energy

.. Conservation, &pi:Mises of Energy.

)
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EU.S. Departmenelf nergy - The following are interdisciplinary .

student/teacher materials in energy!available through the U.S.
DepartMent of Energy, P. 0. Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830,
No charge. ;

Bringing.Energy to the'People: .Washington, D.C. and Ghana.
Grades 6-7.. 1978, 61 pages.

Pour lessons thst are primarily oriented toward
social studies. The climate, location, enerw depen-
dency and services of tto,countries are compared.
Emphasis on map- and chart-reading skills.

)

t.

Energ _Co servatión: ,Understandin -and Activities for Young .

eo . Grades..7-9. 4975, 20 pages. ;

This pit discusies the meaniIng,Of energy, its -,

sourCes and limitations, and suggists consevvation activities.

Epergye Engines and-the Industrial Revolution. Grades.8-9. ,

191,, 82 pages.

This.unit focuses on theperOd of 1700=1860 in the
United States. The contributiorte engines to the
InduStriallbwolution is described: *,

Energy Historrofpthe United States. Grades 7r8. 1978, 117 pages.

-This unit charts the grbwth of American energiuse
and traces .the history of the major sources of energy

(coals wbodand oil) in the United States.

Nathematici in.Energy. .Grades.8-9. .1978, 64 pagest

This unit is designed to. infuse ermy.concepts
into Math. It deals with conversions, various statistics
and'the manipulatioli'of energy units, such,as BTU's,
watts and calories.

Organizing School Energy contests.

k
4

Helpful brochure encouraging the formatiOn of
sc'hqol energy contests. Guidlines axe giVin as to
the.p cesses involved.

Tips4or Energy Savers. "

Helpful booklet filled with many useful and
simpleliaigfo save energye Designed for individuals
and famikes, but also catains a teaching guidefor
teachers to.,help 'students bring these tips to the
concern of the fg114$14..

,
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Transportation and the City. qrades 8-9. 1979,( 46 pages.

This unit disauSses the imOact tlie automobile

ha's had on small towns and haw ;it influenced the

growth of big cities, such as Los Angefes. 4

FILdS

Aaron Nowak°Asiociation for Department of Energy. "Running on Empty

The Fuel Economy Challenge.° 27Min,,, color, 1078. -

This filtdeals with the.automobile and ways to conserve,

energy.
4

Departient of Energy,, Office of Public Affairs. vChallenge of the Future."
4

29 mill., color, 1978. s

This film deals with'the options,that face.the United

Statesvd A variety of different resources and the laboratories

where'they are being studied are examined.

Hugh Whi ington fbr Department of Energy. "Energy - The American

.Exper nce." 28 1/2 min., color, 1978.

Thii film deals with energy from a'historical perspective

over the last 200 years. New resourcee are also discussed.

-Owen Murphy Production. "Consitvation - Investing In Tomorrow."

6:25 min., Color, 1978.

This film deals wit4 some of the ways we can conserve energy.

Owen MUrphy Production. "Transportation - The Way Ahead." 7:45 min.,

color, 1977,

This film deals with America's depend6ce on the automobile

and the futdre:

#

USDA Motion Picture Service for ERDA & U.S. bepartment of:Agriculture T ARS,

"Sun Power for Farms." 12:23 min., color, 1977. , A

This tilm deals with solar.energy and its potential. It

'defls with varioUs solar energy projects around'the United States.

st,
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IntrOucition

TO.CHERI S GUIDE.

THE CARTOON

The purpOSe of the cartoon book is to introduce the objectives 'of the

,intddle grades segment of the Energy Education Curriculum Itoject., It is

:.- through the use of the cartoon book that students will accgare the main

ideas that are'further developed in the otherthree units.

V.

The use of a cartoon book format as an instructional tool is noi new

to education. Teachers have been using.visual depictions, especially poli-
tical cartoons, to teach concepts for many yeftsl. As develdpers'interested

in motivating students to learn more about eder0, we feel that a cartoon

book can help meet this objective. 1j is designell to be entertaining but at

the same time encourage intellectual thought 4nd discustion. We also feel .

that the cartoon.bookcan facilitate studefif-Wctivitiy in thIrclaroom,
school and community.

Althougifthe stor5i,takes place on another planet, the parallels to

our own are obvious. We encourage you to help your students see the connec-

tions as well as make applications to their own lives.

Thei;,caqoon book introduces three basic objectives. They are: 1) know-

ledge, 2) participation and 3) imagination.

, 1) Knowledge
The knowledge objectives include theee concepts related to energy.

They, are:

A a)" Interdependence
b) Energy Resources.

c) Coneervation

C

"

4 ,

a) Interdepeddence is the idea that people and events affect our

9

lives. How we live, what we think, and.whaf we dois rerated .

tollow other people live, how other people think and what other

people do. Interdependence is also mutual need. We need OtherN)
people and their resources. We need energy resources as well

as the resources.of.our schools, homes, communitiesoidur nation

and our, world. -

"Energy resources" is defined as any sources from which we re-

ceive energy. There are man-made resources, human resources,

#
and natural resources (all of which-are related to energy re-

. sources.) Not everyone has access to the same resources and

they are used and deyelopedin different ways.

-c) COnservatien it; the wise use of rei3ources. Using less of an

energy resource is one\way to conserVe. The efficient use of.

energy resources is anoeher way.

.

,
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) 'Participation

The participation objectives focus on decision making skills.
Throughout the cartoon book characters:are seen participating in
the pFocess,bf individual as well as group,decision-making.

Imasination

The imagination objectives enCourage students to create and expand
their thinkingssbout energy, its use.and a?ternative possibilities.

The Story

The story takes place on a fictitious planet called "Quantum". The
basic theme of the story is what happens when the production and distribu-
tion40,energy resources on the planet are halted. Because of this, people
adopt their behavior to conserve energy. This lituation proves to be a
learning experience for all and one to which we.can relate.

The .storf opens with a view of6the pLet. Quant,um ;Ls much like Earth ,

in that many People are overconsuming energy. This overconsumption is causing
problems for there is concertl about unequal di*ribution 'and the diminishing
availability of energy:

To deal with this situation the people of Quantum have elected represen-
tatives to make energy decisions that,will affect everyone'. There exists a
satellite called.the."Interdependence" which orbits Quantum and serves to re-
gulate the production, use and distributibn of energy resource's. The satel-
lite is computerized and without it, large-scafe energy use would be impossi-
ble.

The elected energy specialists who control the Interdependenceare intro-
duced. Their title is QuEST which stands for Quantum Energy Saving Team.
Their job is to set energy use and distribution priorities for the coming de-

' -*cede. The members of the QuEST are:

A
1) "Nega Watts" -- This character is a scientist with great eargy

expertise.
2) "Dr. Drat" =- This character is alienated and angry because of,

the way energy.is currentlybeing used and distributed.
3) "Owe -- This character is the imaginer. Through Omni we can

exPlore different ways to view energy and alternative conser-.
vation strategies.

4) "Dyad" -- This character is our decision-maker and iompromiser.
Dyad helps us to see,the process of gathering evidence, con=
sidering alternatives and facilitating bargaining and conlpro-
mise.

5) "Ude -- This character represents environmental and conser-
vation concerns.

6) "The Incredible Bulk? -- This character represents overconsump-
tion.*

'We see them meetin% aboard the Interdependence. They realize that they
are wasting energy by traveling to the Interdependencetevery'av they wish
.to.meet. They,decide to4go to a system of meeting via multi7media panels,. .

,This way they can communicate with each other without leaving their homes.

.40

4 ?
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QuEST continues to meet via multi-panels and their differing views on enengy,
priorities become evident. \\

Zoic reflects about the conditions whAch existed on Quantum before th
QuEST ahd the "Interdependence." Omni imaitnes about all the different

.meanings of the concept of energy.

Meanwhile Dr. Drat becomes so frui4rated that he decides to donOtruct a
plot to take over the control-of the "InTtrdependenceh" He tricks the other
membefa of the QuEST so.that they w 11 not be available when he recomputerizes.
the "Interdependence" redirecting e ergy reaources from the over-consumers to

. those in need,

As fate would have just as he'starts te altet the flow of energy
resources, a series of human and natural disasters renders the "Interde-
pendence° inoperable. We now see-Quantum without large scale energy re-
sources,

At first there is chaos and .panic. People are very dependent on en-
ergy and the crisis causes quite a shock. However, as time passes, people
begin ea cooperate and conserve. Their life-styles change and eventually
they realize that alternate forms of energy can be used to meet their needs.

1

The QuEST meets again. At first they comment that their condition is
only temporary for eventually the "Interdependence" will be repaired. Very

quickly they realize that even when it is repaired, if they return to their
old energy habits; they will be right back where they started.

The story ends with the QuEST recognizing that the people on Quantum
have 1earned invaluab1le lessons about energy conservation from their crisis.
They realize that the distribution and use of energy must be more equitable
and efticient. Problems *Ill alwa s exisp and solving them #11_not)at easy.
Everyone has learned a great deal, eapecii1Ly that conserving energy is a mat-
'ter ofchanging people's energy habits.

(Teaching Strategies

There are Aany learning opportunities in the cartoon book. The following
suggestions are meant to serve as a g4ide for discussion and activity. We
hope that you will build on these idegs and create learning activities which
best meet'your needs and'particular classroom-achool and community situation.
These suggestions are also written so that students\of varying abilities can
successfully participate.

Page? 1-5 Main 7ideas

1. Energy resources and-use
2. Ovv-consumption
3. Interdependan6t
4. Difaring opinions on energy priorities

Objectives

1. .Students will be able to give examples of energy resotrces and use. .



t

2. Students will be able to identify examples of over-consumption.
3. Students 414 be able to define the concept of interdependence.
4. Students will be abie to identify the differing opinions on the

use of energy as zepresented by the members of the QuEST.
5. Students will be able to apply these ideas to their own lives.

Instructional Strategies

1. Students could be asked to speculate about the nature of "Quantum"
society as related to its dependence on energy. How is this society

similar to our own? Ask students to write down examples of ways in
which we depend on energy and discuss their ideas.

2. Have your students make two lists, one stating the benefits obtained
from energy'resources and the other disadrantages or negative results.
Discuss the examples given in the cartoon book and'tho,e on their lists.

r .

3. Help your students define the term "over-consumption." Alternative
ideas could include the wasteful or over-dependency on energy.in-
tensive appliances. What are some examples of Over-consumption
.shown.in. the cartoon book? Why is The Incredible Bulk an over

consumer? Relate this idea to things they are familiar with.
Whatare examples of Over-consumption Jai the classroom,.schodi

, ,and community. Magazine advertisements often show examples of

overconsumption. Students could make collages from these.

4. The satellite is called the,"Interdependence." Have your students
define the concept and explain why the satellite is so named. Next

ask the students to pick out examples of interdependence from the
cartoon book.- How are,the people mutually/dependent-on energy?
How does the amount of energy available and the amount charged for

its production affect the cost of energy to the consumer? Have

your students ask their parents what it costs\everTmonth for elec-

tricy, gas.and oil for their home. Has the cost,chang d in the

li
last year? What about the price of gas for thilcar? w have

price changes affected their life-styles? r .

5. The QuEST decidep to meet via multi-media panels rather.than tra-
vel to the "Interdependence." Do you:think this actually,saves

energy? What are examples of using energy to save energy?

6. List on the board thy names of the six main characters in the cartoon

book. What are the koblems involved in makinugroup deoisions that

affect bthers?. Have your students imagine thee they are members of

the QuEST. Have several stulents role play a QuEST meeting. After

they have role played, ask the class to ibientify aspects of loNnlip.

decision-making such as stating positions, the use of evidence, .

negotiation and compromise."' What/have they learned about group de-

c1sion-making and the problems inv4ved in establishing energy policy?

Relate this to the present situation in this country and the world. '

Why is it necessary to set energy ptiorites-fOr the future now?

Sb

42



Pages 5-7414in Ideas

1. Conflict
2. ImaJjation and the meaning qf energy

4es

., 4.

1. Students will relate the past conditions on."Quantum" to,those

potentially and currently on Earth. , ,

2. ,Students will be le o imagine ato the meaning ahd uses of

energy.

structional Strata ies
t

t

1. Zoic reflects on the historfr of Quantum before the "Interdependence

and the QuEST.' Discuss with your students the feasibility of Earth

experiencing wars over- energy. Can they ever imagine a time when

our world would go to an international energy policy board? What

would be the advantages and disadvantages? What are their feelings

about mandatory conservation laws?. What laws would they' want to

see passed if any? How would' they propose these laws be enforbed?

2. Omni talks with others about the.meanings of "energy." Using what

114 says as a base, have the students write down or share verbally

"imagined" thoughts about entrgy. Stusiapts could do a survey of

their schoolmates, other teachers and Mulles, asking them what

energy means to.them. Allideas should be encouraged. The survey'

results could then be compiled. 'The point is that there are many

different(ways to think about energy.

1

Pages 7-12 Main.Ideas

1. 'Decision-making
2. Conflict

00ectives'

1. Students will be able to identify examples Of decision-making.

2. Students will give examples of conflict over energy policy seen

in the cartoon book.

3. Students will be able to relate these ideas to their own lives.

Instructional Strategies

1. Ask your students why Dr. Drat is so aggravated with the members of

the QuEST.. 'Why is it so-difficult for the QuEST to make decisions?

Relate this problem to an example occutint now such as the debate

over Os rationing.

2. Dyad doesn't want to act without consulting the others. Dr.,Drat has

decided to take cherge himself. What are the advantages and disad-

IV't vantages of group decision-making and,individual decision-making?

r.

3. Dr. Drat decides to "take from the energy rich and give to the energy %

poor." Discuss with youpstudents the'unequal distribution of energy

resources lon Earth. Soma students Could be encouraged to do redearch

tt
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ma country where 'energy is not readily available. How are/life-

.

styles different from our oOn? Ask the students to offer suggestions
for making more energy resourcevailable to those in need, Discuss
the problems of cost, transportation and adaptation from colptry to

,

country.
, $

.
f

Given our present situation on Earth, it is highly,unli ely that one
set of circuiPttances could occuT to halt the producti6n, use and dis-
tribution of e ergy resources. Vowever,.even though Quantum's situa-
tion is fictit ous, it is one we can learn from. Discuss with your
students how circumstances over which we do not have control can affect

,

u's an4 force us to deal with ene i'm shortages. Factors such.as wars
and revolution, lack of0supply, pri e, lack of knowledge, embargoes,
strikes, etc., do affect usl. How do they feel aboUt these situations?
Have r students write their own Scenarios about what would happen
o arth if energy was not aVailable. How-do they think people would'

,
o.

0eact?

Pages 13-16 Main Ideas -7)

1. Decision-making
, 2. Conservation

( 13., Cooperation

'Objectives

1. Students will be able to pick out exipples of individual and group
decision-making about energy use.

2. Students will identify examples of cooperation and celyervation.

3. Students will offer suggestions of ways they can conserve tnergy.
4. Students will summarize what the people of Quantum are learning

from their experiences.

Instructional Sprategiei

1. Have your students identify the conservati4 measures bein taken

on Quantum. Have yopr students offer additional conservation stra-
tegies that they could use. What are the costs and benefits of
conservation? HoW has life changed on Quantum and can they see
4hese'changes oTurring in,their own commanities?

2. The people op Quantum believe that their situatiOn is only tem-
porary. Do kou think our current energy situation is temporary?
What,happens to Quantum remains an open question. Have your
students work individually or iv groups to write a continuation
of th1s story. \What will happen*if.the "Interdependence" is.not
repaired? What. will happen if it is?

3. The main point on the last page of the cartoon book is to help

students ealize that people make the difference. Decisions

tbout ene y use and resources are ours to make. What are the

QuEST and uantumites learning from their experiences? How is

The Incredible Bulk acting ai.a model?. Have your sttidents out-
line their own energy conservation stratefies. How cln.they

44



convince qthers in their
energy? 'Help them write

istudents every week on t#
the costs and benefits of

Additional Activities

, Objective

school, family and community to conserve
strategies to do sO. Check with your
eir progress. Diecuss:with your studets
conservation.

/di

1. Students will create their own learning/Opportuntties from the
cartoon book.

Instructional Stratesies \
. .

1. Have your students.draw their o.wn cartoon pictures Or stories, .

?either with their Own characters or those from the cartoon book.
Howare their.sto ies similar and different from the\energy situa-

tion on Quantum? On Earth?!
.

2.., .Ask your students to pick One of the clilaracters in the.cartoon book

and write a story describing their energY habits and lifestyle
What attitudes about energy use, produCtion and distribntion-d s

their chip 'character reresent?

3. Discuss with your students what would have been the<ture ov
_ --......... .

Quantum had the "InterdeOendence" not broken down. What decisions
would have been made by the QuEST and how`would they have' been ira-

plemented? Relate this to the implementation of thet.S.\and other

countries' energy policl.es.
.

There ire several terms use in'the cartoon book thet. your students may

need
-have

helewith. ,Discuss wiih yo r students these terms and the meanings they
1

as,related to the story.
ik

1, ab dant:- well supplied, m6re than sufficent

2. ab se -'to misuse,t to hurt by treating badly

3. consumption the.nsing,up of resources, goods

! 4. diseble - to make nnfit for use

5. inhabitant a permanent resident

6. institute - ta set up, to construct. A place

.adva4cedstudy in.technical subjects.

7. pyramid - any structure with a square base and
triangular sideseeting at.tfle top, as those
ancient Egyptians for royal tombs. Some'peopl

the pyramid shape signifies power.
re0ore - to brIng back to a former or normal
systtn:f distribution - how goods, resources
divided among peopie and'regions.

P
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LESSON ONE: YOO IN COLONIA, MTRICA

TEACHER'S/Mfr.

Introduction:

These three lessons are desighed to fit into the regular curriculm,
when Colonial American history is the cOhtent area. Using, this focus

OV
students will apply the condepts of Interdependence, eriery resources ,

andsconserva_tion to Colonial Americd% Students'wil0 also relate these

ideas to today.

This first lesson covers the three concepts mentioned and asks
student'stto use their imaginations in considering what it would be like
fortthem if they had lived du-King the Colonial time period, Students

will become aware of energy dependence and interde endence'Rnd how it

)

threlates to fheir lives today. Students will be as ed to exploreeeir
own opinions about fnergy use,during the Colonial eriod as compared

with today. I
,

PIE4.1221:

1. Students will be a1,4e to itagine what their lives would'he
like if they had lived dui/ing the Colonial period.

2. Stutents will be able to compare the energy resources avail-
able during the Colonial time period with those of today.

%.

3. Students will be ahle to recognize the interdependence among
family members and the natural environment during the ,

Celonial period.

11' Students will he ahle.to compare and conti-ast dependence and
interdependince on energy resource's during Colonial times

with today.'

Time: One to two days.

Instructional Strategies:

0

/ 1. Review with your students those arehs of North America that
wore claimed by mapy European countries, 'Pocusing on the
finglish coloniesi, ask your students to state things we have

in our culture that have been passed down. Things such as
family traditions, religion, lahguage, belieflin democratic
freedoms and our economic system cotild be examples.

2. AA an extension of Activity 112 you may.wish to have some
students trace their own family heritage and share their
findings with the class. Some students'might do'research

on a Particular culture which hai passed down its heritage.
Germans, Dutch or particular English families could bet
investigated0J' A few days before this lesson end activity

47
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ask your,students to rind out about their lamily history

if they can., If they do not know and cannot find out,

have them mOce up a family tree.

34k In Activity 112 students are asked to use their imaginations

about what their lives would be like if they had lived during

the (tolonial time period. Help students to mall possible

con actions td their bwn family members as wellias make up

jobs an( ifestyles that would he appropriate. For example,

a student' father may like to worVwith his hands or with

wood. If he had been living during the Colonatil time period

he mig4t spend a lot oPtime making furniture or building

onto their Colonial home,

4. Discuss with your students all tbe jobs Colonial Americans

had to do. They bad to_depend to a great extent.on human

energy. How would their lives be different than they are

todly? In the discussion students should become aware of

the interdependence that existed for Colonial Wiles.

5. Relate this idea to the dependence that.Colontal Americans

had with their natural environment. Students should be mble

to make a list of Colonial America's en gy resources.

6

6. You night wish to obtain drawings of Colonial American gcenes

showing the use of these energy resources. Students could he

asked to exAMine these drawings potrting out tlle energy resOurces

being used. Using these drawings students could discuss the
dependence'that,existed on resources found in their immediate

environmpnt.'

7. Discuss with your students the differences and similarities of

Colonial energz resources and those aVailahle today. Tn wha

ways are the similar resources used, produced, and distributed

differentl flow hive their lives been ffected by the pro-

duction, use and,distribution of the cu ent energy resources

such as electricity and nuclear power?

C. You could go one step f4ther to talk a out the,future of energy

rpsourees production, use and distribution,. ,If you have used

the cartoon book "Quantum Conserves" you could u-se some of the

ideas covered there. Some students may wish to do research on

future energy resources comparing and contrasting Colonial life

iiith the future at well'as present conditions. How, will life-

ttyles.ehange given.future energy possibilities and use/
.0

.gk. Activity #5 will help the students become aware of our energy
dependenceand interdependence today. Hsing the Colonial time

period as a reference point, they will,see the similarities and-

differenctd. Discuss with your students,the benefits and dis-

advantage of Colpnial life and life today as it relates to

energ lability and ust;. Encourage them to think about

how life ha changed- becausb'of energy resources.

00,
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10. As an oxtension activity students could do research on

hours spent and en6rgy used doing tasks in colonial

America. They 4ould construct a time-study chart for

,then and now to see how time is relateA to energy

resources and e.
,

Stypent Assessment: Correct answeis forlhe assessment intrument
for "You in Polonial America" are:
1. A, 2. B, 3. E4, 4. A, 5. B, 6. C

, 4
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

i. ENERGY OD CbLONIAL AMERICA

Lesson One: You in Colonial America

1. The Main energy source for heating
colonial America was

A. wood.

B. solar-.

C. coal.

:D. oil.

.

al cooking tri

wy-

Compared to,families in America today, families
colonial America used qo

A.- less animal energy.
B. fewer energy sources.
C. less human energy.
D. more energy sources.

3. Which of the'following is the best description
of interdependence between families and the environ-

.\\ ment in Cdlonial America?

\ A.
it. 1

.Families Were independeneand did not require'

energy resources. ,

Families were very dependent on
found in their immediate area.
Families Were.very dependent
found in other tountries.
Families were indepdpdent

'human energy.
1,.

purees of energy were4vailable to

\\ energy resources

C. on energy resources

D. and used bnly their own

A.

B.

C.

D.

wood and water "
coal and wood
animal and.steam
human and coal

settlers?

5. Which of the following is an example of family indepdhdence:

inletolonial America? C-
(

A. Families needed each'other.

B. Many things needed for aurvivEil #pre,
produted within the family.

C. 'Families traded or purchased products

Within their community.

D. One family's actions affected the commupity.

6. The Chief source oflight in Colonial America was
_

A. ltght'bulfis.

B, wdod fires.

C. titliimal fat.

D. coil lantarns .
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LE som TWO: ENERGY RESOURCESi MANUFACTURING AND
111ANSFQRTATION'IN THE COLONIES

Introduction:

TEACHER'S GUIDE

Lesson Two will he,lp slpdents become aware,of the importance of

Energy resources in the groWth of the American Colonies. ,Energy re-;

sources is the main concept taught. There are no prerequisite skills .

needed for this lesson. A basic knowledge of Colonial life and the'o

lack of technology there would be helpful.

OUjectives:

1. Students will learn about therowth of manufacturing in
the American Colonies;

2. Students will be able to identify inhibitihg and promotitg'

factors of industrial growth.
o

3. IStudents will recognize the importance of energy resoutces
.in promoting the growth of manufacturing ,in Coloniar America.

4. Students will learn about transportation in the,COlonies.

5. Students will compare energy resources used for travel
in Colonial America with those of today.

.
I

Time: One to two days. ,

.1.1IalsetIstructior :

,

1

1. Activity it is designed to.help students ihihk about,how
ehergy used for manufacturing affects their.11xes. What

things they play with is only one example. ,Your students

could be asked to write down'what other manUfactured'pro-.
ducts.they use every day and what energy resources ate t

needed for their production.

. Activity #2 is a hypothesis forming exercise. Encourage

your students to think of all the reasons they_can why

manufacturing'was slow to develop ih6the Colonies. As

an extension exercise students could do theit oton reiearch

.on,these or even trace the development of a particular

industry ttarted during Colonial'times. Possible industriep

, 1. could include.the'weaving, hatmaking, shoemaking or baking

'industries. 1

Discuss with your students, those factors limiting and aiding

the growth e manufacturing in Colonial Affltrica. You may

need 6 explain these factors in greater detail.' Emphasize

40
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the interdependent .naturo.of these'factors. Oeview with-your
sit:dents the few energy.reiources available to Colonial'Americans
and discuss how,this Iva n major factor inhAtting industrial
gleowth.

4. Co.olker the Puzzle answers for Activity N3. Ask students to
:give examples of the factors limiting and aiding gvowth. What
raw maierials would he important? Ask them to make a list or
verbally suggest those energy resources fhnt they Feel would
contribute molt to'industrial developmebt. Would they include
fuel, and if so why. Discuss the importance of energy resources
to the growth of manufacturing.

5. Ask your students to select a7country today that does not,have
easily avnilahle energy r0ources. Avoid the stereotype of a

.11.4aillm1.nation.P Many Asiaa, African and Latin American
countries are developing. Much of their ability td develop
an:industrial capacity rests on the fact that energy such as
petroleum is very expensive today. We had coal, which was cheap,

.._even by past standards. Have your students research a country's
energY riPeds ar0-the problems they are experiencing because
energy resources are not nvailabld. Atudepts should share their
findings with the class. Again, reinforathe importance of -

energy resources to development.

6. The section on "Colonial energy resources and iridustriipl growt
focuses on the mining industry and the use of water pdtier.4
mll industry.. Other small industries'could be investigate
such as ship huilding, the transportation of agricultural pro-
ducts and the beginnings of the,textile.industry. This will take

I them into the early IgOO's hut 4411 reinforce the importance of
energy resolles and development.

00
7. Students could be asked to thinkabout how the development of
-- manufacturing, as, small as it was during the Cdlonial times,

nffected thp desire and ability of the American colonists to
I

declare thelr independence in 1776. Wanting to be able to pro-
duce more of their owh goods and being able to obtain cash from
the goods they did manufactUre and export, contributed to the
spirit o'r independence.

`

g. Activity NS could b4 expanded to include world travel or traveling
they do with their families. They could be asked to relateithe
idea' of energy resources and transportation to the products they
can buy in .41. store. Their communfty's dependence on transported
goods could also be discussed.. futuTe possibilities of energy
resources used in travel could-no investigated, i.e., the electric
'car. How.would this innovation affect them and the world situation.

,Student Assessment: Correct answers fin the assessment instrument for
"Energy Resources: "Manufacturing and Transportation in the
Colonies are: .

1.D, 2. C, 3. D, 4 . B, 5. D, 64 B
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.STUDENT ASSESSMENT
4'

ENERGY_AND-COLONIAL AMERICA"

Lesson Two: Energ/eResources: Manufacturing and Transportation

in,the Colonies

1. .tompared to today, transportation
could best be described as

6

A. less difficult.

B. more dependeht on oil.

C. less dependent on animals.

D. more time consuming.1, ?,

2. A Colonial American wanted to start a manufturing husiness.

Which of the following was available to help the business?

A. good transportation

B. techtlical know-how

C. demandsfor manufactured products

D. mercantilism

in* Colonial America

A COlonial American wanted to start a manufactoring busitiess.

Which of the following-made that difficult?
,

A. grea,t demand for manufactured products

B. desire to be less dependent on England

C. indreased immigration
D. .few sources of cheap energy

The trOlde relationship between'the'Colonies and England was

called

A. technology,.

, B. mercantilism. ,

C. 'immigration.

D.. manufacturing.

is 5. The energy resourde used in manufacturing iron. during Colonial

Ximes was

A. water.

B. steam.

C. bloom.

D: charcoal.

6. The mining industry grew in Colonial America because of the

.availability of

A. ships.

B. charcoal.
C. grist.

D. water.
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LESSON THREp: SELF-REpANCE

TEACHER'S GUIDE

,

0Introduction4 ,

.

c

This lesson employs the concept of self-relianceiin obtaining

energy resources and_conservation during the Colonial'period. S dents

will becolie aware that although Colonial Americans, had to depend

a their natural environment for energy resources, the re' self eliant.

Colonial families had to depend on themselves to obtl the nee ed

energy xesources. Also in this lesson, stu#ents.Will earn about

gioup decision-making. Students willl have an opportunity to practice, ,

group decisionrInaking and relate those skills to energy conservation

strategies today. There are no prerequisite skills needed for this

slesson although role playing experience may be helpful,

L
Objectives:

1. Students will learn about the concpt of self-reliance.

2: Students will relate the concept of self-reliance to energy

use during the4Colonial period.

3. Students will apply the concept of self-reliance to energy

conservation.

4. Students will learn the steps of group decision-making.

1
S. Students will make gi.oup decisions concerning piergy use

ioday.

Time: Two to three days.,

Instructional Strategies: J 1

1. Discuss with your students ways in which they are self-reliant today.

Point .out the importance of this value and the reasens for its

practice in Colonial times. Examples of self-reliance in

Colonial America can include a family providing for their own

.Amod, making their own clothing, chopping their own wood for

heat, and clearing their own farm land.

2.. Go over the steps of gtoup decision-making with your students.

Using'tile family car situation discuss with your students the

steps/the family takes. Ask students to pfbvide cases from

theillown personal experience about decisions they have made '

using one oi more of these steps. Raise an issue with students,

Npossibly one:the student council is considering, which reflects .

a great deal of differentiation across students. Talk with

them t the complexity of making a group decision, given

the d rences in Preferences and prioritiesk.,

(4)
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.1. Next introduce your students to the role play actiyity in
Activity #4. You may hive to help them get into doups and
:adapt roles. I you wish you may write up dascriptionssbout
the family membe s for eacJ group. These-can he the same ot
'different for ea4h group. lIt may help to give personalities'

, to the Colonial family menbers to help the 'students. get started
'with their group decision-making. For example, different
family members .may want to do sqme of th4 tasks on the list
but start out refusingito do, otfiers. Pathan or M thers may

0 take leadership roles and try to "assign° 'the child bn certain
tasks. Emphasize that everyone should have a say f the "group%
decision is to be truly gtoup oriented. Conflict may develop

t the students should try to work it out. When the students
have finished, discuss with them how each role play woiked
elp the students realize the difficulities that can arise and
the Benefits to be gaille4 in the prociss of group decision-making..

4. Discuss with the Students 411., diiferent types of energy required
for ihese tasksvand their answers fo the questions in Activity #4.

S. Have yomx students participatelin another role play and group
% ,decise6K;ma1çing exercise for a family today. .How energy is used
' in a family will help them practice group decision-making as

well as become aware of conservation opportunities. iThe questions
that accompany Activity #S will provide students' with opportun-

" ities,to examine their own thoughts about energy dependence,
self-reliance and interdependence. Question #7 can be used to
-have.your students develop conservation strategies for.their
classroom, school, home and communitf. Students could be en-
cobraged to come up with suggestions of ways to imlnletnent their
ideas. They could:write letters, talk with administrators and
other students-and/or draw up plans and irplement conservation in
their homes. Energy savings resultinefrom their Oltrticipation

\1

Should be noted. The benefits and costs of such conservation
should also be discussed. How are their efforts at'conservation
demonstrating ,the concept of self-reliance.

)

Student Assessment: Correct answers for the assessment instrument for
"Se1f-Re1iance" are:
1. A, 2. EC, 3. B, 4. D, 5:C, 6. C
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STUDENT XSSESSMENT

1

.-ENERGt AND C91404IAL AMERICA

Lesson Threet*ISelf-Reliance. fi,

1, Self-relianceitn Colonial Amatica is best shown

in which of.the following examples?

A. A family'Came to the
colonies till "make it on iy own."

B. A farming family shared tools wi9

other'farmers.

C. A craftsman came to the colOnies to

receive free supplies.

D. A familY came to the colonies

for religious freedo

2. colonists can be described as elf-reliant because

A, they were given free energy resources.

B. hey had to depend on themselves to get

energy resources.

C. electric companies provided heat And light;

D. England provided,transpartati n to the tolonists.

3. A newly settled family had to decide lJow much wood they

were going to cut for use in the wltii4r. They asked their

neighbors how much wood they had used he previousrnter.
This action is an example of

A. making a choice.

B. gathering information.
C. 'examining fhb consequences of a 'decision.

p., stating alternatives.

4. Compared, to-today, the colonists were

t

A. less self-4eliant in their energy use.

Bi more self-reliant in their energy'Use.

C. (more depenAnt on techn6logy.

D. more dependent'on energy resources,from other countritits.

5. Which of the following energy resources were available

to Colonial AmeriCansZ
,,r

A. animal,, nd, coal

B. animal, iter , oil

C. human,:an mai, pater

D. human, water, coal ow

16: Tglich of the following questions involve stating alternatives?

A. How muCh wood de we need for the fire?

B. Whodwants to ccpprolise? '

C. Wha other sourcp Of energy is available?

. D.. How much energy will the fire prbduce?

4
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ENERGY AND COLONIAL AMER4
ADAPTATION PSSOINS FOR

Sq4ENCE, LANGUAGE ARTS AND PRACTICAL ARTS

These adaptation.lessons are designed to fdtilitate cooperation;among

- teachers on energy. education. The first set of adaptations focuses on our

A dependencebn energy resources. The second set deals with the concept of

' IL self-reliance and energy conservation. The third helps students to recog-

i nize how energy resources affect the industrial growth of a society and

how that in,turn affects life styles.

ADAPTATION LESSON: DEPENDENCE ON ENERGY RESOURCES

Idea. The idea in these lessons is to help students recognize the

importance of energy resources in their own lives. This dependence, as

well as the degree Of dependenCe will help students become more conscious

of how they use energy resourcelt.

'-
Objectives:

1; Students will be able to identify energy resources they

depend on.

2". Students will be able to recogpize the degree.of this

dependence 4nd how it affects their lives.

4

Science Classes. Science classes can'provide unique opportunities

, for students to learn about energy resources. To help students understand

how energy resource availability has changed, provide them with the list

of energy resources used during the,Colonial period from Lesscp #1 of this

chapter. Ask students to compare these with those available today. What

are the impacts on the naturelenviroliment of the Use of today's energy re-

'-sou5Ees? Students could.list whys they are dependent on energy resources

and compare the dependence on the environment for the Colonial family and

families today.

,
Language Arts. Colonial literature depicting life in the 1600 and

I700's can provide an opportunity for students to identify energy resoul'ces

available at the time. Current literaturdican be used as well. Students

f
could compare the energy resou es available as well as the dependence.

4 Ask students to write a play w th characters from Colonial times and today

talking to each other about energy resources. They should keep in mind

the comparisons and tontrasts of society's dependence on energy resources

for the two time periods. Students could also debate the t9pic of: The

United States should become les,s dependent on foreign energ$, resources.
I

Practical Arts. Ask students to identify the energy resourses they

depend on today. 'What appliances and machines do they depend on that use

energy resources? Have students construct or make something without the 1-

'use 2f electric tools or a machine. For example, students could learn

to slonn thread and weave cloth, build a bookcase without electric power

tools, dye cloth with natural ingredients, cook aver an open fire or even

d4 laundry by'hand. How have today's energy resources.changed theyay

people live? Do they think this dependence iS beneficial and what aim

th? costs?

660 .
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ADAPATfON LESSON: ENERGY RESOURCES: MANUFACTURING AL TRANSPORTATION

Idea. These Adnptation lessons focus on the idea of in uitrial
growth and transpeirtation as ivlated to the energy resourcps yaiab1e.
Students will c4pare the lacJ of energy resources durin Colon.al
times to those we .have'tod Students wilt'recognize tie impo tame
of energy resources in the dxelopment of manufacturing c pabilit and
transportation.'

Objectives:

1. Students will recognize the importance of energy resources
to the deveIepment of manufacturing and transportation in

P; a community, our country and the world.

Science Classes: Select One energy resource and have your students
trace its use and development from its beginning. What technological
adaptations have been made and how have scientific developments contri-
buted to the growth of industry ancttranSportation in this countrr and

'werld? What future scientific breakthroughs can your students identify
that would benefitindustry and society in rejation to the use, produc-
tion and distribution of energy resources. Per example, discuss the
innovation of the electric car. Students could be encouraged to do
research en such technology and how these efforts will affect our
ability to produce and use energy resources more efficiently.

La guage Arts: There are many pieces of Colonial literature that
focus Jn the lifestyles of pegple as related to the jobs they do and the
tec ogy available at the Robe. From a story they read, ask your stu-
den o compare lifestyles during Colonial times with another time
period. How have available.energy resources affected how people live?
How have energy resources changed the jobs people hold? What is the
relationshin between the growth of industry and lifestyles?

9

Havg your students write a story about traveling in the Colonies.
Encourage them to imagine what it would be like and write a creative
piece. How does what they write relate to the use of enirgy resources
and transportation facilities?

,

,
Pratical Arts: Studentsashould select one invention)kor commonly

used technique that has facilitated industrial growth. Have students
identifn the energyresource used and how energy has changed the way
people lkive. %Tools, home appliances and other labor-saving devices
could be kxamincd in relation to tho use of energy resources and
lifestyle

k
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ADAPTATION LESSON: SELF-RELIANCE AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Idea. The main4dea inithese adaptations is for tudents to

111
recognize how the concept of sent-reliance can be app d to enern

conservation strategies.' Students wil examine advant ges and

disadvantages of self-reliance and cons&lftion,

Objectives:

"t
1. Students will.be able to define the concept of self-reliance

2. Studehts will be able to apply that concept to energy

conservation.
3. Students will examine the advantages and disadvantages of

self-reliance and energy donservation.,

4., Students will develop,conservatione strategies.

Sciende Classes. The first two sessions from Lessdh Two of this

chapteTZTT875T717TiMance" and "Energy a Self-Reliance" can be used

to introduce the concept. Using a list of energy resources available

today, ask students to.state ways in which they can become more self-

reliant.

nave students make soap, the kind that was used during Colonial

times. They will need to do research on makingcharcoal and leaching '

it to obtain the lye to be mixed with animal fat. What are tIle chem4i-

cal processes involved in making soap? Have students compare thiS /

procOss with the process of making soap today. If possible', obtain,

theihemicals and make soap used today. How have energy resources pnd

the/availability of chemicals produced through the use of energy r -

soUrces changed the sbap industry? Contrast the idea of self-relijLnce

in/making your own soap and the depehdence on energy resources eay.

How can conservation decrease this dependency?

Language Arts. Using stories from the Cotbnial period, have students

identify amples of the concept of self-reliance. Ask students to iden-

tify which peoplA in the story were self-reliant as re/lated to the

prodUction4 use and distribution of energy resources. Using A story from.

current times, compare energy resourCes and self-reliance. Wow has it*

changed? How have people's lives changed? Ask students to identify con-

servation strategies that could increase self-reliance. at would be the

advantages andedisadvantages for themselves, the nation, yhe world?

practical_ Arts. Help students identify tools and household equipment

used during the Colonial period. Compare these with.appliances used'today.

How has self-reliance changed through the use and availability of energy

consuming products? Have students calculate'the amount of Itinergy home

appliances consume. Students should explore ways in which conservation

strategies would conserve energy and enable individuals to be more sel.!-

reliant. What would be the adVantages and disadvantages to sucho conserva-

tion? How would this conservation.increase.America's self-reliance? How'

does the use of energy in a family affect the family budget?

60'
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,'ENERGY'1ND COLONIAL AMERICA

, LESSON ONE: YOU IN COLONIAL AMERICA

Lesion Ob)ectives

To.imagine about life in'Colonial America

r 4, To compare energy resources durinff the Colonial period with

N those of today
To recognize the interdependence 'among family members d the

natural enVironment during the Colonial period ,

To compare and contrast dependence and interdependence of energy

resources during Colonial times,with today4

'ACTIVITY # 1

During the 1600's and I700's e from all over t

world to settle'in the "n w world." North Ameri -Alias claimed by

many countries. Look at apjp. On a piece of paper write down

what kind of energy you think was used to bring people to North

America. How long do you think it took using this or these forms of

transportation? Now write down the kinds of energy used to bring

people today. How\long does it take today? How has the use of

energy with transportation changed, and what are some of.the results

of these changes?

MAP # 1

CUROPEAAI 70550" I (Mc

Is OM AMERICG
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'THE THIRTEEN COLONIES
e

The thirteen,col wonies were governed by the Engl4hefficially until

our D laration of Independence in 1776. Map #2 shows the thirteen colo-
. 0

nies. Although"the thirteen original colonies were,governed by:England,

many other European people settled there. Native Americans were already

llving here and their lives changed when the Europeans came. G addition,

people from'Africa were brought to the colonies as slaves. Those who came

willingly came searching for religious freedom, land, profit and a chance

to start a new life.

How the colonial people livpd is part of dU American heritage.

Think for a moment about heritage. Heritage is lik \hist'ory, for it deals

with the past. However; heritage is noi thdn just events of the Past.

It'includes the traditions and customs that have been passed down from
fr

generat'ion to generation. The people who_came.,-to the colonies brought

with them languages and religions that are stilf with us today. For

example, the people from England spoke English which we still speak today.

The ideas and habits of xour past family members are also part of our

American heritage.

MAP # 2

174E CotonhE5
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bnagine for'a moment what ur life and the lives of your

family members mould be like if you lived during ihe Col

period. j)ne way to help you imagine this is to construct a

family tree.. Using this "tree" as a model draw one on ece.

of paper. Fill in the names of your family members as far

.back as4you can rememl?er. Or, makeup a family for.yourself

and put their names on the tree.

Think about your immediate family members and the things

they do now. What do you think.they would be doing if they

lived back then? .Project your family of todayi back to colonigl

times. Take each member of your family and mallie up a statement

about hit or her life it if they and you were Axing in Colonial

America. Remember, things such s jobs and lifestyles were very ..

different then. Most people we e small farmeis. Some owned

shops, some were wealthy, while some worked for others. Did

,your family live in'the New Enehnd Colonies, the Middle Colonies

or the Southern Colonias? Who would obthin food and how, who 4

would spin the thread to weave cloth, who would'collect firewood,

do the cooking, teach others to,read? What did your family do

for enter(ainment? For example, sag your father today likes to

work witil wood. Maybe he would be 4 earpenteror would he adding

on to yourrhouse in the colonial ames. At 4
\

4
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COLONIAL INTERDEPENDENCE

a.

While imagining about your family living in Colonial America

you thought about tasks that were divided up among family members. Each

person in your family was dependent on others to do the °things necessary,

for survival in Colopial America. This is an example of interdependence.

Families in Colonial America were interdependent because they needed

each other. What one member did affectdd others. Families were also

interdependent within a community. Although many 2)f the things needed

for survival were produced in the home, people within communities shared

and exchanged for thirigs they were
i
not able to produce themselves. The

extenethat people traded oropurchased products depended upon where they

lived. Some,of.the things needed could be bought from England but, for

the most part, those were the luxuries.

Just as individuals and families were,dependent on each other, so
111110

too were they dependent on the environment. People had to obtain the

ities from what was available to them.

1

1

ACTIVITY It 3

o

- On a piece of paper write down what things from nature
you think were used to produce the following necessities:

HEAT -.

LICHT -

SHELTER -

CLOTHES -
TRANSPORTATION -

Share your ideas with the other members of tilt, class.

How were these,things in the natural environment obtained?
Also, write a paragraph about the dependence of Colonial4

Americans en their natural environment for survival.

A********Inmer..0***1111aloom*
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COLONIAL AMERICA'S ENERGY RESOURCES

Energy resources available to Colonial America were very limited.

Water power was an important resource used to run paddle wheels. These

wheels turned other wheels which provided energy to grind corn and wheat.

River currents were used to transport goods.on rafts and barges. Hdr4ps

were also used to pull river barges. Wind power drove ships that also

moved Colonial exports and imports,

A type.of charcoal that cbuld be:obtained film wood was used for

heat. Charcoal was produced by burning wood at high temperatures and

low oxygdn. However, wood was the main energy resource for heating'and

cookinF. Human energy was of prime importancesin Colonial America. Men,

women and children labored long hours in the fields and home to produce

the necessities of life. Animal energy was also used. Horses, mules,

oien and cattle pulled plows and wagons. Animals also provided trans-

portation and drove.other equipment to produce energy. Candle power

provided most of the light for homes. Candle wax was made from boiled

animal fat. In some areas, especially in New.England, whaleoil was used

in lamps.

Let's follow a typical morning of a Colonia). family and see how they,

used energy. Elizabeth is the mother of five children. She arises first
,1

th/isspring morning just as the early rays of the sun begin to peek

th ugh the window. She takes small pieces of wood to light a fire for

the morning breakfast. Her husband, John, takes pn empty bucket to the

nearby stream and returns with water. Ho then milks the.family cow, feeds I

the chickens and "washes pp" while Elizabeth prepares'porridge (oatmeal)

for breakfast. Dried apples stored in a'burlap bag in a hole in the

.6
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ground are also served for breakfast. The older chiltIren begin tholir
-..,

chores by feeding the horses and cows and cleaning the.barn. The eldest

two boys will help their father plant today. With a pick, shovel and
kok

' hoe they follow their father to the field. There they attacl 'the horse

\c,

to the plow. While their father walks behind the horse and plo the
.

\

etWe boys break up large .61Inks of dirt and remove,rocks.,

Elizabeth and.one of her daughters also begin their chores. Melanie

is.learning how to spin wool into thread using a spinning whir. The'

thread will then be weaved on a hand lopm into cloth. The cloth...wiji,

*a-t: -

then be sewn by hand into clothes,Ar,thoe-famiY.

,P4Aabeth TAdS to tlit younger children and then begins a project
OP

that will take all morning, making candfes and ,soap. Animal fat, when.

bOiled over open fire, ls called tallqw.1 Thread is tied onto sticks and

1
these wicks are had dipped into-the tallow aAain.and again. As each

coat of tallow driesanother dipping adds another layer to the candle.

The heated animal fat is also used to make soap. Soar). is made from

heated animal fat and lye. Lye comes from leaching wood ashes. Water

is dripped through wood ashes and this liquid is added to 'the aniMal fat;
go.

The mieture hardens and then is broken into bats. By noon it is time for

another meal. It will have tO be "left overs".tOday for'everyone has

been too busy forOjor cooking efforts. Still, the wood pile is getting

lower; and someone will have to chop more before the day is over.

*Is

1

ACTIVITY if 4

Read the story again. What sources of energy can you 'find?

How'is energy used to produce other things?, Discuss your ideas
with your-classmates.

71
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COMPARING AND CONTRASTINGFUNIAL AMERICA AND TODAY 1

Fortunately for all of us today we do not have to spin our own

thread,, make our own candles or depend solely on wood to heat our homes.

In this way our.liveskre very different today than they would be if we

livecrAiring the Colonial.:period. Our lives today are 'lilac) very different

in

\

relation to dependence en 4atural resoUrces,, especially etergy resources.

F.

AdIVITY #5 1

Here is a list of energy resources we depend on today.
Copy the iist on a piecd of paper. Put a check next to the
energy resources that were available during the 'Colonial

period. '

TODAY . COLONIAL AMERICA

natural gas,
coal
oil

wind
water
solar
nuclear

al

h ro-electric
wood '

Whicb ones did you chedk? Can you think of any that
the Colonial Americans depended on that we do not today?
aName them and share your ideas with your classmateis:

DEPEOENCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Just as energy resources are very different today than they were
*

during Colonial AmeAica, there is one major energy similarity. that

similarity is that we are stiil very dependent on eneigrresources and

fri
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the products that we can produce from our natural environment to plioyide

us with the energy we need. In fact, we are very interdependent. We

-

410 depend dn others to supply us with energy resources, and others depend

on us to purchase energy as well as supply products prbiluced from the

energy we consume. Interdependence today; like that of the family during

Colonial times, means that we muscdepend on others and the things around

us. Interdependence also includes the idea that other people and,other

events affect Us. What we do also affects others.

1

.ACTIVITY It 6 ;

Go back to your family tree and jobs of wpr Colonial
family members.. In a page or two write the answers to the fol-
lowing questions, comparing and contrasting your Colptial family .

and your family today. Discuss your views with atker members of
your class.

1. In' your opinion, is your Colonial family more
or less interdependent with raw materials
found in the environment than your family
today? How?

2. In your opinion your Colonial family more
or less dependey o energy resources than your
family today?!-- ow a y?

3. What benefits' do u see to the lifestyles of
Colonial Americans i h yegards telependence .

on energy resources?

4. Whardisadvantages do you see to the lifestyle$
of Colonial Americans with regards to dependence
on energy resources?

5. Would you like to hive lived back then? Why or

why not?
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ENERCY AND COLONIAL AMERICA

LESSONJWO: ENERGY RESOURCES: AND

TRANSPORTATION TN THE ?:OLONI:S

les-12.1-1 21219.5-tiM

To i44ntify how energy was used in manufacturing in

the .olonies
to To identify limits and aids to the'growth' of

manufacturing in the Colonies
To compare and contrast theilse of energy for,,
transportation in the eolonies with today.

ci

ACTIVITY 0 1

=.1141.-.11
Think about the ways you spend your free time. What

"things" do you play with? Do you like to ride your bicyle,

play with computer games or play pinball? Make a list on a

piece of paper., Are these things that you play with manu-

factured? If so, think about how they are made.

Now pretend you are living in Colonial times. Think

about how your free time would be spent differently if you .

lived bad( in'the 1700's.. What toys would you piq with

then? How has energy used formanufacturing chan ed the /

way you spend'your free tlme? 7Ialk with your cla smates

about these ideas,and keep the differences I min as you

learn about manpfitcturing in. the Colonies.

MANUPACTURING IN TUE COLONIES

Industrial life in Colonial America was slow to develop. This was

only natural in a wilderness or frontier community wliere the prime objec-

tive.wavbaSic survival. Parmimg, thereforevwas most essential and

the easiest way to

\trades," including

tanner, hunter and

make a living. The farmer was a "jack-of-all

a carpenter, mechanic, primitive

trapper. The farmer's spouse was

73

engineer,

equally as versatile

sit



aiund th'e house or farm, making soap, candles, butter, clothing and the

II f
like. Since farmers were able to provide for these basic needs, large

manufacturing enterprises took longer to be developed.

On a small scale, hewevet., goods,were produced for sale in the

4
Colonies. Artisans, people with skills in A trade, came to the Colonies

to set up many kinds of smali business. Bootmakers, blacksmiths,

1

printers and silversmiths contributed to the community's life and develop-

,

ment. TRese small businesses were among the first signs of manufacturing
/

in the Colonies.

We know that manufac uring was slow to develop in the

Colonies. Before we leer the "whys" of this, take a few

minutes to guess for yourself. Write down on a piece of

paper what you think were the reasons why manufacturing was

limited during Colonial times. non't worry about being

right or wrong.t Just think about life Colonial America

and what you think is needed for industry to develop. What,

for example, is needed to produce tho*e things you play with

from Activity #1?. Compere youkguesses with those of others -

in your class. Which ones on yii"Or list are you still willing

td keep? Think about your guesses as you read further.

LIMITS TO THF GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING s.
If we thiok about things needed for manufadturing to begin to develop,

we can vt an idea of Illy manufacturing wa slow V develop in the Colonies.

Raw materials are neede0, knowledge how to produce goods is,nedaed,

/ people are needed and ener esources are needed.

One'Polple main ngs absent during Colonial times was available

11
/

resource6 Of C p energy; 'There were no engines, let alone gas af. coal.
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Another limit was the ab'sence of spare cash with whichothe farmer could

buy manufactUred articles. There were no banks to lend oneyOto start

businesses. Transportation facilities wer poor; iin4- it was next to

impossible to develop manufacturing near the source of labor, water

power and raw materials. MachinerAlwas scarce and expe4ive. Advertising

was difficult. There was also a lack of knowledge. The technical'know- 4

JN?
how was just not amailaby.

Another prime factor working againfteanufacturing was the relation-

( 41

ship the Colonies had with the 'mother country, England. This relationship

was called mercantilism. UnYer this system the Colonies were to exist for

the benefit of the mother country. The mother country was to rece've from

, k
, ,

the Colonies

)

raw materials and products from the land such as t acco,

lumber, cot, n and wool. They would then manufacture items from these raw
,

materialsrand.111 the finished product to the Colonists. MI goods had to

be transpoited on Edllish ships and foreign trade could konly occutr with the

onsent of the mother crntry. The English government passed many laws

forbidding the manufacture of goods that would compete with the finished

products that England produced..

;AIDS TO THE GROWTH OF.MANDFACTURING

Still many factors worked to develop industry in the Colonies. One

factor was the greatjneed in a new countryjor many articles of everyday

use such as furnitUre, wooden plates, pinning Wheel4, churns, buckets,

hoes, plows, waAns and carts. A cond aid. was the desire h the part
P

of the Colonies be less depen ea on England. There Was a great ddal

otresentment taward,the laws assed in England designed to prohibit

manufackturing in the Col es. The Coleni,sts needed things to exchange

with, thek mother co try to get what they wanted. The Colonists wanted to "( .

5
4



he able to obtain a higher price for their goods so they could buy more

of what they wanted. Eventually these conditions, along with many others,

caused such conflict that the Colonies broke with England in 1776.

Another factTyromoting industrial growth was continued immigration.

More and more people were coming to the Colonies. They brought with them

knowledge of manufacturing and trade. They also had important skills in

working with tools. As more peoPle came to the Colonies, people wanted

goods that had to be producedit

ACTIVITY If 3

To review, here is a list of thitlgs limiting the growth
of manufacturing in Colonial America. \

1. Lack of !mu resources
2. Lack of s are cash
3. Lack of banks to lend money
4. Lack of Mn. supyly

. 5. Lack of raw materials
6. Lack of knowledge
7. Mercantilism

J
Find the words that are underlined in this puzzle. Remember,

the words you find Were things that were na available or were
slow to be developed in Colonial America. Mercantilism was an

economic arrangement_that discouraged Andustrial development. Use

the sheet of paper your teacher hands out.

4

BRWJUI0ERTNRWDVBE
SAVFGWEUOLIACSYMC
EZNXAQUITNEWTELEX
G EWKRQYUKMCMDWPRR
D WISCSEGETY0AGWPCL
ESAWPFGRTULTDWUAY
L4ERAREDXCSEWBSNX
W ACGRNHJVFVRFSRTP
O 1) VDE.GEUJIGIYF0 IG
UFETCKDFGEHAJKBLD
K FETAFGEUOKLOTAIT
STERSSETYUCSAWLSV
HEY THEREWHATSHAMP

-ENERGYRESOURCE(SILM
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Here is a list of things piding the g'rowth of

manufacturing in Colonial America.

1. Need for preflucts

24 Desire to produce goods to trade

3. Deslre to be less dependent on England

4 5(

Increased know-how and skills

Increased immlgration \

'Find the words that are underlined in the list in

this puzzle. Use the sheet of paper your teacher hands out.

STCUDORPTJGERIOT X
TFYQSBRIOPH.VWENWE
RWAIZABYMLJDERYUI
ADSAGH;TREEEWYTPIO
D VSERREGJYGDHUJUF
EGFDBUTEFRHKIKIKO
L.E)SSIIEPENDENTKSAV
MNLNFERW-ASiGHJYREI
O ADFGUM
H UIUUKIM OLGRHYNU
G FKLP1IMB VFHYDWFN
TRSRTY IOOFWOHWONIC
CUITERWQOASFGHJKL
2CDERTYHUHFEEIUYJ
SQTNOITARGIMMIMKO

COLONIAL ENERGY RESOURCES AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH

A

V-

We are now going to look specifically at two types of industrial

development in the Colonies. One, the growth of the mining industry, and

the other, the use of water power as related to the mill industry.

.77
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IThetvIiquITInta. The early settlers in the Cblonies Aevoted

_

much,of their time .to seeking gold, silver and.other precious metals.

Significant amounts Were not found.

On the other.hand, iron ore could be found in all the Colonies.

There was a widespread demand for iron, which was used to manufacture

crude tools, farming equipment, nails, pots, weapons rims for wheels and"?

the like. By 1775, the Colonies were producing about one-seventh of the

world's supply of Iron, and their production of pig and bar iron exceeded

that of England.

In order for this growth to occpr, a primitive energy resource was

used. That energy source was charcoal. It was formed by burning wood at

high temperatures and low oxygen.. Using charcoal., bog Iron, which was found

in marshes, was melted to a semi-fluid state called a bloom. The bloom was

cooled and then hammered on an anvil. This hammering removed the wastfP

callked slag. ,Wrought iron was the result. The wrought iron was then heated

again and poured into molds to make bars. The bars of pig iron might then

be sent to a "slitting" mill where, at white heat, they were rolled into

small rods. From these rods theocal blacksmith Or farmer could make the,
L

products neeAd. V

I Once the.Colonists had the raw material (bog troh)', the energy source

(charcoal for heat). andithe know-how, the English could not prevent the

growth of the iron industry in the Colonies.

//

'.
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You have just learned about a crutle process of
turning a raw material into a product that could be used
in everyday Colonial life. Pick a productithat you use
frequently. Try to keep it simple but makb it something
you depend on and that has to be manufactured. On a
piece of paper trade its production from start to finish.
What arle the raw materials needed? What energy resburces
Ore used t produce it? What energy resources are used

(I

to transp rt Irour product? Would you lip able to have .

thi's prod ct if you lived in Colonial times? Why or

why not?

I E;
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Water Power. As you'can see, few of the 'energY resources today well

available to the Colonial Americans. One of the main energy resources in

Colonial America was water power. Water power was key to the develop-
.

ment of the mill industry. Grist mills for grinding grain and cdrn

iPto flour were found in all the Colonies. These mills were run by water
-t

?power. Overshot or undershot water turned the water wheel placed in g,

by the flow of the stream. This pictureshows how water power turned a

paddle or water wheel that then turned the stones that ground the grain.
sqr

.4.



These mills, because of the water power available, were among the
4

40
earliest establishments in a ?few community. People from the community

brought their grain to the mill. Other stores and shops then grew up

.b le,stream and,mills. These first community mills were small. How-

ever, during flip 1760's large merchant mills,.converting over a hundred

bushels of grain a day into flour, manufactured flour for the export
-

trade. Bake ovens were usually associtied with the afillS.

These two industries were very-important, particularly.in the

Middle Colonies. -Almos.t..half-of the eirdrts from New York and Pennsylvania
.s

from 1764 to 1766'consisted a flour and baked goods.

ENERGY AND TRAWORTATION: THE COLONIES% AND NOW

We have talked about how energy resources affected the growth of two

industries in the Colonies. Another way,to learn.about energy in the

Colonies is to investigate transportation. Learning about trevdiiation

then ajomparing it with ioday can tell us some things atiout how we use

4

and depend on energy.
a

The early sellers were primarily dependent on water for transportation.

A great,majority lived on or near a river or stream, and practically every

family had a botJof some.kind. -Flatboats were used for transporting heavy

cargoes. The sources of eitergy used to propel these means of transportation

were human andowind, Oars, paddles or poles were used. Wird was used for sail

power. ,Even so, water travel was slow. /1 trip from New York to Carolina

took four to five days. For the transatlantic.voyage three to eight weeks

were needed.

Land transporfation was also very difAcult. The first roads used by

the settlers were nothing more than Indian trails. They were narrow rind

frequently winding. By the middle 1700's, Colonial roads did improve.

"
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One could travel the 711 milerfrom Boston to Jamestown; Virginia, by

stagecoach in about.two weeks covering rifty miles a day. Fnergy sources

used for land transportation included human and animal. k

People walked-or later; when the roads were hotter, horses ankmules
. .

.
. . ,

were used.- Animals carried people and pulled wagons, carts and stag 'oaches.
t.

sip

\

Here is a.lirst of energy rqources used for transportation
during Colonial i.res. Copy it on a piece of paper. Then make
a similar list for today. What are the energy resources d

means oil transportation'Ahat arc ilised today?

Wind -- sail power

Human paddling, poling, rowing., walking
6

Animal horses and mules to carty people
or pull wagons,..carts and stagecoaches

.'Next do a time study. Compare traveling:from Boston to
Jamestown in 17S0 with today. flow lone did it take then and
how long would it'take now?

t;

Answer the following questions for discusskon in class.

1 How has the use of energy resources for
/ trunsportation changed -from Colonial

timeS to tal(lay?

2. How hate these changes.effected,the wai
71leop1e live?

1. Mat would be, some of the e'ffeets if tAc

dp not have the present day enetgy
resources available for travel?

*,

4. What pre some ways we can help ensuru .

that we have enerey'resources available
to travel in the future?

11.1M4041110.11.....110.1..t.OPIffi.0.1.00000.1*!.:
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ENERGY AND COLONIAL AMERICA. t..

LESSON THREE: SELF-RELIANCE

LesSon Objectives ,

To relate the concept of self-teliance to energy use during
the Colonial period

411 To explain how energy conservation is an example of self-

reliance
To be,,able to identify'the steps in group decision-making
To make decisions concerning energy use today.

ACTIVITY # 1

Think about yourself. Ypu are an individual, different

from everyone else. What you think and do every day is

different from what othpr people think and do. One of the

things that makes you uiiqueis how you take care of your ,

needs. On a piece of per write down the things you do for

yourself during a ty al day. Your list should incAude

things such as fin our own breakfaSt, walkint to school,

doing your homework making your bed. Your list can also

include things you have made yourself such as model air ,

ic0,1,anes or drawings.

.SAF-RELIANCE

/ o Having thought about youvaelf )cou are now ready to learn about a
v.

value held by Colonial Ameticans., From Letson One you learned about our

American heritage. This lesson will also deal with our heritre but

.
instead of talkini about how people lived from day to day, weiwill be

0 ..

talking about a value they held. A value is a balief you hold. You may

value hard work or honesty or free time to do exactly wh4 you want to

do. Values aTe principles that guide your behavior. Not evertor holds

tint same values.or'acts on their values in the same way.

839(47,
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Just asNwparticular language, in oui case, English, is passed on

from genevation to generation, so too.are values passed on. Values are

taught to you by your parents, friends, teachers, the things yilit read

and even the TV. Groups of people alio have similar values.

There is oqe particular value that was.held by many Coldnial Americans.

FThis value, is "self-reliance." This is the beliff that one's success ,

depends to a great extent on one's own efforts skills and abilities:

People immigiated to the New World for many reasons. One of these was a

belief that they cduld and should "make it on their own." In Europe, What

you could do,with your life was usually tied closely to your family back-

ground. Onlyfthe wealthy had a chance to receive a formal education.

People were limited in many ways 6ecause their positien in society was

fixed. Land was.scarce and'opportunities for advancement and change

depended on factors tver which a person did not have control.
4.

People came to America and still come today looking for a chance to

work hard and succeed through their own effo ts. This is not to suggest

that Colonial Americans did not help each othe"I or share. In fact, the

early settlements were-very much cooperative efforts. Colonial Americans

belieVed in self-reliance, but they were also interaependent with their

surroundings. What they did afected the lives of future generations as

well. Still everyone wis expected to do his or her share. Because people

had:to wprk so hard and depend on their natural environment to survive,

the value of self-reliance.grew arid became part of our American heritage,

4
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ACTIVITY # 2

SlowftrlOirr........=,

Go ta k and look at your list of e things yo4 do for

yourself ePty day. How are these t gs examples of your

own self-rel nce? Sheik your ide with other meMbers co

your class: te all of you self-reliant in the same ways?

What are the similarities and differences?

ENERGY AND SELF-RELIANCE

How Colonial Americans used energy telOurces can be related to the

concept of self-reliance. .We know.that people living during the Colonial

period were dependent on energy resources, such wood and water power.

People were also self-reliant because they had to\btain tese energy

resources'for themselves. They had to depeild on ves to get the

energy resources they would need. There were to elecric bills every

month, because there was no electric company to ptovide for lights, heat

and cooking energy.

ACTIVITY # 3

f Here is a list of energy resources available to '

Colonial Americans.

WOOD ANIMAL

WATER ANIMAL FAT

WIND
HUMAN

Match up these energy resources available with the

pictures on the next page. To do th4, copy the list on a

piece of paper. Next to each energy iesource put the num-
,

ber of the picture Which corresponds. Now pick any,three

energy resouree and picture combinations. Write down how

you think the work being done reflects the value of

self-reliance? How are the people depending on themselves

Ar to obtain and use ty energyI

11000.1.10.110.1111.11~0.10.141MINN....10=bwillo.
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tiAKING DECISIONS ABOUT ENERGY USE

p_leGrouitILsielnlial. Although Colonial Americans were firm

(b\elievers in self-reliance, they still had to work together. Part

of living in any group, whether it be a family,.a society in 1750,

or today, means participating in group decisions.

Group decisions'in Colonial times we're often concerned about who

would do which chores. In additift, group decision;,had^to be made

as to how the available resources, including energy, would be used.

I
There are four basic steps to group decision-makfig. They gre:

1. Gathering information ,*

2. Stating ifternati*

3. Making choice

4. Examining the cons4equences of a decision

Gathering informatiOn means finding out what has to be done and

,obtaining the knowledge needed. This can include stating the question

to be ansivered. Information can be obtained from many sources such

as books or the opinions of the group members. Stating alternatives,

means examining all the possible decisions that could be made. Next

-

comes actually making a choice from your list of alternatives. Once

a choice has tkeep selected, the consepuences of the decision need to

be examined. #

This may.seem like a complicated process, hut we all engage in
4

these steris every day. An example will help you to underStand this

process.

q
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family car. Your family is eating breakfast togetherone
.

_ 1

SatAday morning. Your family owns one car and on this particular day,

fatily members ha0e to go dif6rent places at different times. The.

group decision that needs to be made is how the family car will be used

tb best theet everyone's npeds.

To gather the information your family.pscussts eaal person's plat!s

to find out who is doing.what, when and where. Once everyone has stated

his or her need for transportation', alternatives need to be clarified. .What

are the other possible means of transportation? Is it poslible for some

members to take F bus, catch a ride yith a friend or even change.their

plans? Next, a ecision has to be made.concerning the use of the family

car. Priorities and needs are_yeighed. It may not be possible for everyone

to get his own way; compromises may have to be made4 itcompromise is when

different people in tRrigroup give up part or adjust What'they want in order

for a mutual decision to be reachira Before the family goes about their

how muok gas will it take for everyone to have access to the car? This

business, the consequences of the decision should bt examined. .For example, \..
may lead your family back to Step 3, which is making another choice, or to

reaffirming the originar group decision.

("\
Your family has practiced decision-riaking. Everyone has had

a chance to have a say, and the decision reached considers everyonOts

needs.. Just.as your family today makes group decisions, so too did'

Colonial families.

Pretend/you are 'a member of a faalily liVing.in 'Colonial

America in 1700. YoU livo.in a small farming cOmunityln
I.
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rural New Jersey. Work with%three other members of your

class for a dedision-makini activity. There are four

membeks of your Colonial family. -- a mother, a father and

two"children ages 14 and 15. TM*. this 1 s,t of some of

'the tasksthay nee& to be done for your f mrily to surviike.

.,,,.

Planting and harvesting the rdenand fields
Taking wheat or corn to the local grist mill

,
to be giOund into flow

3. Makjng boots and shoes

4. 'making candles from animal fat '..

_ 5. Cutting wood for heat and cooking

6. Carrying water
7. Spillhing thread and weaving cloth

8. Cooking

9. Tending the fire

th Srour family group, decpe how these tasks can be

divided. Gd through pach step of the decision-making

P

rocess

2
Gathering informationimay include who is b.hst suited o do

each chore or how much time each chore will take. Cl ilfying

alternatives 011 mean looking at the possible ways yddi
family can divide up the tasks. Can water be carried by one

person or will it take two family members? Making choices

will include actUally dividing up the chores. Examining the

conSequences of the decision will include discussing what
effects the decision will have on each family member.

r.

This role play will require that yo put yourself in the

"place" of the Colonial fdmily. The,chor s to be divided are

very different from the ones you do. toLay but the idea is the

same. As a group you need to make decisions.

Once you have divided up the list, think about the energy
that has to be used. ,WhIch tasks require human energy, animal
energy and/or energy from thknatural environment?

Discuss in your family group the following questions:

1. How ancipwhy is each type of energy important
to the survival of your Colonial family? ,

2. How is your family self-riiant "%dependent
on energy resources?

paordro.........
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SELF-IILLIANCE AND-CONSERVATION

One of the majltr ty.es of decisions that had to be made in the

Colonial family and community was how to consevve energy resourcest.

w

Wasteful use of any resource could be dangerous. Self-reliance also

meant using energy wisely, for no one woUld provide i for you. 41

a

Candles took a long time to make because the wicks had to be dipped by

hand. The animal fat used to make candles was hard to obtpin and had

to be used wisely. Wood used for heating and cooking also had to be

conserved. Each family was self-reliant in that they obtained their

own supply of wood. Chopping wood was a difficult task. Fires did not

burn full blaze at night. Cris from the previous day's fire were

saved and used to start the Morning fire for cooking.

ACTIVITY # 5

Again work with your Colonial family group. However,

instead of pretending you are a Colonial family, your group
is a family living in Indiana today. On a piece of paper
make a list of the things that need to be done for your ,

family to survive today. Also make a list of the types of
energy resources that you depend on today. Who gets these
energy resources and how are they obtained? How are the
energy resources distributed in your family such as the use
of electricity a 11 d gas for the car? Practice your group
decision-making s lls. li

.
,-----.

Your new list of tasks for your family should be very
different from the one for your Colonial family. For example,

you still need clothes but how do you get them and what are
bAtliey dade from? Checki the 'labels in your clothes. All synthe-

i tic fibers use some kind of chemical, many of which come from
. petroleum. You don't dry your food.but keep much of it in the

refrigerator. You don't cook over an open fireplace but use/
a gas or an electric stove.

90
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Think 'again about self-reliance and energy. Discusspthe

following questions:

How has the dependence on others changed' with
regards to the production, use and distribution
of energy'resources?

2. Are we sekf-reliant when it comes to energy

resources todan

3. What advantages and disadvantages are there to

self-reliance in energy that you learned from
being'a family in Colonial America?

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages for
the dependence on others for energy resources
that we experience today?

5. How do you feel about today!s de endence?

6. Should we and could we become mo e energy self-
-T-6MR within our families?

N. 7. How can we become more self-reliant by conserOing /

our energy resources today?
ft

k.4.14
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LESSON ONE: CHANGE AND INCREAgED USE OF ENERGY RESOURCES

TEACHER'S GUIDE

Inttoduction:
6

This lesson considers the changes that4kook place in the United

States during industrialization: this time period is approximately
from 1860 to 1920. The main emphasis is on cha ges in sources of

,energy as the country moved from a rural agric ltural economy to an
urban industrial one. Students are asked to i agine what life might
have been like during this period of industria growth an4 change.

Through the use of charts and graphs, students a_e asked to identify
the different energy resources that became important during this
time period. Students are expected to be able to read and interpret
tables and graphs.

Objectives:,
, .

1. Students will identify the energy resourceused during

the Industrial Period.

2. Students will become aware of how the type of energy resources

changed during the Industrial Period.

3. Students will become aware of the'increased use of energy
resources during the Industrial Period.

1

4. Student will be able to compare life styles and energy

i
resourc s in the In strial Period with life styles an4 energy

_ resourc s today.

S. Students will be able to identify how changes in enefty
resources caused changes in life styles utilizing what is
available to eat and drink.

6. Students Will develop skills in .interpreting tableS and
graphs and identifying changes in energy resource use. .

Time: Three to four days.

Instructional Strategies:

1 Introduce this lesson)with a large group'(total class) "

discOsionlabout life in the United States during the period
of industrialization. :In order pi, focus on changes that
have.occurred since this.period,Airect the attention to
life stylei.that.did not have the advantages of today's
cgnveniences in the preparation and preservation of food.
Aativity 1.should serve as an opportunity for students to
imagine.hoW Iife styles have changed and what relation energy
has played in these changes.'N Any snack foods representing the

93 4.
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i mid 1800's to 1900's would be simple home prepargd cakes,
cobkies, bread and natural fruit in season or dried.. Point

out that such ideas as standard measurements and recipes'
were not even common during this period so that each family
had to develop their own pattern for"Oooking, etc. Improved

transportation end food storage began 'to promote marketing
on a regional basis but the developmentof nationail ma-rkets
was a change Oat occurred along with.industrialism and did
not exist prior to this period. Other discussions could be
held on the cost of food because of .traRsportation and
pvkaging or the sanitary conditions of oday's, food.. Esti-,

mated costs of different snacks could be figured by 'students.
who might be interested.

Question 7. The answer shouldsinclude some of the
following ideas- transportation costs, packaging cost-.

iv

labor costs.
r

Question 8. Included here should be the homegrown

versus store purchased. The use df probably,a.wood fire or
stove and today's modern electric popcorn poper. Again,

transportation and packaging can be refefred to.

2. Students should read th materiA62"From Wood to Coal" and "Oil -

.
and Natural Gas BdOme Im., tant" as presented in Lessoh One. (

Also have the students compl Activities #2 and #3.

Answers to Activity #2:

.1.t Wood and Coal

2. 1870 (;oal is o 1ongdr-400% nonwood fuet.)
.

3. 1910, 76.896:of all. fuel .

, .

4. pid.donsumption.has declined by 90,9%.

5. Coal consumption increased to a high-of 77% in 1900 but
-hasilecreased as a percentage of all fuel consumed since
1,900.to only 1A.6962in 1977. .

6. Consumption pf t11 other fuels has inCrelased from' 11i-of

total. fuel cons mptiOrt in 1870 to 81.3% in 1011,. total

increase is 44.

7.. Answers will vary but should reflect-the 'studentSi.awareness
of'some of the alternatiVe energY resources being develloped.
Pmexample, the.use of coal could increase again. :

8. Answers will vary but should be consiptenewith answer 7.

v .* ...* V.v.*
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Answers to Activity #3:

1. Wood, coal, natural gas, hydrn-electric Rower, oil
and nuclear power

2. Wood and coal, wood and coal, oil, natural gas and
coal

3. The changes in)phe type of fuel consumption were the
decline of wood and the increase of first coal, oil,
and finally natural gas. The answers will vary in
Athe ,xplaining why, but should include a reference to
the(development of machines such as the gasoline
engine and the use'of more efficient fuels"such as
oil and natural gas. , . j

4. Solar power, wind, geothermal.. Most of these were
not developed to a point where they were making a
significant coiltribution to dnergy use in 1977.

These activities could lead to a disdussion about the changes
from a dependence upon wood as a fuel to the use of fossil
fuel as well as today's interest in devlpping solar and
nuclear power. Another point to discuss is the renewed

interesi- in and use of wood as a source of fuel in heating

homes. Wood, a)renewable resource, cannot provide all the
needs for energybut is a reasonable alternative for many
people to supplemeht their main source of heat."A discus-
sion of the environmental effects the increased interest in
wood'might have would be'a very,valuable topic.

3. Students should read the remaining text and complete.
Activity #4. 'This reading assignment providei additional
information on how the use of energy resources_has,changed.
This ylouldpbe a great opportunity to include a reference to
the current energy crisis, our dependence upon oil and oil
products and .how or what alternatives might help to relieve

the crisis.

Activity #4 provides an opportunity for the students to
,compare lifestyles today and in the past. Using their

imaginations, they can also identify some vanes-. You may
want to show a filmstrip Or a movie that shows the way of
life between 1860 and 1920. This would serve as a spring-
board forideas thatthe students write in their diaries.
The Industrial Revolution, In America ivan example of a

filmstrip you might use.

95
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Tbis is.also\a good opportunity to review the conte*
presentea in the lesson. A film that you can use for J1.

a review and an enrichment lesson-is Eneirgy: The Puel
and Man, 1977.. Students should be able to demonstrate
.their"knowledge of energy resources used during the
Industrial Period, how the use of energy repources
changed, changes in lifestyle as a reult of changps
in energy consumption and industrialism. Students
could share their diaries with one another in sTAll

,groups or as a'whole class. If.there is time, this
would be wgood opportunity to present skits which
represent the contrast in lifestyles.

1

I r

I

41,
.

Student Assessment: Oorrect answers0,0 thd assessment instrument for
"Changing Energy Resourdes and Increasing Use" are:
1. B, 2. D, 3. C, 4. B, 5. A .

4

S
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ENEiGY AND INDUSTRIALISM
4

Lesson Onel---dhAnging Pnergy R sou cps and Increasing Use

1.. During thet early Industrial pe.iod, what change occurrd--
,

in the main energy resource?

, .

4 - 13. Coal replaced wood.

\
D. Chardbal replaced water.
C. Water replAced wind., .. .

1
0 ,

. ,

' 2. The Industrial Revolution is best noted for the

A. ohl replaced coal.

A. development bf nuclear energy.
B., development of the windmill.

C. change from a urban economy to a rural economy.'

p. change from animal power to'machinepower, tr

.

3. Which of the following best Obws the change in major
'energy t,sources from 1850 to the present?,

A. oil, wood, coal \
B. coal, wood, oil

C. wood, coal, oil
D. wood, oil, coal

.4. During the Industrial Period,.what development 'occurred in

energy resources?

A. Few new enetgy resources were developed.

B. Many'new energy resourteq were deNieloped.

C. ew supplemental sources were developed.

D. 4an y animal sources were develciped.

5. Compared to previous years, energy resourc6s.used durtng

the Industrial Perlin included more

A. fossil fuels.

B. solar Alternatives.

C. animal power.
D. nuclear power. 4

. 97



LESSON TWO: INVENTIONS AND CH NGE

TEACHER'S\GU1DE

IntroductiOn:

In ths'le4ston, htlidents are asked to identify inventions as well

-as recognize how hese,inVentions changed our consumption of'energy

resgurces Auring the iieriod of industrialization. The growth ofjinter-

.dependence,.both,in the Unifed States and on an.international 1e4el, is

discussed. Students aie also asked to tdehtify their values concerning

the use of'elactricity. In addition, they use their imaginations to con-

sider What life might be like if some of these inventions d ot taken

place. There are no prerequisites.

Objectives:,.
,

1

1

.

. .

% I. Students will be able to ideneify at least eight inventions:,

ihat were developed during the industrial period of.the.

1
United S,tates (1860-1920).

2. Stud6:dts wi41 be able to eiplain orally or in writing how new
, inventions contributed to an increase in the demand for energy.

4
3. StUdents will be able to identffy some renewable and non-

renewable energy resources.

1. Students will be able.to.identify certain values regarding

energy use in their home.
,

'Students will be able to imagine whaf life, wa*like without the

-electric light. A

6. Students will reco nize how new inventions led to greater inter-

dependence to!'l in e United States and internationally.

Time: TWo to three days

*
,

InstructiónaliStratepes:

4 ------

)

1.
w

Introduce students to lesson t/:6 and ask themrto complete Activity

#1. Perhaps the class could rk in groups of thiee to develop .

a consensus response to the questions and then each group or triad

share their responses with t.e large grotip. you may want.to

monitor them bY asking "are,there answers that differ fro* the

ones alre dy gi en?" Discussion and answers will vary but emphasis

should fop.iso1 conservation; Ma ing use of repewable resources;
development of possible solutions to the problem; can we maintain

our current life etyles and standard of_living,'or even improve

it, with presnt iources of energy?

4

Kt

Vt,
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11e Parenti

ELECTRICAL APPLIINCE

' CHECKLIST, '

Grand-.

arents Electrical Appliance
Ranking of
Im ort ce

"-"^, .

Autoriittic clothe dryer'.
---,

al.. 7,..;,"..1..... ' Automatic clothes w her
1 .

, ' 1..,
..

dff e kAutomatic cemae
.

r
. - - .

-
.

: Black and white TV
.

.
k.

.,41epder .

.
. Air conditioning

.

.

Color TV
. .

Cro6kpot

.

.

/
.

1/4

DishOhsher

4

.

"Blanket
.

.

Calculator
,

,

. .
. Games

.

Can opener
.

.

Clock

Fan

. Furnace'

. Garage door opener

z .
Hot dog cooker

,
.

.

Knife .

,

,

Stove

,
.

. Toothbrush .

.

,
Vacuitm. cleaner

, .

.

m Corn popper
_ --

.

--1--
Water heater

Hair dryer
1.

-
.

lrowave ovenc......_____

.......--__

. .

..
.

Power saw
,

. ,.

.

.

,

Aadio .. .,

-,-----:
Simce heater

. Refrigerator

.

. ,

,

TOnster
. .

)7'

._._

.
.

- -........

, Trash compnctor ,
_____

,

.

Stereo
...,,

.

.

Power drill

...

f
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2. Pass our the Electrical ApPllance Checklist to your students.

Activity #2 ptovides an opportunity for students to become

aware of just how much their use of electricity is different from

that of their parentg,and grandparents. In completing Activity #2,

the students are also asktd to identify some of t4ei.r own values ,

in relation to the use of electricity. There are no rkght answers

here, but discussion should be Cen*ed around how the students'

lifestyles and dependence on blectri4Eity. Jiffy from previous
geherations, what they identifyias impdrtant uses of electricity

); and,what reasons they give.for those changes. The newspaper

arkieles'Oill also vary. Howeveri they might include the con-

venience of the,excess use of electricity and also the.lack of .

eiercise people get because of so many gadges.' Encourage the

students to share their ideas'.

3. Have the students read "Inventiohs Create Change in Way.of Life."

Discuss the way lifestyles changed as a result ot inventions and

how new industries were created as well. you might'ask the

students to identify other inventions that they thihk have changed

their lifestyles more recently. This could inClude a discussion
of the television, the airplane and the computer as well as Otflers.

" Theidea of.interdependenge should be stressed and students should

alsosee how lifestyles change'as a result ofinerdependence.

4 Uave tfie students complete Activity #3, "Life Without the.Electric

Whaterer". This'activity should reinforce the distussion on life-

style changes. Have.the students share their stories with the

class. .This could be acComplished-either.in writing or oral;y..

There are no right answers, however the..students should be ale

to recognize that some activitieS might have toibe altered as*a'

result of no eleetric lights or'other eJectrical appliances. In

addition,.timing could be a topic of discussion. Using daylight

hours to complete certain tasks could be discussed. Ihis coul&

go in many directions depending,on the class and how much time ,is

available. Interested students might rdsearch and build an elec..,

trical system model. I

S. 114(i'e the students either read or review the remaining material.

Next, have them complete Activity #4. The timelines should be

creative and informative; Examples of different information

should be shared so the entire class can see what different time

lines look like. Emphasize that these tell a storY about someone

or something. This can aiso be:tied in with a review of thwlesson.

e

., Student Assessment: Correct answers for the assessment instrument for

i-"Invenblons and 'Changs" ate:
'1: B, 2.4, 3. A, 4. D, 5. C

1
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ENERGY AND INDUSTRIALISM

Lesson Two: Inventions aild Change
6

1..'Duiing the Industrial Period, most inventiOns required the use of impre.

I.
.A. renewabre resources..
B.!nonrenewable.resources.
C. human energy.
D. animal energy.

, 2. How do'lifestyles of)today compare with lifestyles one-hundred years ago7

A. We depend less today on. renewable resources.
. B. iewer goods are available today

C. We depend moietnday on non-renewable resources.
D. We depend Less on others for food.

3. Which of the allowing ar e renewable resources?

A. wind and waier
B. solar and oil
C. fossil,piels
D. coal (lila gas

4.. New inventions contributed to

A. mbre use of charcoal.
B. les, use of electricity.
C. more use of wood.
D. less use oTt.mals.

ger

I

.1-

5. The eighth grade class visited the Ridgeview Electrical Generating Plant.
Which of the following would not be used in the plant-to geAerate elewicity?

A-. moving water -

B. burping fossil fuel
C. fofted air
D. steam from nuc,lear power

'

\

A

I. ,
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Introduction:

, 0

This lesson will focus on'the changes that took place in tUansportation

e during the period of industrialization.between 1860-1920. As the mode(of

tran;portation changed from horses to fuel-powered vehicles, aur dependence

on non-Anewable resources increased. This has resulted in a need to

deyelovconservation.strategies in order to stretch the regoigces. Studgints

Ewe asked to examine the influence of transportation in theirsdaily lives
,

- at schpol.as well as to explore greiy own.values in relation to the use

\ .of the automobile. Through the use,of a simulation: the students develoP

a probleth-solving strategy anU role play the'presentatibn of the solution

to either a.(16 government or school,board.

. Prerequisites: abilify tct.read charts

#

'Clbjectives:
4

\
1. Students fbill be able.to identify Changes in transportation

:-

.

patterns. . .

i ,

1
.

1 , '

2. Students will recognize,the role of the automobile in

,
changing the American Lifestyle. .

. ) .

. . C.Students will identify some oftheir values in relation to

the.autOmobile. . .

.
V

V

4.. .Students will be aware of and ab.le,to discuss how they ,

depend on the automobile. .

%
..

..r . ,.

Time: Three to four d. ays
% .

Instruct onal Strategies: *

1. Ilave the students read and do Activity #1, This is an

introduction to the_study of transpoitation.and how it

'influences theM in theirschdol,environment. By dis-

'cussing the questions and the answers which they suggest,

tome recognition of society's dependence on transportationl

,in paiticular the automobile,, should result. The students

should begin to identify'the changes that have occurred as

we changed from horse tcl, fuel-powered vehicles. Timir

description of how their'school would function wil1 vary

depending on fhether they attend-la neighborhood school or.

i consolidated school. You may want half of fhe class tb

wriM a paragraph about the different types of schools and

to compose answers% This would give the stbudents a sense of

the problems different people face. The more advanced

student could prohably, handle this more easily:

) 4 V

LESSON REE: TRANSPORTTON AND CHANE
,

TEACHER'S GUIDE $

,
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2. 'Read "Vrom.Horse to Steam Engine." Thjj information collld
be further developed. Some of the students with high intele
could inake a report on the early"hisloiy Of their own c8ilimu tY..
and what changes in transportation actually Occurred during
this time period. They could present their findings to
class. Some questiOns tfrat they'might consider would'he, was.
the tom; built on,a tiver? Did it happen.to begin as a rail-
road town? What.types of transportation are available? This
type of information will, of course, vary. Resources for them
to use would be the public library,'the Chamber of Commórce'or
even thmmunity leaders.

0°
. : .

3. Have the, students read and carry out,ActivitY TWo. This ectivity
. provides an,opportunity fox the whole class-to become'involvdd..
First, discuss problem-solvint with the class. Next, form small
groups of.S-6 and have each group. decide on their own-problem.
Here you.could guide them.so that each grbup hap'a different conterA:,
This may not be practical but the important issue is that each-

. problem should be related to transportation. School transportation
. could easily be a topic for at least one groupito tackle., When

the groups have worked out theirsolutions they should present them
to the rest.of the tlass. They Should Tole play their problems out.
If appropriate, they should,be encouraged tg.contact city officials
and/or the school board with their results. ..,

.

4 . Have the students read the rest otthe material that starts wilbr,, ,
"From Steam V)" Gasoline.", Next, they.should do Activity three.
'Tilt answers to this activity show the rapid growth of the automobile
as.an important means of transportation. They should become aware
of the iijfluence. the automobile has had on our lifestyles as well as,.
reconizk the fncreased need for conservai'ion.of energy resources.

Answers to activity #3:

1. Increased-sales, increased registration

2. 1,255;859

3.4 871,228 -

4.-7. AnswdV will vary. Students should be able'to
whatever answers,they give.

support
.

Students could mIkegwhs of this data to show the increAse of sales
and registration bf automobiles and trucks and may want *ore 1p-to-date
information. A good source is Historical Stat,istics of the Unged
Statesf Colonial Time Ur 1970. This is a tw9-volume set published
in Washington, D. C., 1975

I .

S. Have.the students pe-read the information on how the autdmobiles.

changed the way people lived as well'as the material on conserva-
tion. Next have them complet Activity #4. The answers to this

/.
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activity will vary according to what each student thinks is )

imOortant. It should be pointed out that decisions are often

made on what the person' Values. The class tould chart the

answers of.all the pedple in the'class to fitid out what the
.students as,a whole felt was most impOrtant and what was the

least important. A class discussion of question six could be
organized'as a debate if, the class Seemed'aapable of handling

it. A film"strip you might use to TevieWthe lesson and
.

chapter is called Transportation"in America. It is a.seilies

of fivesound filmstrips and each runs about 13 to 14,minutes.

ssess ent: Correct answeks-for tlhe assessmenj instrument for
..

ion and Chan e
It are: .

.

..
-

A, 4. B, 5.
*

,P.
a

0

.>

. ).
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.$TOENT AASESSMENT

ENERGY AND INDUSTRIALISM

Lesson Three: . Transportation and Change

4. As a result of the aevelopment of the railroads'

4

A. towns were built near the rail lines:
B. long distance travel b'ecame more difficult.
C. dbal-decreased as an energy resource.
D: less electricity was used as an energy resource.

a

2. Which of the following actions can conserve gasoline?

A. accelerating uickly
B. warming up the engine before driving

. C. maintaining speed"limits
D. using the chokrIrequently

3.* Which of the following best shows the order that forms
developed during the Indnstrinl Period?

A. horse, railroad, automobile
B., honk, automobile, railroad
C. automobile,'railroad, airplane
D. automobile, airplane, rai road

4i "Look at all these.new shopping/center exclaimed
,/ city spread out like this?" What is the best answer

4

of trandportati

Betty. "Why has our
to Betty's queEkion?

.

A. The invention of electricity made heating easier. .

B. The developmAnt of the automobile made travel easier.
C. The development of nuclear power, boosted manufacturing.I
D. The introduction of mas production increased price's.

15. 'The invention of thvasoline engine esulteg,in a greater use of

0

A. steam.
B. coal.
C. oil.

D. electricity.

106
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(\r ENERGY.ANDAIMUSTRIALISWADAPTA ON
..

t

LESSONS FOR SCIENCE, LANGUAGE ARTS,
Amn ProctICAL ARTS

.
I.

, .

.
Three adaptations are presented here. They-focus on energy .

1

resources,-.energy tesource use, invention and transportation. .All

o these-topics are central to the study of'the Industrial Revolution.

at we want stude tsfrto see is that the increase in inNtentions and

,
'transportatien in reased energy use as a result of industrialism.

We hope that socEfti studies teachers will work with scienee, language

arts, and:practical arts teachers in order to do these.lessons.

Students will not only learn about energy, but they will apply, it to

itheir everyday lives.

IJ
ADAPTATION LESSON ONE: USING ENERnY RESOURCES

Idea. The idea.here is for students io spe new uses of energy

resources that resulted from the,Ifidustrial Revolution. They should

see how they opeiate with the.new uses and how they might operate

without them. It.should increase their awareness ofithe ensive .

Ose brAmericans of energy resourCes. ,They should be abl to.list

a variety of ways that they use energy resources and they

theMselves are part of bigh consumption'patterns.

441
..e/

Objectives:

1. Students will know basic changes in the use of energy resources.

2. Students will adapt their findings, to their,own everyday lives.

Science Classed. Present the students.with teveral qbjects from

?ou'r science class. Aelp the Students to trace'when they began to

intensively userthese objects and how that energy use has increased.

over time. Have them document the indreases ih the uSe of, these'

objects and then talk.about what'they can do to conserire energy

thelr use of these object in their-own-everyday lives. Stude

might wan to trace nutvfents,ii1two sets of snack foods. They could-

use the acks they brought t social studies class,.
'/

to

0.

including.

Arts. Students shoOld write.essays o* the uses of energy,

th renewatitrand hohrenewable energy resources. They should

demonstra e ways 4n whlch they can increase their muse of renewable energy

resources by'substittiting them for the nonreneWable resources they

currently use.

Practical ATts. Students s tild study how food habits have changed

as a resul; of the intrention of F àJor appliances. They might wantoto do'

Wkihd of "eating tree" where they race across history the development

'

" 107 *
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of Applians and ce s of foods.. An) intenSive study of the
fast food indAtry woul 'e the s'ame point. .in industrial arts classes,
students shou1 t1 trace how the development of cars.has increased energy. use .

,
and energy consumption.

. %

ADAPTATION LESSON TWO1 ENERGY.AND INVENTIONS
°%

'Idea. 'The piirpose of these activities is to focus on inventions and
show ToTrinventions ddring the industrial revolution incregsed our dnergy
'consumption.' Students wfll alscfattempt to dOvelop conservation plans

'. based on tfieir knowledge of their pwn use of inventions.

Objective?:

1. Students will Aout basic inventions tiley use everyday.
2. Students will see hoWeonservation can -be applied to their

uSe of these inveRtiOns.
3. .Students will develop conservation plans based on their

knowledge of inventions.

L

' -
,N , 4.1

el Science Classes. Have students study a'sçientific inventiow. They
should put.,together a collage of TifCtures of e uses that are made of
thArinvention. They should be able to expl in'how our energy use
increlased or was reduced as a result of thi invention. Then you should
lead a.discussion of how the invention might be used more efficiently in U

order-to have energy conservation. -Students should be encouraged t6 carry -

out-the energy conservation measure that is suggested.

ianguhge Arts. Students should study one famous pcientist and write /
an etsay oncthe cohtributioujiche scienti.st made and how the scientific,

invention increasdd energy use. Two resources for this arc: American
History and Juvenile Books; A Chronologlcal Cuide.by Seymour tletzner, 1966;
and American Historical Fiction and Btogra h for Children and Youn Peonle
by Jeanette Hotc rss, 1973. ley s oul( tien evelop an enerfiy congtrva-
tion plan based on these inventions and show how they.migiht constrve energy'
in their everyday livts.

.

/
Practical Arts. Have,students develop a history of a trade or a group

4of similar trades and the change in the energy required. Students could
either draw or find p'ctures of the various stages of the trade% , An example

, share their answers w th the entire class.;

woold be to trace the histork of steel making and the car. In home economies,
a history of the deve opment of foods could be assigned'. nave the students

ADAPTATION LESSON THREE: EgEirCY'AND TRANSPORTATION

Idea. The idea here is'to demonstrate to students the growth ofs
transportation and its contribuiion to increased energy use. Students will
see how transportation has grown and involved more and.more energy use and

, how people .need other people in transportation in orderfor goods and
services to be delivered to them.
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---Objectives:
.

,-

.. ..-1,.. ,

4 --
I. StudentS'WIll analyze ho0 transpertation has increased

.

. . ..

. _energy uge.
. ,..

2: Students will see How transportation increases.have'
- - ,

,

1 ,. :increased our. interdependence. .4

3. Students wi,11 develop q conservation plan based on thpir

knowledgt,of inteTdependencei.

.

\ -
%

.
% . 71

.
.

7

Science Classes. Have;stuaehts do calculations on cars,-trucks,

train3-7177TITOs-73dthe mileage each form of transportation-gets.

,
They sbould do res'earch on the scientific improvements oethe various

trartsportation metheds,. .Share the answers wittl,the.entire:cLass-
.

. .

4

Languare Arts. Sfuaehts should yrite a poem about any vehicle

" used for transportation. They should take tlie iole of that vehicletand

explain the energy th-at is used and the needs hnd important services

that are performed by.the vehicle and its xontents. They should thep

detetmine ways in which.they might consereve transportation energy uset

to bring them basic.goods and services. As.an alternative, students

could write a speculative story on why roller skates are becoming' 4

popular'again.

N
ractical,Arts. , Students should study specific goods that are

being,usec in t eir classe's, efther in home economics or industrial

arts Tbeyllhould trace where they come from and how they get to, the

school: .They should be able 'to make an.estimate of how much,ene* is,

used in transporting those goods. They should-then determine 'ho* they

might conserve on the use of these goods and, therefore, reduce the

amount of transportation that is needed for these goods and services.

, v

411.0
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ENERGY AND INDUSTRfALIT1

LESSON ONE: CHANGING ENERGY RESOURCES ANp INCREASING USE.

Its119122121...vel

To learn the energy resources used.during the Industrial (

Period 146

To become aWare of hoW thw.use of energy resources

changed during the Indtstrial Period'

To compare life and energy resources in the Indusfrial

.Period with life.and energy resources today 7

. 4 ,0 To recognize how thange in the use of energY,resources

. tauses changes Ph lifestyles including what,is available

to eat and'drink 4
40 fei t

4

2

1.
.ACTIVITY j

.6 I 1 1

Before you begin thi%lesson you need to stop and thipk-

about life in the mid-1800's to thkearly 1900's. Try to'

imagine what it might be like. Remdiber, this was the be-,

ginning of change from muscle power to machine power. After

you have theught for awhile, think about the type of food

you might have eaten during this time period. Remember that

life W06 fairly simple and that most of the foods during this

period Were grown by the Amines themselves. One example

might be a piece of homemade bread with jam. Another might

be an apple or'othpr fruit. Now think of the type of food

you and,your family eat today. Por class tomorrow, bring'

40, with you two different snack foods. 0ne'should be an exam-'-

ple.ef a snack that you would eat if you were living In the

mid-1800's okr early 1900's, and the secopd should be one you

would eat'today.

'1. Compare the various snack foods your classmates'

bring in.

2. Which time period ha.s more variety?

3. Wily 'do yop think this is so?

S
4. DisCuss the reasons only certain foods Were

available in the 1800's.
,

Vt
.

,5. What changes occurred to bring about changes in -

the types.of snacks kids eat?

'



6

6. nescribe ina brief paragraph, on a separate
piece of paper, the type qnd amount of'energy
used to prepare the diffeient Inaick foods you.

brought-to class.
. /

17. Compare homegrown snackS.with snacks arpased
in stores. What added faCtors or expenses have
to be included to cause the price of/lioday's
snacks toi increase?

,4 .

8. Imagine the snack popcorn. How would popcorn have
been obtainel and prepared in the 1800's?
How is itoobtained and preT4ared today? What
are%the differences?

THE CHANGE FROM.WOOD TO.COAL

Industrialism or the Industrial Revolution period in the United

States fiom approximately 1860 to 1920 meal p Tmplete or drastic

,change* Changes occurred in every aspect of :life. In the United States

it largelymeant a change Prom a ivral or agricultural economy to an

1

4

112' N.,
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1

industyial one. Big cities, 'new sources of power, large lise of machines .

and great new-inventions all began to emerge. From tbe time of the

0-

earliest settlement of America by. the Europeans until the 19th centuTy,

work was mostly,perfcved by muscle and/or animal power. Energy to heat'

homes ant to cook was provided by WOQd, and light sources were found-in

fish abd-animal fats burned'in simple lamps or as candles much as they

ha4been for centuries beforq.

'

(0,

Begirining in the early 18th-century, new inventions revolutionized

the way work was to be accomplished and thus createV4kneed for changes

in epergy resources. One of the major developments was the steam engine

introduced in England and later applied to 'a variety of transportation

innovations'such as 'the samboat and the locomotive in -the.bnited States.



The steam engine prpvided a.major change in the ability of people tnido
,

work without using muscle power. It also made us less dèpendfint on the

water wheel, which required the presence of flOwing water in ordeto.be

used. Th team engine was fuelea by wood in its early days.. ftwever,

steam gene ated by the use of wood 'soon becam tOo'ineffective because 'of
,)

the incr asinp demand.for more and more power. A different,resource,

coallwh h is a fossil fuel, soon replaced wood as fuel t run the steam

engin Fossil fuels are fuels derived from therfossil remains of organic

mate ials and'includes oil, 7atural gas and coal. After 1860 coal became

source of fuel to power the industrial revolution. As a result, from

0 to 1910 coal was the major,energy resource used in the United States.

ee the following table:

4

4111.4'

1850

1860

1870
1880-
1890
1900
1910

1920
1930,

1940

1950

1960
1970
1977

t...Wood as the

Re"rcent'of All
Fu61°.Cortsumption'

. TABLE

COal as the
Percent of All

Fuel Consumption

An Other Fuels
as the Percent of

All Fuel Consumption

91.9
84.0

73.0
, 57.0

' 36.0
21.0

:11,0

11.0

6.0
5.0

1.0

1.0

.1

.1

9.0

17.0
- 26.0

41,0
'58.0

71.0
77.0
7,0
58.0
49,0
37.0
23.0

18.9

)18.6

(

,

.

)

,

.

)

:

0.

0

1.0

2.0

6.0

8.0

160
26.0

45.0
62.0
76,0

81.0

31.3

4

4;2

N

Sources: !A."Historical Trepds4in Conl Utilization and Supply, Energy.,"
Poiicy,a0 Compe*ition." Petroleum Industry Research, Inc.,
1961; ana the Annual Report to Congress, Vol. III, "Statistics
tind Trends of Eneisgy Sipply,"Pemand and, Prices." Energy

InforAtion Admlnistra ion, Department of F,nergy, 1977.
0

,
1.'

A14'
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44.
ACTIVITY If 2

o 4
Examine the tahlre-on tjhe preceding pare and answer

the following questions on a 4parate piece of,paper.

4

4'

i44

1. Wh4 sources of fuel were,used in the
UnYted States in 1850?

2.n I what year,did othet sources of fuel

come available imthe Unitcd States?

4.

3. In what yeir was coal at its highest level

as a percentage of all fuel? Nd

4. What has happened to wood consumption as
fr

a

--iiercentr of all fuel consumption from 185

to 1977? By how much?
#.

5. What has happened to coal consumption as a
Tercent.of all fuel consumption from 1850

to 1977? By how much? .

-,What has happenbd po the Constimptkon of .all

! other fuels from 11370 to 1977? By how mdeth?

-
. .

U

- Predict what you
t
think tHe table.will look.

like in 1985.

B." Briefly State 4hy you think the percentages

win be what you have predicted.

,

o
w .

0 11

, ,
4-

-0II: AND NATURAL GAS NOw BECOME IMPORTANT '

Edwin brars.sutcess in drilling for oil'atTitusville, Pennsylvania,'

in'186§ set t4e Atage forAthenext change in mankind's major energy source.
4

'Previously, soePage oil had,been a source of fuel for lighting; pilt
Qp

\
America now was rapidly becoming dependent 9n oil for heating and trinspor-

.

dl

tation vs well.. And as almost every American is. aware, oil provides a major
, ,

portion Of-our

be left out of

energy needs Oday, . The automobile and gasoline engine cannot

ihe discussion of the. Yncreased.demand foi oil. Aowever,

, these will be dealt wit
-

co.

greater- detai'l in Lesson 3.

47
.4
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1 . .

Natural gas, which I's often a byproduct of drilling pil, is

another enilrgy resource thathas' contributed to the growth
4

industry
\ ,

in the United States. ,

1 I ,ts i

.

ii

The following circle graphs show the changes' in fue codsumption

from i860 to 1977.

Iramt FUEL CoMsumPrioN 3Y SouRce
(tome, SPITES)

'74

40

SICQ

SOURCES: C)IiIsic,P lent>. -IP COAL tint I lfrioIJ Two sortLy,LcYP mieft-nrcw
vortg.Pursi ina4a4s1PY .5IYArcLi 1.4(7,

a) &A/FRO,' AND ort .

116
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ACTIVITY # 3

Stup the graphs and answer the questions that rollow

ow/your dwh paper.

1. What are the energy Asourcq represented
oh the eaphs?

2. What enery resources are most imprtant in
In 910? In 1977? Why do you think

theleimportiince has .changed? Wain your
answer.

.3.- Brief4y summarize the differences and explain

why you think these differences occurred.

A4. What energy resources, if' any, Oe you aware

of that are'not shown op these gryiphs? Why

io you suggest they are not included?
,

*.,

.
1

I. .
..,

.

1.'
. .

. ..47. .

Chang4s 'in the use of.energyVesources during he 1800's were
. .

CHANGING ENERGY USE'

'1

.

q related to industrial development and the rim sources of power-needed

the machines for industry. As the United Statei changea'from a

dependence upon water powered machines to the steam engine, the change

from viOd""to coal as a source of fuel began. Although we did_not use

wood as a fuel to power industriesit continuNI to be a major squrce

of fuel for heatinwhomes and cooking. Today there seemst,to be,a renewed

4

interest.in the uge bl wood for-thestpurposesNiore and more people

are buyingrood stoves as supplemental heating sources. A supplemental

source is a backup br additional sourde of heat.- Some peopie even cook

. on these occasionally,' This has created a greater demand for wood and
. ,

40
,

.

as a rsul.t, the cost of wood has increased.

% pthgr thanges th uenced ,the use of energy resources included
A

the development of refthiietho4s that provided kerosene,for home

4





0

4

. 4

lighting and cooking.. Gasoline powered the newly developdd internal
. Itt

combustion/engrne. "rheretwas also development clf many.non-fuel-related

uses of oiflpirodUtts including'plastics, paints and fertilizers to name

,. .

a few. In addition, further changes in the use Of energy resources in-
,

c / . )

clude the use of coal as a fuel in generating electrical' power and the
0

ldeve4opmANof processes to convert coal into 'non-solid fuels such as.
. .

, ,
4

l'' o

natural gas or oil.

geothermal and solar

developea. TherA has

wind power.

to-

7

00.

Recently, new energy resources such gs nuclear,

have been researahed; and their uses are being

even bee a trend to renew more water powe aid

4

1. Imagine.that you are A youngparor gisrl and you-

are living during. 'he Industrial Revolution Period.:,,

Pretend that you,wr e in a diary'each day or'night.

s.

20. On a separate piece of aper, write a page in:your

'diary about your dfir Include.what.you 4e...dur4g

the day,and the types of energy resolasceps you are

dependent on.
4

3. Next, imagine thiat irqs today and you' write in your

dialy each day or nighte: Include what you do today

and the energy resdurces you use, and depend on% .

4. 'When you finish, compare the different types of'
activities as well as le energy- resour4s available.

5. Would )/ou like to have lived

Revolution? 'Why,orewhylnot?

./

6. What were spme of the interesting things phat
happened daring that time period?

the Industrial

-V*
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ENITSk AND INDUSTIPALISM

1,
LESSON TWO: INVENTIONS AND LHANGE

Lesson Oh'e ives ,

o .Ti identify at least eightiinventions that appeared

dtring the Industrial'Period oi the United.States'

To leaTn how new .4nventions contributed to a'great
,demand/foi energy use

,o To identify renewable and noiVenewable ene*y

resources"

4

To identify at least three values you have regarding

energy use in the home .

To imagine whar life was like without the electric

4

When Theodore Roosevelt became President in 1901, he old

his fq3dow Americans in a'special message to Congress, "The

mineral Wealth of this country, the cOaliron, oil', gas; and

the like, does not reproduce itsylf. . If we waste our re-,

sources today, our descendants will feel ihat 'exhaustion a

'generation or two before they Otiierwise . :" '''

c

II
.,.

After reading the above statement, write a resitnse on

'dtir own paper. Anclude the following: 4

1. Was President Roosevelt rightt

-

2. What proof do you have that he was or was not 4.

right? 4,

.

. . Could the kne statement bemade today'?
,

Support your . . ,
,

.41. ,

. mat VoulOour conAessman say in a bitatement
,

if he was speaking.about energy resourCe8
iciday?

\
S. What evOence do'yciu.have that the enerd,crisis

we'are Tooling 4ftaj' is a result of our" ancestqrs'

waste?.Cive .ipeelfic examples. IN

,s

6. Mention ways you can do something about the'

energy problem. 4

121
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f . WoodAis also a renewable resource, liut hew trees must be planted to replace.

I
4i 4

. , - .

ones that are used. And some energy resouices,ionce they are used, cannot ,

)

.

, 1 '
be grown or Created again -r like coalland oil,-';'Once they are gone, Oley Aso

1 .

are gone. These Are called nonrenewable energy resources. These non-

_4

I.

Some energy, resources are inexhaustible. These resources Will Always

110
be, there -- like the sun and wpd. These are known asgrenewable resources.

.4

renewable resources are the ones to which President Roosevelt was referring

in his message to Congress in 1901.

//7 4
At q result of industrialism and the many new inventions, energi

..

A

.4

'resources became very rfece saTy and ware berng used in great quantities4

Electricity is a,:pecondary formof energy because it mitt be generated'by
. 0.

a machine that is powered by'moving water; by burningofossil fuels or by

/ .

a nuclear reactor to create steam. Electricfty is being used in much

/ 4

groter quantities than it was in the late 1800's and early 1900's. Our

lifestyleshaveichanged greatly as,a result of all the new electriFa

,

devices. 'Lifestyles ay the way peopledlive.
_

frar

On the next page is a list of electrical appliances that
arb available:in,many homes tittlay: YOUr teacher.will pass'out
a copy of the list. Place a check, in the column under "Me" °

for-the appliances you have available, a check in the column
under "Parents" for those items your paFents had at your age
and anaher check in the column entitled "Grandpatents" if the
item was available to them at'your age. An item may have
anyway from one to three checks in,front of it.

Imagine that you are to write an article for the schooIk..
newspaper on'the advantages and disadvantages of all the new
electrical appliances. Use therbottom and backside of your

_appliance list to write Your article.
1110

a.
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Autimatic Clothes dryer

A omatic clothes washer
,tbmatic coffeemker
411ack and .white TV

Riendeir

Air conditionins
-Color TV

eckpot
Dishwasher,
Blanket '

f Calculator
Gamep
Can opener
Clock-

Fan

0)1'

Furnace
Garagel, door opener

' Hot dog cooker-

Knife

Stove
TOothbrush
Vacutp cleaner
Lamp,
Corn popper
Water heater
Hair dryOr
Microwave oven

oPower saw.

Radio.

Sp&-ce heater

Refrigerator
Toaster
trash compactor,
Stereo 4

Power drill

v.,

From the list above, rank in order the ones you feel

are most important to.you. Start with (1) being the most

invortant and (35) being the least. Give the reasons for

the five you chose as the potot important and,the five you

chose-as the least important. Mark your ratings on the-
list your teacher4has passed Out.

INVENTIONS CREATECHANGE IN WAY OF LIFE.
,e I.

';:r

.TheTe wore other inventions ddring this time, both in Europe and 1
,

4:

America, that had A great infludhce on the way AMericans livé,today-.--
1 .

. IA few of these were the reapef, the telegraph, the steel ploW the

Bessemer:pfocess for steel making, the passenger elevator, the .steam
4

. .._..

engine, the telephone, the e,lectric light and the combine.' Life in the'

.1

4

United State§ would be very different if any one ofthese hdd not beeil

invented. For example, the reaper, invented in 1832 Sy-eyrus McCormick,

was, instrume+1 in changing farming methods. 'It allowed.the farmers to

produce more fcidd'and thus have the ability ttfee those ho did not.

farm. by 1848 the produttion of farmImachinery was itpi

.industry. 4By 190Q\over 1,356,000 telephones were in se.

becoming an

0
t is interes ing
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,

to note that Bejl entered his invention in the 1876.Philadelphia
0 .

Cenzenni'al Exposition and won the contest ler the bestknew electrical

.

invention of the Fair.

Mese inventions increased interdependence among various groups'
4

during the Industrial Period. The farmers were dependent on the factory

A

worker for a) market to seel their increased Tood products. The workers

.

were dependent on the farmer to provide the food they qeither had'the

time nor resources to raise themselves At the same time, the'sharing
-1

of ideas and.inventions, by both-Europeans and Americans who worked to
.

meet the needs of their respectivemsocietieS, illustrates'interdependence

on an international level.

The electric light changes the world.. The invention-thatAprobahl. .4os

influenced tlie introduction of electricity'into the Amenican home and

business was the Practical-incandescent electric light. Incandescent is an

adlective meaning-glowing from heat. Thomas Alva Edison dnvented the elec-
, ,

tric light in the 1870!s. He, also-tieveloped he blectrieal generator and '

wiring as well, in brief, he created the whoie electrical system. Edison;

in I1is life invented over 1000,items, including,such things as the'toaster,
- I _

the phonograph, the projector, the Intion picture cgmera and film, to name
,

a few. When Edison died in 131, it was suggested that all'the electricity.

in the United States by shut off for two minutes out of respect for his

great achievements. However, it was quickly decided against because the
'

United States was already too dependent:On electricity.

fr'12
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While lighting may not seem importan't to us today, ve-

, often overlook how much it really means to us. To complete

,
thrs activity, you will need to Use your skiUs in observa-

tion.and your imagination: For a given time decidtd upqn by
you, your teacher ald your parenp, try to live without using

-any electric lights. If this is not-possible, do without a
televisionj an electric stove or something sirilar. During

.
the time period, make notes about your experience. Include

your feelings. Think about wha,t alternatives you have to
sources of light 9ther than electric (battery, hy the way,
is a form of electrical energy). Mention what activities
hae to be changed because-of the lack of electric lights or

your subseltute. Finally, write a report on "Life wifhout
uthe electrid (whatever you chose)" -- use your notes Ws a

baselorithe report. Be creative. After you have completed
this assignMent, try to imagine w at the experience would he
like.at different ames of the y ar. Discuss your ideas with

nut classmates.
. '0
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Energy Interdependpnce. As Ptesult of industrialism our lifestyles
. e

have changed so that today we are much more interdependent than our ances-0

tors of 100 or more years ago. W& depend on others to raise, process and

transport the food and other products Which we use everyday. We' are con-

stantly provided with evrything from mass produced tennis shoes and

houses to.potato chips.

people at'prices they can

interdependence.
4

For example, many of the p

oil in order to be produted.- Consequently,- as

Many goods have becip4ivailable.to more and more

afford. Howeyer, ems an alsoarise from'

oducts me depend upon require

oil shortages occur, prices

,

increase and supplies diMinish. Alternative enetgy resources could help
A

to solve this type of problem. In the past, while new inveRtiolv Created

problems they also help to resolve others. Perhaps new inventions could

give us some relief to oUr present day energy demands -- can you think of

any such inventions?

c

ACTIVITY 0 4

A time line is a fine drawn to represent certain information.
or example, a simple,time line of your school life might look

e this;

I I

,

I .

9 9 .9 9 9 .9 9 9

6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

6 2 3 5 6 7 9

.

.4

Entered 2n11 ' 3rd
Ist Grade Grade

Grade

th Sth 6th 7th
lirnile Clink Grnde Grnde

t.

A time line cin show any information you want to communicate. Using

inlormation from Lessons One and Two and your school library, draw a
time line of energy resources and their development in American
History....As alternatives, you may decide for yourself what the time

line Wilfshow br you may want to show the development of different

electrical appliances.. (Refer to Activity 02,:Lesson Two.)

Share your time lines with the i;est of the class.
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ENERGY AND INDUSTRIALISM

LESSON THREE; TRANSPORTATION AND CHANGE

Lesson Objectives

I. To identify the ,lianges ilg transportation patterns

To become aware of'the rorl the automobile has played

in changing American lifestyles4

To recognize your own values concerning the autompbile

To recognize,your own as well as societyi's dependencq,

on the automo ile

FACTIVITY It 1

Think about transportation for a minute and how it affects

yodelife and the life 'of.others around you. On a separate

piece of paper write your answers to the following questions..

4'

How did'you get to school this morning? ,

2. Name two other ways you might get to gchool.

3. Think about the cafeteria for aAlloment. How

did the food served in the cafeteria gef.to

the school?.

4. How diolibthe.desk that you aro sitting in get

here?
4

S. In a paragraph, desCribe how the school and

you would functjon if the only form of trans-

portation was walkilig or animal power.

la

4 0 .

FROM HORSE TO STEAM FAME

I)

Frederick Lewis Allen, an American author who wrote about the changes

that took place in American his.tory between

if a persom from 1900frisitel, a large American city pin 1920, the'Arst

I.
s

question they would li kely ask is, Where are all! the horses?4 .

1900 and 1950, suggested that

A

9



As late as 1900, Americans\vere still very dependent upon the horse

and horse drawn vehicles. ,Most towns hdd livery.stahle and blacksmith

shop as a center of activity. However, another form of transportafiqn

was Imergift. The steam engine had been,used successfully-to power-river .

boats.and ocean going ships. It also was used to pull wagons and coaches

as well. These\initiall ran pn wootlen rails lpid across the ground. As

improvements such as iron and steel rails were developed the steam-powered

railroads quick became an important form of transportation. Railroads

had grown From, 35,085 mile's of track in 1865 to 260,000 miles in 1920.

. 128
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-A.

4.

de

.

The development of such an\extensivfr system of transportation

S
contributed io the changes that ook place in the United States during

t p.er4sd.) People and goods we e no longer 4imited toçhe 10 or 15

miles a day that a horse and wagon ould travel. In addi ion, Jong
"14

'distance travel and shipping were no longer limited to rivers or uncom-

fortable stagecoach Dr wagon rides. et, even withthe increase in

the railroads, the expansion of popula ion and travel did tend to be

limited to areas 'only along or near the ail lines.

Throughbut the country, small towns 00 to 1000 people sprang

up. Thatowns:were located along the tail lines, us4ally 8 to 10 miles

apart. ,All the towns looked very similar b cuse each had ajitill, a

grain elevator and stock pens. They often ¼ a bank, a drugstore, a

t ft
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grocery store, a generill berchandise store a church and a lumberyard
-

)
as'Well. Schools,wtre built'in each town and students either walked

4

or used horses ih Orde to get to'school. Thil lifestyle was very

common outs&-the major cities.
4

Citiesebegan growing in response to the demand for more workers 'in

the devefoping i ustries. As more and more people moved4i& the cities,
4

the need fqr citt ransportation systems increased. At first, there was

;the horse drawn trolley and later, 'there were cable cars and el,ectriC

trolleys. These provided a-means of moving people from place to place.

.Goods, however, were still usually moved thrqugh the crowded streets by

'horse draWn wagons.,

4

1,\

i t

k 1407-fit, i ....p.m.--
-... ---. 0
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ACTIVITY # 2

,l. Think about tht problem of transportation-and how

people move frqpi place to.place in yogr community.

If you wanted to makep choice about how your com-

r nullity should Arovide for passenger'travel in orde

) to conserve endrgy, think about.what, choices you

might recomMend: In making choices or trying to

solve problems, there arb many things to consider.

Imagine that you are to advise the mayOr about con-
'serving energy and providinetransportation'needs

in your city. First, think of as many alternative

sOutions as possible. Ror example, you might de-

cide to allow only buseAto drive in the down,town

area, or you maydecide that carpooli must be formed

or a fine will be issued, etc. After you have

thought of as many alternativesqad.possible, tihe

second step is to collect-as much information' as you

can about each suggestion. That is, would it be

possible to allow only buses in certain areas? What

would Pbqp1:,dp with their.cars? How much energy

would this ave? The idea is to find-out as much as

possible about each alternative so you can choose

,the most appropriate solution. The third step is to

actually choose a solution based on all the informa-

tion. Remember to consider all the alternatives and

the negative and positive aspects of eaCh.

2. When you have gone through the above process, you will

then act out the situation. With other classmates,

appoint a mayor, a city coulicil and a group of con-

cerned citizens who are worried about energy and trans

r

- /

nortation. Whatevee part you play, you must be inforMed

about the problems in your ci!ty and have some ideas'and

responses in mind. Present the situa/kon as a class

project.

3. If you dive in a rural area, imagine that the qchool

superintendent has asked for your advice on how to con-

serve on school transport non. Perhaps(you) could iftv-

vite the person in chayge f buses to speak to the /

entire class or omeonp4uld contact the transporVation

office and ket ihe in ormation. Afterwards, be sufe to

follow the steps given above to make a decision*in

trying-to solve the problem. You can act out this situ-:

ation as well. Appoint a esuperintendent, a sthool board

and a group of concernel-titizens. Present your ideas

to the class.
.
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FROM STEAMHTO GASOLINE

l'he gasoline engine which was invented in Germany soon.provided
,

another major change in transportatkion)"This engine was smaller and

lighter than the'steam engine. It could be moved from place to place

'Is more'easily: 13 18,90,*inventors p both Europe and America were

experimenting ith the, use of,this gaoline engine in wheeled vehicles,

called "horseless carrfages" or using the*Greek. word "auto" (self) and

French word "mobile" (mov e automobile.

ACTIVIVY .tt 3:

The increased use of the automob e in the United States
during the 1900's can be seen in thi following chart.

GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN:AUTOMOEILE,INDUSTRY 1911-1929

Year Factory Sales Total U.S. Veh'cle
Auto Truck Registratio

1911 199,319 10,681 lb 639,50
1915 895,930* 74,000 2,490,932
1920 1,905,560 521,789 9,239,161
1925 3,735,171 , 530,69 20,068,543
1929

,

4,455,178 881,909 26,704,825

Refer to the above chart and answer the ?011owing questionx°
on your own piker.

1. What trends do you see from 1911 to 1929 in the
facory sales of autos and trucks? .What trends
for tptal U.S. registrations?

I. *
2. 'How many more autos were sold in 1929 than in 19111

Uow many more trucks were sold in 1929 than in 1911? Ilk
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4.. If the horse Ad wagon or even the railroads had

remained as the main source of transportation in
the United States, what differences can you cite
in the way we live today?

4

S. Descrlbe the types of jqbs you think most people
might have if there was no aaomobile.

. '4
6. Do you think we would still have ah enetgy crisis

as we know it today if 'we did not ha7 the

automobile Explain your answer.

7 Imagine what the future in 10 y
A

willrbe like.

Will there be cars? Detcribe your .image on a

piece of paper.

The automobile really changed the wa), people lived in
'""

all pk4c4of
f

the world, especially the United States. Although FIhry Ford did not

invent the automobile, he is given credit for putting)American "on wheels."

4.

The rason for-this 18 because he began the mass.productidiTof the car. In

1909 N,iad .sold his Model Tbfor about $800; but because of the improved

production methods he'developed, by 1920 it could be sold for about $300 --

a price that the average American could afford...

Sings that time, Americans have become very dependent on the automobile.

In fact, it is said by some that the automobile is responAble for our

current energy crisis. Because of the availability of the automobile, peo-

ple began.moving further and further away from the center of the city;

SOurbs soon devloped and we saw the beginning of what is now referred to

as "urban sprawl.", People became even more dependeilton the automobile

4-0

for transportation as well as other uses.
4 'ftft.No.444

As a resUlt of all the oiltsed in tha a tomobi both by the
it

eanufacturer and the'consumer, conservatiO or he wish use of the car

appears to,be a necessary strategy. While new so es of energy are

'1
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4

in addition-to driving less, there are other things you.and -your

/

being researched an0 developed, the,American people can make an important,
/

contribUtion by using their automobiles more thoughtfully, One.expert
.

III
4

has stated that if each automobile owner wou4d drive .5,miles less per
,

day, over 1 million barrels 'of oil could be saved per day.
, I

6

amily can do as a joint project to conserve 'gasoline: Some of these

'are as follows: naintain the 55 miles per hOur as posted for)highway.

driving keep the proper air pressure in the tires; allow tAe engine to

warM up while'driving at siaer speeds rather than sitting for a long

period of time; use cc;r pooli4; and finally., use alternative modes of

4

transportation. The use of any OX4-a!ll of these conservati strategies4

can certainly lessentour energy deman s. We must all use the automobile

and other modes of transportation wisely as well as give careful

IL

when purchasing Wear.
% /

7
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[ACTIVITY If 4,

Imagine for a ffioment that you have either been giyen'the

responsibility to.choose the nex4 family car or tfiat you are

old enough to 4uy one for yourself. Make a survey of the r

i ,

.
prices and information abbut cars in your area. After you '

have completed your surveY rank the cars in the order in which \
,

vou would buy a car for you or your family. Number (1) is

the car you would buy first and,number (10) is the car you.. . -.

would buy las1".
,

.

Answer the 'fonowing questiorl6gon your survey sheet..,

t

1. nat factors did you consider in choosing
a particularcar?

What was the most imporAnt factor?

0
3: What was the Least important.?

I' 4. Compare your answers with your classmais.

5. Qid you.consider such4things as the.csize

A your family and where y9u Jive?

6. What do you think the results of this
survey would look like in 1985? Compare

yolr answers with others.

g.-

e.;

A

41.

A
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Energy a the Post War Period

\\

't

Teacher's Child Energy a Post War Kriod
Adapts Sciehce, Languago Arts, PractiCal Arts

kiergy and the Post War Ppriod Student Materials)

lesson One: The Post War Energy Problem

Lesson Two: Leadership Roles in Conserving Ewe
42' Lesson Three: American ership and Energy C6nservation
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TEACHER'S GUIliE

s.

LESSON ONE: THE POST WAR ENERGY PROBLEM

Introduction: ,.

This ie the,first jf four lessons in the chayiter on energy in the '

post wAr period. They fit logically into a discussion of the ost war

eraln most American h story textbooks. This lesson focusei on the idea,

of imagination. We w t students to be able to create their own id s '

about energy in the p st war era so that we can build from theml, Ho 0-111

fully this technique ill not only teach students sóme piportant idea
such as the idea of 'increase" and the idea of "consuMer," but will g t
students to see and feelsthese ideas and make them a part of their own

everydai lives. In this way we hope to increase not only their intel-
lectual but their affective potential, motivIting them to change their
own habits of energy consumption. There areholfterequisite skills

for thks lesson.

*

Objectives:

1. Students will know how energy use has increased since World War II.

2. Students will identify how increases in consumption and production
result in dIcreases in tile availability of-Ehergy resoOrces and

products. -AV

3.' Students will identifylhow.increaies in energy usi result in

-increases in prices. 4

4 .

4. Students will analyze the role energyconsumeri play in the energy (--

problem.
,

Time: One to tyro class periods.
° \

\instructional Strategies:
14

1. Ask students tO read the material on the idea of."increase." They '

should study the pictures in this lesson and develop their' own image

of something that is increasing. They should share their images with
the class and talk about different ways in which increases occur in

their everyday lives. They should take4i survey on theirleelings
about incroases and share those:also.

, bore are no deiiiiite answerl\to the question. The idea is ft)

students to explore the concept of,"increase." They should b sub-

ject to a wide ranging dWussion where many people have different

ideas and where they get different Wales abowt what the idqa "in-

crease" means.

Jo,

111)
*V

0
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.
The same strategy should be carried out with the word "decrease."

Students shout(' read.the text <Material and study the pictures and.

.
then have a very wide ranging divussion ibout the.idea of decrease..

11 They should alio re-do the survey with their feelings about decreas-,

ng as a result of increases in something or in the use of something.

The whole'idea fer stUdentstere is to see that increases result in

A decreases,and the two:are'tied together. .

It

3. Now have students study the material on acting as a consumer by
working on Activity.#3. 'You might want them to write 46eir own

Story about hdw they might Change their4habits in order to save

basic energy resources. If ,students have trouble with this idea, f

yoU Could ask them to make a collage of pictures of Afferent ways
people cotisumelpnergy and7go through their collages with them.

4. Now have stUdents read the section on,U.S. consumption. after World

War II. You might Ant students to Work inigroups wiVI the chart'
in Activity #4 in order to determine how energy was used and what

,results it had,for the supply of energy resources. When students

.have completed their use of the tables and.charts, lead a class

e.

discussion using the questions in the Activity.

1

.
,

:S. When students read the section on energy production'afier World- ..

.11ar*II, they should be able to tee that both ocinsumption and prO-.

,duction increases produce decreases in tg-iivailable energy.supply..,

Ask students to compare their tests in Activity #S. Then lead a

class discussion around problems in consumption and production

which studentslave identified. You may want students.tO find

more examples from AO section of the American History text you

are uSing. -
.

$

....After you have vompleted this lesson you may want to begib working
'with science., language arts,,or kactical arts teachers bn some 'Of

the adaptations that are possible in other classrooms. These adap-

tations.are presented at.the en .of the tehcheils guide for this

)a
-.chapter, The more extensivel s. ou use the adaptations, the more

students will have help from a v riety of perspectives in seeing'-

. the energy situation and deVeloping sound energy habits..

udent Assessment: Correct ansT:lers for assessment instrument for

Apt WareMtrgy Problem" are:
1. D, T.D 0, 4. A, 5. A

war

1.



SpDENT ASSESSMENt

pOST WAR'PERIOD .

-6
'Lesson One; The Post War Enep,y. Problem

-1: What trend was noticed-after-World War II related to energy?

'A...Fewer automobiles were usect.

B.,More people moved to the central city.
C. Fewer'homes were 'built. ,

D. Morepepple used airplanes.

Use the..chart below to answer. questions 2,.and 3.

1. FUIL
1. RAW NIATIRIALS

3

BREAKDOWN OF U.S. ENEROY CONSUMPTION, It78
,

1. PROCISS IMAM
t DIRK? HUT
34 IUD STOCICS
4 ituntot.wc PROCESSING

. S. ILICTRIC DWI
I. ODOR

TRANSPORTATION
20 .4%
la

RESIDENTIAL

23.2%

INDUSTRIAL
30.1% -

2.1 Residential energy conLimpti9n is

COMmgRCIAL
14.4 /4-

A. the largest part,of energy.ue.
R. less than cbmmercial use.
C. greatet than transportation .use.
D.kless than industrial use.

1i SPACE NIAT
t WATIR NIA
3. COOKING
4. RIM ;

S. AIR DITIONING
6. nom: poem()
T. OTHER

1. SPACI MATING
3. AIR CONDITIONING
3. PHD STOCKS
4. REINIGIRATION
S. WATIR MATING
I. COOKING
T. ODOM

3. Which activity Consumes over one-third.of the energy supply?e
A. residential
B.,cOmmercial
C. transportation
D. industrial

4

0 t

4
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STUDggr, ASSESSMERT
i

.POST.WIt PERIOD,

Lesson One: The Post War Energy Problem (con't

4. 4fte5 World War II, energy consumption inc. ased as

A. the economyigrew.
B. oil.production decreased.
C. dependence on coil increased.
D. auto travel decreased.

.

5.. Use of energy products such as automobiles, ditihwashers, and appltcances can
,

A. reduce the available energy supOy. V ,

.

B. increase the available ener0 supply..

C. increase renewable resources.
D. reduce energy consutption.

\t.

"'

4

1.

1.

I.
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Introduction:

LESSON TWO: TAKING LEADERSHIP
ROLES IN CONSERVING ENERGY

- This lesson foeuses on introducing students to three leadership
models as a way of attempting to change habits and to take leadership
in energy conservation. You may want the students to carry out 301110
in-class conservation strategies beforethey move out of the class to
practice their leadership skills.

.4111,

Objectives.:

1, Students Will examine their own energy COnsumption

2. Students will learn -basictleadership models of individuals and

groups in energy issues.

Time: One to two Class periods.

4

Instructional Strategies:.

1. Students should keep a diary of their activities for one day :

noting their energy consumption habits.
t ,

.
2. Encourage students to share their energy habits and changes they

could make to Conserve energy.
9

'

. 3. Now have students read the sectioAn'leadership models. Discuss

with studentS\about eadh of the leadership models independently,

using thevicturesiwhich accompl,ea h model. Students should
ool.:;4give examples of how they have ch kleadership roiel or

how they might take a leadership rol in a non-energy related sit-

uation. They4phould then indicate what they have done or could do
in the future in terms of the energy problem and their own leader-.. ,.

ship tole. This should be a wide.ranging discussion and,students
. should be able to-see a whOle variety of ways in which they might

take each of the leadership models and utilize them in their own

everyday lives.

, )

If students. have iiroblems understanding the modnls, you may want
to reinforce these ideas by having students do a short biography
of someone they )(now (not necesiarily involved in the energy area)
and discuss how they were leadership models. More advanced students

may wish to do a detailed biography of a particular leader in the

energy area.

. t.
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4. Now ask_students as a class to develop one energy conservatism

if, orategy in their clasaroom. They might decide to turn off lights

for a week and rearrange desks in ordir to use natural lighting.

They might decide to turn down the thermostat in their classroom.
Decide with students a time limit for carrying out their conse vation

plan (alkhour, a day, a week). This should give them one in-c ass

f ,experience which you can observe in carrying out leadership ro es in

a conservation strategy.

5. When thom have completed thiJ[
An-classpactivity, have them plan'an

out-of-class activity where t ey can use one of the leadership

models. The point4lere is for them to practicelthe leadership

,models, mit to solve the world's problems4- although it is hoped
,.that this will help to change the# own energy habits. You may

,want to wait until after the next lesson for students to carry

.out their conservation plan when they haVe,learned more-about

conservation strategies.

6. You may want to use some of the adaptations at the end of this

chapter and work with the science teacher, practical arts teacher,

or language arts teacher in reinforcing and amplifying the materiali

given here.
A.

Student Assessmenr: Correct answers for the ilasessment instrument

for "Taking,Leadership Roles irOConserving Energy" are:
1. B, 2. A, 3. B, 4. B, 5. B

1

t,
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.STUDENT ASSESSMENT

ST WAR PERIOD,

Lesson Two: Taking Leadership Roles in Conserving Energy

1. Linda decides to walk to school rather than have
her parents drive her. She is acting as a leader

in energy conservation by

A. setting rules.

B. individual exampie,
C. ,convincing others.

D. group example.

2. Mr. Gonzalez suggested that the students in his
class turn tfie classroom lights off as they leave.
All members of the class decided that it would be
a good idea to turn the lights off when no one ,

in the room. This class has taken a leader
ship.role in energy conservation by

A. setting rules.
B. bargaining.
C. rewarding others.

D. individual example

3. One way of conserving energy is

A. driving to school.

B. turning down.the heat.

C. watcfiing color TV.

D. using bigger electrical appliances.

4. "Shifty Willfsms, a iamous race car-driver, speaks
to d high school group across the country urging them

to drive safely and efficiently. He is acting

as a leader in energy conservation by

fr-

ei4

A. bargaining.

B. convincing others.
C. punishing others.
D. individual exampl%

I.

a.

aft
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

POST WAR PERIOD

Less n. Two: Taking Laadrship Roles in Conservin Ener con't)

k ONINOY CONSUMPTION 1075

a,

INIEROY PRODUCTION NM

1

. A ording to the chart above, Where is the
. er1rgy consdmption?

A. coal,
B. oil
C. hydroelectric
D. natural gas,

V

4-1

1.

est potential for decreasing

14.4*



LESSON THREE: AMERICAS LEADERSHIP AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Introduction:

this lesson students will learn some basic.ways in which they

111;can ,serve energy. They will letrn'soue strategies that they caNcarry

out to make a difference in the enterer situation. They will then study

Finally, g.itey will plan

can make decisions about

s lesson include an
n ability to read a

possible future solutions to energi problems .

activities outsid* of class through which the

energy conservation. Prerequisite skills for t

understanding of the'concept of'conservation and

iimple table. . I

Objectives:

1. Students will-identify basic conservation strategies tWat cih-he used

to conserve energy.
<

2. Students will recognizethe interdependence of the UIS. with the rest

, of the world in taking leadership and in carrying out conservation

strategies.

3. Students will explore energy futures based on what they know about

,the post war period. .

4.. Students will develop, conservation'strategies:for the future:.

S. Studenti will carry out a conservation plan in tlisiir homes, sphool

community.

Time: _One to two class periods.

Instructional Strategies*:

1: 'Ask students to dO\Actl4ity,11 and discuss theirlfindings in Cilass.

2. Ask students to 'read the section of .the materials on energy conservation.

strategies. Pursue 110 themothe idea' that the U.S. during the post

WorldfWar period did not see the need to eagservp. Discuss with them

examplis.of energy conservation from their text reading. Then ask them

,whhther or not they see examples of high energy consumption. Then turn

to theit everydaylives apd discuss with Ahem whether or not they have.

attempted such strategies'in theitrown everyday jives and phether or not

they think they could attempt them. Ask gtudents to higlaight the

it

discussion
ou conshrvation strategies.

wide variety of trUe and pOiential cases through

whith they might

0

,
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3. Now focus,en the sec oh of the materials onintelependence.
ptudents should und tan4 what interdependence means and the ways
in which the U.S. i ntefdependent with other countries. They
should see that our ctions'in relation to gasoltne usage, for
examplet make a difference in the number of imports we must.have
and our dependency upon other nations. Di5cus with students ways
in which they ate fhterdependent in their sc OA, in their home,
or in thetr community. Talk about how that interdependence leads
toward the necesAty for group decision-m ing rather than indi-
viduals acting alone.

The collection of pictures andlarticles may be a par9cularly
useful way of teaching conservation and interdependence to lower
ability students. The suggested wall.collage can be used as a
springboard or reinforcement for those students. Higher ability
students might want to pursue/their findings more extensively by:
talking with public officiali or corporate personnel abut their.
interests in'a particular conservation strategy.

1
1104. Conduct a class discussion of students' views on the future of t e

energy problem. It should be a wide ranging discussion that get
students to,:explore alternative futures.'

You can pair lower and higher abilvity students in their study of
. new technologies. In this, way, the convincing of others can pto-,

duce shared information and ,skiAls. You may also want students to
write a short esgay or organize their'information in MO way go
that you are sure students understand at least one new technology.
Some students may actuallk want fb oonstruct a model of the pew
techftology to reinforce or extend their understandi4.

Di$cuss,each of the new technologiesowith students and use ihe
pictures to explore possible applications.

v

6. Ask students to list a series of things they can do about the
energy problem and make plans for-lheir own behavior in.the future.
Talk with students dither as groups or as individUals. Have the
students report either as individuals or as groups about theA
energy conservation plan. In addition to developing a plans
students should-develop a way of assessing their impact on the
energy problem. ,

7. Be sure to continue.to ask students about how they are iMplementing
their energy onservation plan as you do lessons later on in the
course. \\_

8. You may- ant to consider utilizing sole of the adaptations found at
the end of the chapter guide in conjunction with other teakhers to
extend students' knowledge andtawareness of the gnergy proBleak

%
.

.
,
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Student Assessment: Correct aqwers for the assessment instrument
,

for "American Leadership and Energy Conservation" are:
1. A, 2, A, 3. D, 44 A.,' 5. "Co.

'



STUDENT ASSESSeNT c'

POST MAR 4RIODei 'e

Lesson Three: American Leadership and En gy Conservation

1. The highest levels of energyikAllump n have.oecurred'duiing

A. the 1970's.
B. Colonial times.
C. the 1950's.
D. the Indu tr al Revolution.

,I1

2. In recent years, America have'become more dependent on

\ 4.oi

4+

. ..l impilts.
f

1 B. .oil exports.

C. coal exports.
.

/.)

D. coal imports.1, .

3. If futuri. en4rgy.consumption increases in the United States, we Would be

A. changing habit conserving.
B. paying lowar.p ices for energy.
C. becoming 1 d pendent on energy.
D. continuing trends of the lastrdecade.

. An'example of the "use less"conservation strategy 143

A. driving at slower speeds.
B. using waste heat for other purposes.
C. using a renewable energy so rce.
D. switching to another enery,Asource.

4,

5. In thet,early 1970's, the United Stas began to worry about its energy

future becauge of

A. increased cOnservhtion efforts
B. a decline in economic growth.
C. a temporary shut-off of oil imports.

D. a'14crease in prices.
i*
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.ENERGY IN THE.POST;WAR PERIOD
ADAPTATION LESSONSIPOR SCIENCE,

IANGUAGE ARTS AND PRACTICAL AUS

The purpose of these' idaptations is to extend instruCtiOn about energy

outside of the &Mil studies classroomg It is hoped that social studies,

science, language ar s, and practical_a ts teachers will mirk together to
influence students in Aultiple ways to lehn lbout'the.energy problem, to
inquire into its many dimensions and to take action in energy dOnservatien.

1 - , `10 .

The first adaptatpn focuses on increasing consumption patterns in the

United States. Here Students take one or more energy proacts and determine
how their own consumption patterns of that producehave increa ed. The second

lesson focusesfon energy resources. Here ihe lesson is concerñd about what

resources
' are a part of studente everyday lives, and how basic sources

become transformed into energy products. The final les

;
n is on Leadership

rola: Here students aresasked to take leadership role in a classroom.

conservation plan.
I

ADAPTATION LESSON: PATTE ENERGY COStUMPTION

Idea. The idea here is for students to trace their own consumption

patterns of some energy product. Tfiey should work with
4
others in identifying

, an energy product or several products. What students need do is to under-

stand the.idea of increasing consumption and what it means in terms of energy

regources.

Objectives:

1. Students will know the idea of "increase" by tracing patterns
of energy 'consumption in their home or school.

2. Students will develop a plan for cutting consumption ofii partic-

ular energy prodOct,they choose.

Science Classes. This lesson will focus on natural re ources such as

fossil fuels. Students could see where energy comes from d do a survey of

their room at ilome, Or a particular room at school, and s use of energy

products which are'made from or use,tho particula sources. They,could

talk with parents or teachers about the. tount oftthe energy resource that

was used a long time ago, and compare it with the use nqw. You could then

hold a class-discussion pooling students' ideas of what energy resources are

being consumed more now than bbfore. They would then develop'a class or small

group conservation plan for how they might cut consumption ef energy products

which'come from these natural resources.

er.

fo

(

i
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Language Arts. Students can read a novel, poem, or stdry which involves
someone using energy in 'the 1940's and 1950's. They could.compare it to their
current use.of energy productt and write an essay on increases in consumption,
andIthow how they might conserve on the use of this particular energy product.

Practical Arti. Mere students can study a particular energy product, such
as an automobile, eleetrical appliances in the kitchen, fodd pro4ucts or
clothing, and show the iAcrease in energy consumption over the ydirs. They can)
talk with their parents and trace.their own patterns of,consump4on. Students
might do a collage on the different ways that appliances in the kitchenfor
example, consume energy. They would see that energy consumption islincreasing,
and plan ways that they right conserve on energy consumption in their homes or
in their. school.

ADAPTATION LESSON: ENERGY RESOURCES

X
Idep. ThisOessen focuses on energy resources and how they are transformed

into energy products. Students will see how energy is used not only in consuming
products, but actually in making them. They will also discover some new types
of product* that they have probably not thoUght were energy intensive. Stpdents
tend to think that gasoline is an important petroleum product. They do not

J'realize, for example, that plastic in plastic containers and pens that they
use everyday are also energy intensive. .

Objectives:

li

1. Students wil know basic energy resources.
.

2. Students wi know how tesources are transformed into energy products.
3. Students wi know basic energy products and where they come from.

0 Science Classes. First, students should see what basic energy resources
are, such as fossil fuels, and speculate on product; that come from them. They
should go on ii4scavenger hunt to find a specific product. They should then
study what energy resources are involved in making that p duct and in using
that product. Through this lesson, students should4recog4ize that'energy is
used in the making of a product, not jus4 in its consump on.

tanguage Arts. A debaieshould lie organized. Students are organized into
groups to study a particular energy product and its use. They-should know
the resource$ which made the product, and the resources which are consumed.in
using the product. This sh#uld be done for several products in the class. When
the groups hsveApished Weir study, they write a short report on their' product

, and its use. Gioups should be arranged in'order to debate the best use of the

, 'product; whether it should be conserved, or whether it can be used freely.

Practical Arts. Students should take a specific product and see what
energy was used to make it and to use it. An electrical appliance, for example,

can be used. Students should study what resources go into making it, what kinds
of electricitrit uses, howtmuch energy it uses, and what general consumption
'patterns are. They should be able to do an estimate of the energy that is used
in making and conpuming the product. When students have completed their study
of a single product, they,phould then discuss what happens when,literally .

of people begin $13 use the pitoduct everyday.

1 /0
...
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ADAPTATION LESSON: LEADERS11P ROLES IN ENERGY PROBLEMS

Idea. The Jahn here is forstudents to'see the various roles they can take ,

to conserve energy. Students can take a leadership role. Most of them will not

even have Shought about this possibility. Here we will try to make them aware

of roles eley can take and have them.take action in important ways with

their peers.
i

ObjeOtiveS:

1. Students will be aware of the variety of leadership roles they

can take in energy. coniervation.

2; Students will act in some way o take leadership in energy conservation.

1r

Science. Have students study several profiles drscientists and discuss

1141, th-i7iTiiiToplt were leaders in their field. Choose scientists 'who not only

are leaders incterms of scientific inventions, but were societal leaders in terms

of social And political problems. Ask the students to project what they think

these scientists might do in teens of some energy problems, and then discuss

how students might do eomething. Have the class or small groups make e*hibits

which illustrate ways in which students can take roles in leadership conserva-

tion, modeling the roles ofofamoUs scientists to which they have been trmosed,

Language Arts. Ask students to develop skits regarding the roles that

people can take on an energy problem. Have them demonstrate ways that various

people can take leadership in energy conservation'in iMportant areas. Students

act out their skils in front of the class. After each skit, the leadership

roles that were taken should be discussed as well as how theY might,take

these roles in their everyday lives.

Practical Arts. Ask students to design a more efficient.energy system.

They might want to choose an automobile engine, or a home appliance, or construct

clothing that is more versatile. Students should be able to see that they have

ideas about more energy efficient prodUcts or amiatances. Have them either draw

or builq something based on their ideas. Post students' drawings of their

systems afound the classroom and refer to.them in subsequent discussions.



ENERGY AND THE POST WAR PERIOD

-LESSON ONE: THE POST WAR ENERGX PROBLEM

Lesson Objectives

To know,how our energy use has increased since World War II

To i0entify how intreases in consumption and production

result in decreases in the availability-of energy resources

and products r
To identify how increases in energy use result in increases

in prices

To analyie the roleienergy consumers play in the energy

problem

EACTIVITY fl

,

4

- think for a minute about things that INCREASE. Study

the pictures below. What three incrolises can you find?

4.

t .



Tpere are a variety of kinds of increases which are impo tont here.

more` 11,1e. Peop4e grow taller. People

people exp rience increasesik Think about

People increase. There are

gain weight. In many ways,

1

the ways that you haVe experielr an.inc ease from this morning, Yes-

tezday, last week or years ago.

. Things also increase. Money increases if you fet a job and can

ip pay for the

additions.

things that You do. Houses increase when people make new

Schooliincréase.when they add new bUhdings,. or more

or
teachers,.or students. Movie costs increase when you pay more.for

getting in or for popcorn. Things can increase in many of the same
-.. 0

'ways that pe6;le do.
0

, i
+.0, L,

.

Att In addition, the way people use things can increase. .Peope can
4

Vimatch more television, and therefore use theAelevision Mores People

can ride bikes more'often, and therefore use a bicycle more. The use

of things is as important an increase as the actual increase in.people

or the things themselves

Now think about the opposite of increases. Along with almost

every increase comea-a decrease. If you increase thd amount of food

/ you eatvou"decrease the food Supply: ..If you,eit,an apple.and a

banana, you.decreaSe the number of available apkes Mhd bananas for

others to eat. This.decrease comes about because there is a limited
N./

supply of these foOd resources and too many people. There are only ,

so maw apples-that,can be eaten inyour'home,'Your school, your.com-

f munity, or ths worldi at av givenitime. Because.there is this liati

if you inc*ease.whmt you,do, then there is less for everyone else who

likesto eat apples or .bahnas.' This idea-of'increases causing de-

,creases is often aimed up inothe word "scarcity.'

(L.
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likanare#2,
. .

r,

s tMP

We haveOmen talking about increasing food that is

eaten, and as-airesult:decreasing the available food supply.

&lot of other things decrease-when certain things increase.

Look-againitt-the pictures of increases. In the sOace belowe

indicate-what decreases are a result of the increases in

people.) things, Or use,, that,are invqlved in these pictures.

For,.example, as people increase in size, they decrease the

wqrld's food supply. As there are'increases in price; there

are decreases in the amount of things that you can Purchase

for that price. Make a list similar to the one below on.a-

'separate sheet of.paper and give yourown-answers.

IttREASES DECREASES

INCREASES AND DECREASES BY ENERGY CONSUMERS

The ideas of increases and decreases app4v to eneigy in many Ways.

We have limited energy re;urces. "hen we increase,our use of these
0

resources, their availability decreases. Our uses of energy4products

such as

energy

rogtise.'

,automobi16

supply less.

As a result,

disgashers, home heating,,can IRA's, the available

_Increasing the use Of energy also makes prices,

'P

fe/er people can afford to use Snergy.

ACTIVITY 03

.All of us are energz consumers. An energy consumer is a

person who user energy prodUcts. If we increase our use, then

the availability of energy decreases.and prices rise.* Read

the following story and think about how Susan is an energy con-

sumer. Pay careful attention to the increases in Susan's

energy use and the decreases'in the availability of enevgy

resdUrces and products that occur.
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"DAY IN THU LIFE OF SUSAN SMITH

Susan used to live in a city. She used to walk to school.

.'She spent most.of her time.with her..friends in their apartmmts. When

Susan was.with her paiehts, they were talking .or reading together.

Susan's father wasin an'industry that made automobiles. After,

World War II, Susan'slfather was promoted in the cofipany. The family'

Amoved to the suburbs. Susan's father now drives tio work. Susan liVes

a long way from the khool she attends.

.During Susan's average day, her father drives her to school

beflre he drives himself to work in the city. At scitol, Susan studies

V.

science, mathematics, English and social studies. Often she is un- 1

(comfortable because of the building. The building is overheated. She

must shed her sweaters and coats in order to keep from being too

: hot. Susan des a great dear of paper as she does lessons. Susan won-
,.

ders whether or not the school owns a paper factory because' of the

,paper that is used and then thrown away.
A

Stisan eats lunch in, the school- She buys.foolksuch as sandwiches

in a plastic- wrapper. As she throws the wrappers away, she notices

. the large amount 6f paper waste in the school cafeteria.

After school, Susan often rides home with friends and goes to

her.friends' liouses. There they eat and watch TV. TVe's in people's

156
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homes use a lot of electricity.
00,

*

When Susan calls her father to pick her up, she goes home and

has dinner with her famili. Instead of doing the dishes, she now

t

uses the dishwasher. It takes a lot less time. She does her home-
, ,

work and_usel even more, paper. Mamie she is tired, she leaves

her light on sll.night and awakens in the morning.to find it is

0

still burning.

1. What energy resouices and products is Susan eon$uming?

2. Which of the resources she usei are renewable,. Which

are not?

fbefore heowar?
3. How has her use of energy products increased since

//

4 What energy resources are decreasing in their availability

due to Susan's consumption?
5

How might energy prices increase because of SusanIs

actions?

4..
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION AFTER WORLDWAR II 0

As Susan's consumption increases' the availal?iliq.of some resources
. r

decreases. As she Ilied more electricity, the supplies of coal, water,

and othet%ources of electricity were,being deOleted. As she ate pre-

packaged food, the 'supply of food and oil that goes into plastic wrap-
.

'pers was decreased. As she consumed large amounts of paper, available

wood resources were decreased. Efforts at renewing this resource would

,

need to increase. If you Aultiply Susan's average day by the millions

of middle or junior high students who go to school each day, you can see

'how these numbeve begin to iperease dramatically. The decreases cause

the availability of energy resources to.go down, and prices increase.

One of the easiest to learn about consumption patterns for

energy is to study a set o facts about the post World War II period.
c-

(-
They can be listed Fs follows:'

The automobilettm occurredAfter World War II.

By 1970 more people lived in suburbs than in ctties and
used their care more for work and other necessities.

'111's became popular after World War II. In 1947 there
were only 14,000 TV's in homes'in the United States. 1440i

By 1953 there were over 20'million.

In 1959 the first commercial jet was flown coast to I
coast by American Airlines. This started the boom for
jet traffic:business and pleasure.

0

In all of these ways, Americans became greater consumers ol energy.

By moving to the suburbs, they produced a housing boom. This housing

boom.Produced new needs for home heating and for people to commute from

the suburb to the city.. By introducing TV's into the homemillions of

people began to buy tIrm and to use 'them on a regular basis.. Today

most homes have litore than one television.

a
4
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ACTIVIT; #4 I

The chart beloWlindicates how people use the bagc inergy

supply that we have. The chart gives a basic idea or-Qhat

kinds of consumption patterna Americam have. Use the chart

in answering the following questiona:

1. In wha tle is the most energy consumed?a1

1

a. What are the Main things we use energy to do?

3. What are the main uses mmake of energy at
home or at school?

4. What are the results of using too muchxfnergy-
#; for you? For other people?

BRITAKDOWN Or U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION, II MI

1. MIL
2. RAW MATIMALI

1. PROM, SWAM.
2.
3. STOOCS

TRANSPORTATION
213.4%

INDUSTRIAL
30.1%

RESIDENTIAL

23.2%

COMMERCIAL
14.4%

1. SPACE MATING
I. MAUR HEATING
3. COOKING
4. RITMOIRATION
3. AIR CONDITIONING
e. CLOWNS DRYING
7. OTHER

1.""4

1. PACO HIATING
2. AM CONDITIONING
3. MD STOOCS
4. RWRIGIMATION
S. WATIN HEATING
. COOKING
7. 011NR

.40*

4. 1111C PROCIIIING
I. ILICTMC DRIVE ' t

. omen
,

42P



' ENERGY PRI*CTION AFTER WORLD WAR

It is not only consumption increases which cause4ecreases in the

availability of energy resources. Also it takes a lot of energy to

pibduce somethinl. The car.that Susan's father drives takes a great

deal of human And physical energy to produce. The steel, mills in
ye

which the steel for the cars is mpde are generally run by coal. Huge

furnaces burn coal to make thesteel which eventualAy goes into auto-

1
.mobiles. This is just one eOmple of how production in available

jenergy resources decreases. In this case, the,increase in the pro-

duction of cars causes decreases in the available coal supply.

In the post World War II period, the Uni;1414 States began to de-

velop asserious energy problem caused from production and consumption

after the war. On the other hand, the United States was becoming a
%

world leader. The Marshall Plan was helping to,rebuild Europe. People

and materials were being spilt from the United States to help West

Germany and Japan rebuild. For example, oil,production increased at a

very high rate. The oil production curve rose amatically between

1940 and 1960. During these years, oil was th major source for industry

as well as for homes and its use in production of the maierials which

made the United States a world leader.

. At the same'time, we began to consume more energy. As we became a

4
nation of suburbs, and a nation of conveniences, such as Automobiles,

television, appliances, and other pitoducts, we began to consume energy'

at an ever-increasing rate. With the growing economy came energy con-

sumption. .Again, the consumption would cause problems in available

energy supply inialliareagl
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Using,oil as an example, what happened we'd that our,covumption of

petroleum increasedfaster thfn'our produ tion of petrolepm and the_).

problem that this generated was a dependence on oil. During the early

1940's we W8V8 oil exporters. This situation dhanged fro(' 1940 to 19601
0

and the U.S.'became dependent upon other countries for the oil necessary
P

for commerciltl and residential use. .

ACTIVITY OS

The charts below show how problems of conshmption and
production of energy still existed in the'United States.4*

1978. You can easily see how we consumed more oil than We

produted. At the same time, we produced more coal than we

consumed. Study the charts and make a list on'a separate
sheet of paper of the energy resources that show greater
consumption than the amount produced. Then list the re-

sources that were produced in greater quantity than they

were consumed.'

INNROY C6N8URIPTION 1978 MINIM PRODUCTION .1076

Source: Eneriy and Education, May 1979, p. (Pubi,ished by the

National Science-leacher ' s Association .)
7

Compare the list with one other student's list; See if you
can see at least three problems in our use of energy since

World War II.

S.
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diERGY AND THi,POST-WAR PERIOD

LESSON'TWO: TAXING LEADERSHIP RUBS IN CONSERVING ENERGY

Lesson Objectives

To practice different ways students can take leadership o1es

1To exambie energrconstimption habits-

of

ACTIVITY U 1

One way to learn about energy consumption is to look
at the'individual habits people have. A habit is something

you do regularly. It is a part of your everyday life-style.
You do it without thinking. It is as natural as getting up
in the 'morning, or having dinner, or for-that matter, going
to school.

Think about the energy habits you have. Keep a dia4
of your activities for one day. List the ways in which,
you might change your habits in order to consume less energy.
Share your *deas(with other students in your class.

THREE LEADERSHIP ROLES

4.

One way you can help to conserve, or consume less energy, is to act

as a leader for others. There ar at least three Whys youbcan act as a'

leader in energy conserv,ation. They are: 1) Individual example,

2) Convincing others, and 3) Setting rules.

.Individual Example. You yourself can be an exaMple, or mqdei, for
*-

energy conservation. If you want to change some of your habits of energy
1

cOpsumption you can ride your,bike to school instead of having your parents

drive you. You can Whar warm clótheJ/in the winZer so your home and school

I ; o

t\ 1.bu
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Will.not have to uselp much ,heat. You can watch less TV. In this way,

you would set an example for other people. You would not needito Say
,

anYthing. .You would merefy qt0h, ways. that would conserVe energy.. If:.

.o4ers were watching you or were aware Of YoUr activities (then yoU would

iet in example for them.

There are some important criteria, or rules, for anyohe wile tries tcy

take leadership by setting an example, or model, for the behavior they want

others to follow. They cah be listed as follows:

1. Modeling is a silent activity. You should act 'tut a role

without talking about it.

Modeling requires clear Ognals. You should mike sure
that actlions are obvious io that they can be viewed or

#een by 'others 'as an example.

164
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If you' follow these friteria, ylu an model effective.energy conr-

vaton by turning out lights at hOmefor school, by walking or riding

a bike instead of.havAng parents dOt've you aces. You can put on a sweater

and try to dial down the thermostat. You can save food energy by making sure

/that your calorie consumption i$ only what you need to be strong and to grovIL

ACTIVITY #2,

Think of,one activity you can carry out for energy conser-

vation. Model that behavior for one week.' "rite a short report
on what you think was the impact of your individual example.

,Convincins Others. Convincing someone involves a,great many things

You have to b persuasive and know what you are talking about, but you also.'

have to kn about another person. elf' you try to denvince your parents not

to drive th ir car as\411ch, you must come up with convincing arguments about

the price of gasol,ine, the family budiet, the need to:preserve oil energy

9

resources or other such ideas. Basically, there are some criteria for ,

successful atAmpts to convince other people. They can be liste as follows:

1. Know the interests,and concerns of the people you are

trying to convince.

2. ' Howe a series of clear arguments developed in favor of
wWat you desire the other person to do.

3. Gi4thitt person a great.deal of support by helping the

pers6 to.change his or her habits.and by'encouraging
,the p rson when those habitt are changed.

_.

4
4. Be p spared fo a counter argument and treat the Other's

poi of view s a valid point of view.

5. so cit the other person's sueport for your position

etly and logically.
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ACTIVITY 0 3

Decide on qne way to conserve energy that is importan to you.
Fick.one person in your class and try to convince that persol,to
Jai) you in your energy conservation plan. Bo sure to follow the
criteria you have learned for convincing Others. Share your
successes (and failures) with others in your class.

116



,Settinll Rules. Afiother way that people take leadership roles in energy
,

,conservation is by setting rules.. ,States have set rules about using gaso-

line. You can also,set rules in your home or school which will help to

conserve viergy. You-can work with others to set rules about turnin bff

lights, setting thermostats or_opening windows'in the winter.

Normally,.setting rules involves working 'with other people in i group.

When you work in a group, people often have different opinions about what ,

to do. In order to Set a rule, you need to bargign with them. You need to

give them something in order.to gain their support.

,

si 4.

A
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Trad4ng, or bargaining, is one of the more difficult leadership modelS

to follow. It involves being sensitive to other people and being sure you

AO, 0

can give them Something they want and which you in turn can produce. In

1

many cases people have a hard time finding things to trade. Time, friendship,
4

activiiieeand work are otten common things that people trade when they.

believe in something.

'

4
In baTgaining you ought to foLlow these criteria:

, 1. Know the person you are bargaPncng with, know what that
person's interests are and the kinds ot things he or she
would accept as a trade for conserving e ergy.

c,

2: Know your own stTengths. Know what you Can ive them in

t turn for their compliance with y ur wishes.

3. Always'give the other person Sup rt in efforts ,to

support your wishes.

"Always be true to Mir bargain and live up to your 'end

0 or the other person will not change habits.

ACTIVITY #

Work with a group in your class to decide on one energy -
conservation rule you would like to set in your classroom.
Be prepared to bargainKwith other members of your class ins

order to support the runt+. Present your case to your class--

mates and follow the critetia for good bargaining. Try to

get them to accept your rule. After everyone has finished
you will discuss your successes (and failures). Then you

try to work under these rules which have been set.
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ACTIVITY #,S

You have seen how you can take leadership in a situation
which involVes energy,conseivation. Take some time to think
about an energy situation (in your own home, school or 'commun-

ity; Pick one situation in which you have an interest. Make

a decision about what*you can do to save eneily and which

leadership model you cotild use. Then work with otters in your'
class-and your teacherleorder to develop a plan about how ,

you would practice your leadership role in a group that is
important to you. Be sure to identify clearly what you wanf
to do, who is invOlved in the group, when the group Will mept, -

and outline in a step-by-step way your plan for carrying out
your leadership role. Write your,plan on a separdie piece
of paper.

t
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ENERGY AND THE POST WAR PERIOD

LESSON THREE: AMERICAN LEADERSHIP AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

,LessOn Objectives ,

To learn about three ways to conserve energy

To explore energy futures

To develop conservation strategies for the future

To carry out some aspect of an energy conservation plan
A,

'.ACTIVITY #1

ft,

Conservation means taking stare of things so that ihey will

last longoic or the wise use of something. Choose one person in

your school -- a teacher, student or staff member. Talk with

that person about how he or she conserves energy. Use the follow-

ing questions.

1. What do you do to conserve energy?

2. What could you do to conserve energy that you

don't do now?

3. How can studenls help to .conserve energy?

Write down pour answers and bring them to /class.

THREE CONSERVATION STRATEGIES

As the record shows, the post war period was a time of U.S. leadership

in foreign affairs and home production. It was also a period of high energy

consumptiOn. The United States did not take leadership dyring this period

in conserving energy resources. Resources were being used because of the

riSe4in production and consumption patterns,, It was not until the early

1970's that the U.S. really hegan to worry about itibenergy future. It

49



did so-because of the oil crisis ih the Middle East. ThiscriSis Caused a

,temporary shutoff of oil imports (oll coming into the U.S.) and permanent

price increases.

Although the U.S. has not taken strong leadership in the conservation

area, there have been efforts at energy conservation, many dating back to 44

the post World War II period, Three typical energy conservation strategies

can be summarized as follows:,,

I. USE LESS ENERGY
ai

2. USE SOME OTHER TYPE OF ENERGY

.%

4

3. USE ENERGY MORE.EFFIC1ENTLY

UsinOess energy. This is a strategy thatshas'been tried for many

,years, both by the government and by private individuals and businesses.

What this strategy often involves is making a law, such as the 55 mile per

hour speed limit. This means that people will drive more slowly and use

lessgasoline, and deplete the oil supply less rapidly. Reduction of

lighting i& the same kind of strategy. If people can turn out light& and

freduce the number of needless lights they have on in their homes or

'businesses, they will use less%electrical energy. We would save on coal,

hydropower, or other resources. This is a voluntary actión, and not one

that requires making p law. Another voluntary action involves buying

smaller card which use.less gasoline.

Basically, the "userless" idpa was not popular in.the 4940's through

thó 1960's. People were interested in high consumpttop hs a mark of success.

Using less energy was difficult. Using more was the usual pattern.

a
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V,
USING LESS ENERG*

Using tome other typ of energy. This is also a viable strategy.

fiere one uses coal instead of oil for firing furnaces. Nuclear power

becomes a real alternative to oil imports. Solar energy becomes a useful

alteplative. In this wky, if we are cOncerned about oil reserves, we can

find other sources which are more efficient for energy conservation. However,

few people have switched to alternative'eneigy sources, either.on the privaAp

,level or on the public level.

One of the easiest ways to use anolber type of energy is to use

human energy instead of Xher forms. In the picture on the next page thN

boy is using a hand mower to cut the grass. Normally, lawn mowers use

both gasoline and oil. Since human energyhsx.enewable, or can be restored

and used again, he is conserving energy by using less As and oil and

4asing human energy instead.
pg

41.
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USING SOME OTHER TYPE OF
ENERGY

rd%
re

Using energy more efficiently. This strategy is also one that as been

sought through publit and private agencies. Some people have decided to

[turn off some lights

have decided to

keep their car in

good repair to im-

grove mileage.

Still othef people

have decided to in-

sulate'their homes

to improve heating

m
and cooling eft-

ciency. All of

these types of deci-

sion's help to con-
\

serve energy. )

a.

and use lower wattage bulbs in others. bther people

USING ENERGY MORE EFFICIENTLY
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0 \
Make a survey of your classroom. Decide which energy

or energy products you can use less of, substitute or you
can use more efficiently. Share your ideas with other students
in your class. Develop a Classroom energy conservation plan
on which everyone can agree, using one or more of the con-
servation strategies. Carry out your plan for the remainder
of the class,

ENERGY DEPENDENCE.AND INTERDEPENDENCE

All of these alternatives had little support during the period of

4igh consumption in the 1940s through the 960's. They have now been

revived and promoted due to depletion of available energy resources in

the 1970's. There is another problem with energy conservation which

makes these alternatives even more viable today. Beginning in the'1960's

and early 1970's, the U.S. became dependent on imports'of oil and other

energy products. The percent of U.S. imports of oil is one of the crucial

areas of the energy problem. For example, we are dependent on the Middle

East for over 19% of our impc6ts and this amount is increasing on a year-6

to-year basis. In the oil crisis in 1973, there was first a cutoff and

..e
then a price increage. Thislemphasized the dependency of the United

States as an energy-consuming nation. More important, we are dependent

on other areas of the world, including Africa, Canada and South America,

*for energy support. The chart on the following page shows our increasing

dependence on oil imports.
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DOMESTIC IMPORTS AS

PRODUCTION CONSUMPTION IMPORTS PERCENTAGE OF
CONSUMPTION

1965

1967

1969

1971
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(projected)

r

/3.3

3.7

4.0 \

. 4.1

4.0

3.7

4.2

4.6

5.2

5.5 .

6.3

6.8

. 0.9

0.9

1.2

1.4

2.3

3.1

217O

20

23

24
q

36

4

ource: Energy-Environment Mini-Unit Guide, WtslAington, D.C.: National

Science Teachers Association. 1975.

dependence,has created a situation for which the term "inter-
(

dependence" is most often used. This means that nations around the)

k
world share dependencies on scarce energy resources. While we are

ip.

'dependent on oil, we have the opportunity to export coal to nations who

need it. Therefore, there is a dependency of nations on each other, for

their survilval in the energy area. This interdependence has brought

the energy question into foreign policy and the relations between nation's.

A
Conservation ant leadership is a complex quest)on. It Opends upon

Pie government, multi-national oil corporations, And public Utilities.
)

It also depends upon citizens. It depends upon the interdependence of the

i

IcoiMunity add nations and Adividuals within it for its true solutions.

Theiffore, energy conservation depends a deal upon group activity. 4
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ACTIVITY 4 3

Use the pictures on types of conservation strategies and
the information on interdependence to.answer the following
questions. k.4

1. In what ways could you take a leadership role
by using less energy? By using alternative
energy sources and/or products? By not using f
energy?

2. eHow would you be interdependent with other people
in carrying out your leadership role?

Find some examples of energy conservation in your local
community newspapers or magazines. Make a display.of the articles
and pictures on a wall in your classroom. Discuss the conserva-
tion strategies you have found with other members of your class.
How are these strategies different from those people used in the
1940's and 1950's? Yeti may want to talk with senior citizens

in your town about these di3Oferences.

ENERGY FUTURES

11

We have seen what the energy picture looked itke during the 1940's

through the 1960's. Current conditions in the late 1970's are an exagger-

ation of the curve which began in the 1940's and 19501S. The 1970's hive

been characterized by some of the highest levels of energy consumption.

People across the country are nowObeginning to think of what they can do 46

preserve energy and cut back on consumption. The future depends on con-

servation strategies that are used noW.

Contin1gresent Trends. Continuing present trend:would mean that,

energy consumpt on would cofitin e to inctease at a fast rate. In effect,

we woded continue to do exactly what we have been doing with major consump-

111
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tion Of oil and other energy sources and prducts. We wourd exhaust avail-,
, o

able natural eargy,supplies in the long run and prices would inAease.

The consequences o his prediction are Eliectrical con-.,

sumption has been doubling every ten to fifteen years. At t is ra,te our('

basic electrical'usage would outrun the ways we have for getting elec-

0
tricity. What all of this means is that without imArtant kinds of measures

to cut back on.consumPln, Shings we take for

ii

anted - lighting, fuel

r, al, transportation, heating, and other "neceiti ies" - will be cut back
r AN

dramatically. Clearly, something has to "give" in the consumption pattern.

)

Developing New Technologies. Another outlook depends on the develop-

Jdment of new technologies. At least three are now being given major co -

sideration.

Solar eta is beginning to be used chiefly in residences in various

parts of the count%. In the late 1970's it is expensive ana uSeful only

/I
where there isdadequate dlin and workable home heating plans.( The technical

difficulties have yet to be worked out, and it is still too expensive for

most people. However, within the next ten to twenty years') such difficul-

i

ties may be overcome..

, Nuclear energy is also being developed in plants across the country. \

These plants create nuclpar eacti ns which provide for electrical energy:

Nuclear energy, like solai energy, is expensive. It is also p9tentially

dangerous. If problems develop 411 the nuclear plant, dalliers

leakage from the pla, or waste disRosial, could cause damage

I

which live in or around nuclear facilities. Again, lik6 iola

new technology has yet to be fully developed.

from radiation

0
to populations

r energy,. this

41.

Wind energy is the third1lternative which is just beginning to be
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explored. Wind mills can be used to help produce electricity for hOmes

4

and businesses. Again, setting up a system which uses wind energy iS

expensive. It cannft be used for all purposes in all areas of the country.

It could, however, replace much of our use or nonrenewable energy resources
2

and help us to use less oil, coal and other nonrenewabla fuels.

Changing Habits: Conservation. A third possibility for the future

is that people can change their habits of energy. consumption in order to

alter the rapid growth of,the consumption of energy and energy products.

This will involve a wide variety of measures including dialing down thermo-

stats, driving cars less, watching food consumption, and other measures.

Imagine, for example, if everyone in every community across the

United States drove cars half as much. The doubling or gasoline usage

would then stop. The etire consumption curve dould tm changed. pf course,

everyone will not necessarily do this voluntbaril;\N If a sizagte number

1

of people across the country could decide on important coniervitioriiiiatigies,

then the total effect would be to change the consumption, curve.

ACTIVITY # 4

Now think about your own future plans for energy conservation.
You should think about,Ihe conservation strategies and the new,

technologies you have list ofstudied in this lesson. Make
things that you might do on an eveday basis to chan e your ownry
consumption habits and conserve energy. Now thi4 about how xou
might get this done, how you might start tomorrow morning to work
on this list. Present your plan to other students in the class and
then try to do something in your own life about,the energy problem.
You may decide to trade ideas.
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